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There's a great deal more we can add.
At Turnkey we've been working with
Soundcraft for over six years. And we
fully endorse their remarkable TS24
in -line console.

We can offer a total
system by complimenting
the mixer with the highly

acclaimed Otani MTR 90
Series II 24 channel
machine. A sophisticated
package of console and
master recorder.
But we don't stop at
offering the best range of
recording hardware in the
UK. We also support this

with our service back-up and studio
installation, carried out by our professional and experienced staff.
And we offer you a
comprehensive financing
option which is all part of
the service you'd expect
from us.
So, for full information

and expert advice on

Soundcraft or Otan products call Garry Robson on
01 -202

4366.

au key studio systems
Brent View Road.London Nw9 7EL.
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Studio design
Once upon a time, the design of a control room or studio
area would fall to the studio manager, the chief engineer,
the maintenance department or some permutation of the
above. Expectations of the design were limited by today's
standards with most aiming purely to achieve an
approximation of the desired RT. Multitrack meant higher
sound levels all round and design became more difficult to
guess at as a part time occupation. Therefore, enter the
studio designer, or perhaps I should say, the dedicated
studio designer, as previous to this studios were only seen
as part of the overall field of acoustic design.
The most influential of these designers has undoubtedly
been Tom Hidley. We are now in the second decade of his
influence which has been truly worldwide-in studios he
has designed and also those he has not. You have to think
back to the average facility in the late '60s and early '70s
to see how things have changed.
The field of acoustics relating to studio design has become
far more precise with it being more possible for the final
performance of a room to be predicted at the design stage
even on a first time design. We have a greater
understanding of how to control sound to achieve certain
effects as well as knowing more about how the ear/brain
combination affects the way we perceive sound. There is, of
course, always the danger that this knowledge may be
applied to removing deviations from a fashionable `sonic
norm' leading to all studios becoming far too similar. There
are arguments for this -uniformity of monitoring being one.
We all know of studios which epitomise this danger, being

very average at everything and exceptional at nothing.
Dependent upon the type of person we are, they either
attract or repel us. There is undeniably less variety within
studios these days although, thankfully, there are fewer
studios being built that pretend to be capable of recording
every type of music -they normally just don't work.
It is not the acoustic side of design that should be causing
concern at the present time. If you don't like the acoustic
philosophy of designer A there is always B or C or D and so
on -all with track records -and they will respond to varying
degrees to specific requirements posed by the location and
intended uses.
My concern is the appearance of the studios themselves.
Tom Hidley set a pattern of design that we are only now
beginning to break out of. Uniformity of visual design is
not something that can be blamed entirely upon the
designers either. Although there were many stories of
world- famous jet -setting record producers having to ask the
engineer what part of the world they were in after a long
and gruelling session, we have to look deeper to see the
reason for this anonymity than just the taste of the
designer.
The roots of the problem lie in the way a designer is
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chosen -almost always on a track record which means that
there are aspects of a previous design that the new client
likes. It is this that the new client will seek to repeat or
modify to meet his requirements. All too often this will also
include a similar decor. We are only just beginning to
realise that there are only so many combinations of thick
pile carpet, timber and curtains. If you speak to any of the
major studio designers you will find that they welcome a
totally different approach but need a considerable input
from the client to achieve a workable result. This
apparently is very rare with so many people just handing
the project over with the first deposit cheque.
I find this attitude very strange particularly as
international studio competition is increasing at the same
time as studio equipment uniformity becomes more
common. The appearance of your control room should be a
prime selling point. It has to be time well spent and may
not involve higher costs.
We cannot expect great visual designs from designers
they must concentrate on the acoustics and are likely to
tread the middle path unless directed by a client. Returning
to Tom Hidley, a man whose designs were often most
criticised in the late '70s for just this aspect; the man was
advocating different kinds of approaches -witness his article
in Studio Sound December 1975, where he was suggesting
the integration of environment into the studio -perhaps
even going beyond simple scenic views for the daring! A
glance through the project books of the better known studio
designers will show how few clients responded to this
stimulus and those that did stand out to such a degree that
they prove the `rule'.
The appearance of a studio is without a doubt one of the
most under -rated aspects of design although it has a very
great influence upon the creativity of the work done there.
If you are making heavy investment in equipment (or even
if you're not) why not produce an environment to reflect the
studio or the clients you want. I know we are a very
conservative industry but we are also meant to be at the
heart of a creative process and why can't we reflect and
generate a little of this ourselves? This does not necessarily
mean denigrating the efficiency of the acoustic environment
nor destroying the feel of a working type studio but just
enough thought to prevent your facility looking like
anywhere else.
A related point perhaps is the way that multi studio
facilities insist on calling their rooms 1, 2, 3 or A, B, C etc
which is throwing away the opportunity to integrate a
design theme with a name and so make a more memorable
facility within the minds of your clients.
Designers are definitely open to ideas beyond simply
repeating their last project. The choice is wide open and
potentially yours.

-
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M
Twelve(reasons for Otan from Turnkey
Amazon Studio The largest music studio
complex north of Watford installs two new
MTR 90's from Turnkey.
Capital Radio To extend the sophisticated
in -house production facilities, Capital choose
an MTR90 multitrack from Turnkey.
Clock Studio Recently re- equipped from
scratch with a complete studio package
including an MTR90, all from Turnkey.
Workhouse Studio Busy commercial music
studio updates to an MTR90, supplied and
backed by Turnkey.
Herne Place Studio Leading residential
music studio chooses an MTR90 series multitrack from Turnkey to keep pace with the
busy schedule.
Kajagoogoo Gimpy Dak build an extensive
in -house facility to master chart successes.
Turnkey provides a complete service from
studio design through to supply of the MTR90
Ripe Music Speciality studio, responsible
for tightly written and produced film scores
chooses Otani from Turnkey.
MCA Major record company updates its
in -house facility with a complete sixteen
track recording package including the
MTR90 and MTR12 from Turnkey.

Ezee North London's famous hire company
and rehearsal complex now offer 24 track
recording facilities to their clients with an
MTR90 supplied by Turnkey.
Palladium Studio Edinburgh's hardest
working music and post-production facility
install both the Otari MTR90 multitrack and
MTR12 stereo master from Turnkey.
Studio Soundtracks New commercial and
video post production studio chooses the
MTR series to ensure highest audio quality.
Roundhouse, Maison Rouge, Kingsland
Sound, Nigel Wright, Demanding studio
operators, with a reputation for the highest
quality recorded sound, choose the MTR 12
stereo master recorders from Turnkey.
Turnkey can help with finance, upgrade, and
of course our full studio supply and design
service is also available.

For full information on the thoroughly

recommended range of Otari from Turnkey,
call Garry Robson or Jon Ridel on 01 -202 4366

f: rrikey studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01 -202 4366
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From original r - cording to the customer...

Wherever you go - for recording,
post-production or distribution - Dolby noise
reduction will be there to do its job.

Whichever path you choose,
your customers deserve good sound.

Dolby noise reduction

is a fundamental
production tool, holding back hiss, crosstalk,
and print- through at each production stage
whilst preserving the quality of the recording.

You can rely on the Dolby system.

III Dolby°

It makes it easier to reach your
destination with the sound quality you need.

Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp L84/41

maintaining high quality with Dolby NR
346 Clapham Road, London 5W9 9AP, England Phone: 01- 720 -1111

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of music that is
hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like 'natural' and 'being
there'. Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the acoustic of the
original environment comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders
also provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material. We can now
supply UHJ encoded records, tapes and compact discs.
And don't forget our other products:

PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIME SWITCHES
TELEVISION SOUND TUNERS
Please send me information on: Time switches/Television Tuners/Ambisonics
Name
Address

Minim Electronics Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724

S3

SOUND CONTROL
FOR STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALES AND
MAINTENANCE IN IRELAND
Fast, efficient installation and servicing
STUDIO EQUIPMENT HIRE SERVICE
MAIN AGENTS FOR
MXR, REBIS, AUDIO & DESIGN, REVOX, C -DUCER
AND CONNECTRONCS

Contact John Connolly at
10 DONEGALL PARK AVENUE,
BELFAST BT15 4ET
Tel: (0232) 772491/771555
8

instruments
control and
measurement of sound levels? Ernest
Turner manufactures a comprehensive
range of VU and PPM analogue and
electronic analogue meters. Well known
for performance and quality, meters are
available to most international
specifications.
Remember
competitive
Do you need accurate

prices and
deliveries
keep us
steps ahead.
Send now for our

.

new catalogue.
See us on Stand
no. 332 at AES

Hamburg
HAWKER SIDDELEY

ERNEST TURNER INSTRUMENTS
e

0494309,t''
TOTTERIDGE AVENUE NIGHVI?COMBE HUCKS HP36XG
EEC & Scandlnavan counmes Crompton Turner Instruments BV
G,oenendaaI 217 -221 301 ST Ronerdam The Netherlanas 2:010.140144 r. .
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www.americanradiohistory.com

Top of our list of the latest rack technology
is a compressor that uses valves
There is little doubt in the minds of many
engineers that vacuum tubes possess a unique
sound quality and there is technical evidence
to support this belief Such equipment is said to
have a Warmer' more 'alive' sound. The
Drawmer 1960 is a dual compressor amplifier,
using vacuum tubes in conjuction with
semiconductors. Features include 'soft knee'
characteristic, variable threshold and switchable attack release. Equalisation is provided.
Drawmer already lead in dynamic control
with their conventional products, this new
device is already in great demand. Full range
available.

Stereo from Mono The effect is a generation
beyond simple left/right, bass/treble splitting.
True comb filtering with variable modulation
and chorus effects bring stereo spread and
sparkle to any source. An ingenious device
from Studio Technologies in the States, Demo
tape available on request.

Computer controlled delay MIDI is upon

new Yamaha product shows just
how far the music manufacturers have
advanced. Fully programmable obviously,
with up to a second delay at 18kHz bandwidth.
Each of its 16 memory banks can be remotely
selected from a MIDI keyboard or other MIDI
equipment. Stocks expected in October.
us, and this

Reverb in a rack from MXR. The 01 digital
reverb is still the price leader for stereo space
without side effects. Programmable pre -delay,

decay, and damping plust nine factory set
simulations ranging from a tight plate sound to
a large hall. About the only digital reverb at the
moment on sensible delivery. All MXR studio
products available. Noiuially from stock.

PO Lae

vmpia
Short term digital recording

4is the most
desirable effect in the studio today.
The AMS system is the most advanced product in the market featuring modular design,
full loop editing and modulatiuon for all the
popular effects. We are South of England
distributors for AMS. Call us for a demonstration of their studio reverb.

Introducing Stargate Another addition to
our very wide range of reverb supply. Wide
range of programmable parameters with full

simultaneous display of settings. (Engineers
who are already famniliar with plate or spring
reverbs will find the Stargate especially easy
to operate. Demo on request.

Controllable excitement from

EXR. Until

recently, the psychoacoustic effect known as
'aural excitement' was only available as a black
box with a knob marked 'effect'. Now the EXR
Projector offers a degree of selection of effect
quality. This is an impossible unit to describe,
call us for a demoloan or demonstration.

WTI ikey studio systems
Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366
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AsoNAfor

Complete Cassette Production

ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.
The ASONA loop -bin, a high -speed
master tape reproducer, feeds and
controls up to 40 slave recorders.
Long -life ferrite heads provide flat frequency response and high dynamic
range.

Available for 16 1 and 32 1 duplication ratios for a variety of tape formats.
:

:

Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low
personnel costs.

We can

ASONA
High -Speed
Loop -Bin
The loop- bin /slave
system employs neither

compressed air nor
vacuum. Completely

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60,
Tel.: (0)7825 -1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d

D -7634

Kippenheim

WHAT THE BEST
CANNOT BETTER
STANFORD 751
SILVER

Icel

SHADOW

seven input channels

four of them with
three source connections

YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN MIX
Manufactured by

TELEVIC

Panoramastraat 36
B -1810 WEMMEL (Brussels)
Tel.: 32-2/479 99 70
Telex: 24120 Televic b

Prices down on 24 track from Turnkey
Soundcraft Producer Systems for a Song
Without a doubt, manufacturing multitrack
recorders, was the smartest move that
Soundcraft ever made.
Now firmly established and field proven,
the Soundcraft packages offer the finest
twenty four track value in the market today.
As their exclusive full line UK distributor, we
are in a position to offer unmatchable service
and prices on their complete range of studio

products.

From just £19,999*
Even the most budget priced system, is
ready to run. The mixer is a fully loaded
24 x 8 x 24 - the Series 1600 Producer console, complete with full jackbay and wiring

interface.
The latest 760 Series two inch twenty four
track is included in the £19,999* exclusive
price. This system includes the standard
remote, the full function autolocator is
optional.
Stepping up to the large frame 2400 Series
console, the expanded facilities offer both
private and commercial studios, every production feature to enhance working speed
and quality. The price steps up to £24,400 *, or

£25,300* including the autolocator. Again,
prices include the wiring interface, so you
are literally ready to run in minutes.

Systems supplied and installed.
We have the greatest experience with
Soundcraft. Most recently our clients include
Oz, Gateway, Madness, Martak, Kajagoogoo,

MCA, Snake Ranch, and Steve Hillage.

Turnkey offers the most complete service

of Soundcraft supply and backup. Any aspect
of live demonstration, acoustic or studio
design, supply of any studio peripherals,

installation and system commissioning.
We can even help with finance or to sell on
existing equipment if you are upgrading.
Turnkey extends as much or as little help
as you need to get up and running.
Call Garry Robson or Jon Ridel on 01 -202
4366 and find out more about our exceptional
system prices on these products.
Nobody knows Soundcraft better.
*Prices plus VAT

key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366

Fully loaded 2400 Series console including jackbay
and wiring interface, plus 24 track, two inch from
£24,400 *. With autolocator from £25.300

The fully loaded
Producer System from
£19,999*. Includes
full wiring interface.
Autolocator as shown
is optional.

We can supply the full range

of Soundcraft recorders.
Usually from stock

ü
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DON'T EVEN

THINK

ABOUT BUYING

..

.

AMPEX TAPE
SPLICE TAPE
LEADER TAPE
EMPTY SPOOLS /BOXES
BLOCKS AND BLADES
AUDIO CASSETTES
TEST TAPES
U -MATIC AND BETA

until you've contacted us!

PANGBOURNE MUSICAL DISTRIBUTORS

s*ri/s(r4

PO Box 19

RADIO MICROPHONE SYSTEM

RMS.12

Stratford -on -Avon (0789) 68579

ABACUS
ARTA E00
Use the ARTA 600 third - octave audio analyser
adaptor and your own oscilloscope as the most
cost effective solution to real -time analysis.

\

Verify the audio frequency responses of tape,
film and VTR recorders in moments and save
hours in daily maintenance.

=-

£795 plus VAT

---iEla__
More compactmore versatilemore dependable and more than 20 years
specialised design and manufacturing know how behind it
Instant slide -on
battery pack
Optimum quality
under most

1

ono am
-M1 N

o__

For more than 20 years we've been supplying
our radio -microphone systems to key TV, radio and film
organisations throughout the world. Now comes
RMS.12, a sound engineer's dream come true. With so
many desirable new features built in, you cannot afford
to overlook RMS.12. It's for delivery NOW, so contact

Audio Ltd today!
!,l made in U K by

difficult

AUDIO LTD. 26-28 Wendell Road

conditions

London W12 9RT

2

am, Nunes
11111
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'
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7518'4352

Abacus Electrics

10 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH England
Telephone: London 01- 994 6477 Telex 8811418

Engineers who dont believe their ears
will listen to almost anything.
In the highly controversial area of studio
monitoring, personal preferences prevail.
There's a wide and varied range of custom
enclosures, drivers and crossovers.
Yet a small core of products remains at the
centre of choice. A range of speakers and
amplifiers, selected by engineers which
offer a reference sound `hat studios use to
compare recordings.
Near field monitors for use at mixdown are
the most cost effective way to buy an industry

reference.
Auratones were first and are still the most
popular. Thirty watts of power provides
ample monitoring levels.
In the past few years, the Visonik Davids
have gained acceptance for their distinctive,
more 'European' sound.
Most recently, the Fostex self powered
6301 monitor has been accepted by a major
broadcasting corporation as a convenient
way to listen.
Tannoy is a market
leader when it comes
to major monitoring.
Turnkey offers a
wide range from basic
economy Stratfords to
the Super Reds and
massive Buckinghams

Quad amplifiers have

been the most popular general purpose power
amplifiers for well over a

decade.
The Quad 303 offers 45W

per channel, the 405 delivers
100W. Both are proven to be
stable and reliable. For near
field or low power main
monitoring they are unbeatble in terms of price and
performance.
A rack mounting kit is
available for the 405.
When it comes to higher power levels, the
range of choice increases.
Choice should not be compromised. The
costs of repair of amplifiers and speakers
can prove prohibitive.
Stability and conservative circuit design
are essential.

HIT is a new name in amplifiers, yet it is

backed by the reputation of Mike Harrison,
who pioneered bipolar, high power designs
at HH in the late sixties. These latest MosFET
designs continue the tradition of reliable
performance and frills free function.
These monitoring products, plus a wide
range of headphones, switching and cables
are available from Turnkey.
Call us to arrange a demonstration or
direct comparison of the best in monitoring.
Full details and price list on request.

ACti7UYtATONE
5,1O0£L 63G'

-,EnSrsVnL

obftCri

t Fri

key studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366
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HIIH
electronic
Mos -Fet Power Amplifiers
Range of 6 models 100 -400 watts. (800w
bridged). XLR, Binding post, and jacks as
standard. Multi voltage selection. Open/
short circuit proof. THD.02 %, IMD
.03 %. Robust construction.
Proven reliability. Rack -mount
handles. Full range of
indicators. Accurate and

calibrated i/p
attenuators.
Optional i/p
TX formers.

t1

For more information
on the HH Electronic V- Series

Iry

amplifiers contact:

U.K. distributors:
Scenic Sounds Equipment Canford Audio Ltd
London 01- 387 -1262

Tyne & Wear 091- 4137171

Worldwide Distributors:
Australia, Klarion Enterprises, Melbourne (03) 61
Bahrain, Marshall Musical Instruments 251 664
Belgium, T E M, Dilbeek 031 28.92.30
Canada, Heinl Electronic, Aurora (416) 727
Denmark, Supersound, Copenhagen 01 35
France,

B

1951
50 91

M A, Chilly Mazarin 06 448.81 .1 5

Finland, Studiotec, Helsinki 08 051 41 33
Germany, Sound Clinic, Ingelheim 06132 75414
Holland, Ampco, Utrecht 030 433 134
Hong Kong, Wo Kee 5 -249 073

3541

Italy, New Cary, Milan 576 512
Norway, Audiotron, Oslo 02 35 20 96
Singapore, Atlas 220 484

Spain, Letusa Madrid -222 4508
Switzerland, Sacher, Basel 061 23 93 80
Sweden, Tal 8 Ton, Göteborg 08 80 36 20
S. Africa, Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg
1

23 4541/2
U.S.A., T M 1, Fullerton (714) 525 3902
Eastern Europe, Denis Tyler, Gt. Britain 02406 6262
-

H. H. Electronics Limited
Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Tel: 0954 81140 Tlx: 817515
14
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LOGIC
AT WORK

o

THE H969 PROPITCH HARMONIZER FROM EVENTIDE

LOGIC
IN LAYOUT

LOGIC IN
CONSTRUCTION

LOGIC
INSIDE

CLARITY OF

RIGID FRAME,
MODULAR CIRCUIT
BOARDS, AND A
WIPE CLEAN
FRONT PANEL
CONTRIBUTE TO
RELIABILITY,
EASE OF
SERVICE AND
EQUIPMENT THAT
REMAINS GOOD LOOKING AFTER
YEARS OF USE.

HIGH -SPEED
LOGIC WITH
AN INTELLIGENT

DISPLAY, EASE
OF CONTROL,
LOGICAL GROUPING
OF FUNCTIONS,

AND FRONT
PANEL
INSTRUMENT
CONNECTORS

ALL COMBINE
TO MAKE THE

969 A JOY
TO USE.

SPLICING
ALGORITHM
THAT DELIVERS
CLEANER
PITCH - CHANGING
THAN EVER
BEFORE.

The H969 features :
Full bandwidth delay to 1.5 seconds and 3 seconds at half-bandwidth.

Twelve preset pitch ratios at musical intervals.
Five delay user -presets, with non -volatile memory.
Digitally set pitch ratios that don't drift
Flanging and Doppler effects
16 bit PC M linear coding
Remote control of pitch by voltage or keyboard
.

.

.

.

Ìtlarquu 1ctrnnicz

v/

10 RICHMOND MEWS LONDON W1V 5AG TELEPHONE: 01 -439 8421
SHOWROOM OPEN FROM 8.30 TILL 11.00 AT NIGHT DURING THE WEEK
15

Mady produce high dynamic radio equipment for handheld

microphones, instrument pick -ups and communications.

UDistr'
Rental a

'on
ce

S. a.

hardware House
New Address: West Works, Chalgrove Road, London E9 6PB. 01 -986 6111

1960's
WE HAVE ALL BEEN TALKING ABOUT IT
FOR YEARS

AND NOW IT'S TIME TO LISTEN

DRAWMER MARKETING AND SALES
01 -943 1368
USA WEST
HARRIS SOUND INC
LOS ANGELES 800 -637 -5000

16
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USA EAST
MARTIN AUDIO
NEW YORK 212- 541 -5900

Off the peg synchronisers suffer from trying to
be all things to all people.
At Studer, they have a no- compromise
approach: the tailor -made TLS 4000
synchroniser. After all, who knows the needs of

Studer transports better than Studer?
The advantages of this intimate knowledge
are immediately apparent:
Economy.
The TLS 4000 costs less than a'/á' Studer
tape machine.

Versatility.

Performance.

can be supplied as an integral part of the
A810, or as a rack- mounted option for other

Resolves auxiliary references: pilot frequency,
video frame pulses, film bi -phase pulses,
move pulses etc.
Write or 'phone for full details.
Studer TLS 4000. Cut to perfection.

It

Studer transports.
Choice.
Available as a simple chase lock synchroniser
or with a sophisticated local control unit.

Flexibility.
The TLS 4000 will resolve two SMPTE time codes of any standard. There is also a RS -232
serial remote port.

STUDER
CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)840 29 60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091. Telex 27502

10-16 Mercer Street, London WC2H

Theatre Projects Sales
90E Tel: 01-240 5411 Telex: 27522

TOOLS, METERS, TEST EQUIPMENT, PARTS,
TEST TAPES AND SERVICE MANUALS.
FROM THE PEOPLE WITH 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN THE STUDIO /MUSIC INDUSTRY.

TOOLS
0

A good tool kit is as important to you as is the latest mark III x 8
digi 64k ram /rom x 19" rack remote deglitched vibe exciter. The
only difference is what would the latter be worth in 8 years time?
A tool kit minus test meters costing £100 eight years ago has
a present value of £600 today. To bring that tool kit to date
including replacing broken & lost tools costs £140 and will

handle

a

complete £150,000 studio.

Each tool kit supplied is customised to your needs from

COURSE FOR
STUDIO ENGINEERS
THE 12th COURSE IN THE SERIES WILL
BE HELD SEPTEMBER 6 -13, 1985,
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
The Course includes lectures on each link in the chain
of operations, Microphone to Finished Product, to
record sound for:
Professional Recording Studios Radio
Television Video
using a large range of modern equipment assembled
especially for this Course + workshops.

Prospectus from:

APRS
23 Chestnut Avenue,
Chorleywood, Herts., U.K.
Telephone: 0923 772907
18
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a kit
complete 46 track studio.
30 years of experience in studio servicing including the running
of our own 24 track in house studio has made us sympathetic
to your personal needs. A list of your equipment is all that is
required for us to quote.
Whether you are travelling, servicing Revox and UHER or in
house at Bert Bloggs 24 track we have tools ready on the shelf.
We also assemble kits, utilising your own personal tools.
All tools and meters etc are from a vast stock range which
supplies include:

to service a Fender guitar to

a

kit for

a

ADVANCE/A +B eng/ACH "MIN /AVO/ANTEX /EACH SIMPSON /BROWN
BOVERI /BACHO /BELZA/ COOPER /CRESCENT /CK /CEKA /CIRCUITAPE/
CHALLENGE/ DRAPER /EXCILITE /EZ *HOOK /ELORA /EXPO /EDIT "ALL/
FLU KE /FACOM /GLOBAL /KNIPEX /LEADER /LINDSTROM /MOODY /MAG N0/
MILBAR /MICROTEST /NICHOLSON /OK IND /PROTO /PHILLIPS/RECORD/
SHACK (TEST TAPES( /SHACK (HAND METERS) STANLEY /SALTER/
STAEDTLER /SOAR/THANDER /TOPPER (CASES ,NACO/WELLER/WISS
You don't throw half of our tool kits away.
Y

7c Bank Chambers,
Penn Hill Avenue,

Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset BH12 3HS
Telephone: Parkstone

(0202) 743394

CUSTOM TOOLS LTD

There are lots of
Sound propositions
from Sony Pro-Audio:
,,

at AES this year...

...and here's one
to start with.
A Sony Portable Compact Disc Player
may not meet all your professional needs, but

were sure you will enjoy
owning one.

Here's your opportunity!
Every day of the show in Hamburg
we are giving one away.
To enter the draw. simply fill in the
coupon and post it in the box on
our Stand in Room 8.

Name
I

I

SONY
Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

Company

Address

City Wall House
Basing View. Basngstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 0
International +44 256 55 0

Position

111

11

Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 G3 (0256) 474585

Tel. no

ABC
I

...and here are some more!
During the AES Show period, we are offering special package price deals on many of our
products including some of the following:

JH -24 -24 Multi track Analogue Recorder

PCM -3324 24 track DASH Recorder

Professional Compact Disc Player Systems

Audio /Video Synchronisation System

Professional Microphones

Wireless Microphone Systems

A good deal from Sony Pro -Audio
Sony Pro Audio can supply the most
comprehensive range of professional audio equipment
from portable mono recorders to multi track digital

recorders, from microphones to multi channel mixing
consoles.
Sony Broadcast can also offer advice, design and
implementation of complete studio installations and
outside broadcast units.
Ard if operation and maintenance training is
required, we can provide that too.

SONY
Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
City Wall House
Basing View. Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 011

SONY PRO -AUDIO AES HAMBURG Room 8

Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 G3 (0256)4745 85
Des,gned and produced by Bell Carter Elliot Richards Lmíted Basingstoke. England

If you're building a
new multitrack facility or

upgrading an existing
one, the combination of
an Otani 24 track and an
Amek console has
probably already
presented itself to you as
one option.
The Otani MTR90 -II
is now firmly established
as the world's bestselling, as well as the
most advanced analogue
recorder. The many
advantages of the MTR90
are best appreciated with
the machine in
continuous hard use,
earning its keep, but
among those most oftenquoted are its brilliant
sonic performance, its
excellent ballistics when
synced to video and the
stability of alignment.
The Amek range
has been extended
to include the
versatile Angela
console. The
Angela is built
to an unus-

ually high mechanical
standard and offers an
extremely musical eq
section.
Careful consideration at
the design stage to the
requirements of a variety
of multitrack users has
resulted in a console that
allows great flexibility in

all outboard effects,

foldback, microphones
... indeed, everything

down to hardware and
accessories.
The ITA service
doesn't end there.
Included in every
systems package is full
installation, all studio and
control room wiring and
operation.
the kind of service
ITA can supply you
backup which can only
with both an MTR90 and
be offered by someone
an Angela but that's just
with 12 years'
the start. We specialise in
experience as the U.K's
putting together
leading systems
complete systems for
specialist.
every application. This
And even that's not
can include monitoring,
all. If you require, we can
provide a
comprehensive design
service for your studio.
This can include
structural alterations as
well as acoustic
treatment if
necessary.
i;i'LIIÌ
Amek and Otani
MIMI
.
::'s'.
are just the start
call us for
the rest of
the story.
..

7:

Ì

-

it gook r. great deal of thought to
come up with a package for 1985.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone: 01 -748 9009. Telex: 21897.
19
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The Family:
16

31

The Time Matrix, a versatile multitap digital delay system.
1.637 secs on each tap. 80 memories, LF and HF controls.
Output level and delay display of each tap, on -board two

output mixer. Optional eight outputs are available.
Electronically balanced XLR's.

The Spanner, the first digitally controlled stereo panning
system. Auto -pans from once every 12 seconds to 6 times per
second. External /internal trigger pulse count up to 8 beats.

Asymmetrical panning and modulated stereo imageing.

And next...

Available From:
AGENT:

UK DISTRIBUTOR:

BRITANNIA ROW LTD

TURNKEY

35 BRITANNIA ROW

LONDON NI 8QH
TEL: 01-226 3377 TLX: 268279 BRITROG

BRENT VIEW ROAD

LONDON NW9 TEL
TEL 01 -202 4366 OR 01- 637 701
1

AGENT

AGENT:

STUDIO HOUSE
HIGH LANE VILLAGE

29 GUILDFORD STREET
LUTON

AUDIO SERVICES

DON LARKING AUDIO SALES

NR. STOCKPORT SK6 8A
TEL:

06632 4244

TLX:

,

665721

BEDFORDSHIRE LUI 2NQ
TEL:

0582 450066 OR 0782 24257

The introduction of the Tandberg Series TCD 900 shatters the
barrier of Cassette decks for professional use.
For the first time

superior sound
capability. outstanding mechanical and
electronic design.
and total control flexibility based on a
8 -Bit microprocessor
with 32 K of EPROM
memory are combined in one machine

TCD 910 Master

Cassette
Recorder.
TCD 910 is designed to replace the conventional combination

THE BREAKTHROUGH CASSETTE DECKS
cartridge machines.
Features include:
- High precision 4 motor tape transport.
- Discrete, Tandberg designed. three head system with built -in
record azimuth adjustment.
- Superb sound quality with Tandberg's exclusive discrete
circuitry and latest generation Dolby B and C.
- Built in autolocator with 10 cue points in real time. auto cut
search and cue /review.
- Auto stop and /or rewind after cut.
- Wide range of options and accessories.
of both reel and

20
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TCD 911 Playback Cassette Deck
Offers the same quality of construction and design as TCD 910
with special features such as:
- Playback pitch control.
- External playback azimuth control. The TCD 910 combined
with the TCD 911 makes for an ideal match of performance
and price.

TANDBERG TCD 900
PROFESSIONAL CASSE

i

I

SERIES
E DECKS

SMPTE
READING
CLOCK

S

SYNCS ANY DRUM COMPUTER
OR SEQUENZER TO SMPTE

REMEMBERS START AND CUES

R
UNIVERSAL MODULAR SYSTEM

C

SOLVES ANY SYNC PROBLEM
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

FRIEND CHIP

NEW SOFTWARE RELEASE AUGUST 1984
SMPTE -CODE generator /reader switchable for 24F, 25F(EBU), 30 non -drop and 30 drop-frame -code
32 CUE -POINTS, autocorrection to the metronome, improved CUE SETTING, CLEAR CUE CLEAR ALL
8 free programmable sequences for TEMPO CHANGES, 32 steps each, presets
DATA TO TAPE via the SMPTE chanal saves START, CUES. TEMPOS
NEW INPUT MODULE
reads any clock or FSK from metronome up to 1536 clicks, multiplies and divides
reads natural DRUM TRACKS, manual trigger, sound /trigger conversion
LOOP to pass dropouts, missing drumbeats or even breaks
PUNCH -IN funktion even when working without SMPTE

MIDI SYSTEM CLOCK

FRIEND CHIP
AMDEK, DRUMULATOR. FAIRLIGHT.
KORG, LINN. MICROCOMPOSER. MOOG.
MXR, OBERHEIM, PPG WAVE ROLAND,
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS, SIMMONS,
AND ALL OTHERS
SYNCLAVIER II -

-

SRC
SMPTE READING CLOCK

BERGMANNSTR 4
1000 BERLIN 61
GERMANY
030/792 84 02

ITALY MIMA 01- 845 0186
DANMARK Kinovoc/02 -18 7617
FRANCE Mus cLand Paris/355 2668
AUSTRAUA Klanon MR 379 South Melbourne Victoria 3205/03-61 3541
MOUAND Synlon/ 03462-3499
USA Europa Technology 1638 W Washington Blvd Vence CA 90291 /213 -392 4985
Lw( Syoo Systems 20 Conduit Race London W2í01 -724 2451

2

I

7E- products ffD

YOUR CAREER IN THE

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY

in a 2 year

ffD

professional training program in the

RECORDING
ARTS AND SCIENCES
graduates placed

Star -quad 4- conductormic.cables.
Cable reels & cable reel systems.
Multi- paircables & junction box systems.
-i- Multi- channel snakes & pigtails.
Combined video/power/audio /intercom cables.

80 COURSES IN

MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION
RECORD PRODUCING
SOUND ENGINEERING

MANAGEMENT

LIMITED INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
For Day or Evening courses APPLY NOW!
For application end FREE brochure describing courses contact The Institute

* Data cables.

TREBRS IÛSTITUTE OF RE.CORO ÛG ARTS
,4 West BIS
18c811

45V

1Mì

r

'

Avenue

410 Dundas St East

290 Nepean St

1435 Bleary St

B C

Toronto. Ont
M5A 2A8
(4161 966-3066

Ottawa Onl
KIR 5G3
16131232 -7104

Montreal. One

n04) 872 -2666

Ste 301

45)

In FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS

H3A 2H7
15141845 -4141

developing tomorrow's music industry leaders since 1979

P.O. Box 3DG,

Telephone:
TREBAS InSTITIITE

Of

Cables: Allotrope -London Wl.

RE.CORDInG ARTS

What
no effect?

Street,London W1A 3DG, England.
3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

114 Wardour

01 -434

HOW'S YOUR
SINK UNIT?
For a moment, we were

puzzled, until we realised
that Mike Berry was
referring to our new
l -CON sync unit. As a
musician with his own 16
track studio, he really appreciate.
the convenience of an efficient
autolocator. But where does the
sync unit fit into the story?
Well, now our family is
complete. First came the
Spin -Time tape timer, then
the CM50 autolocator and
the ICON complete tape
controller and now

-

a

[
tai

Call...

Hilton Sound Ltd

sync unit to lock

audio to video
or even audio
to audio.

End of story

- or maybe just the beginning!

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Applied Microsystems Limited

01 -708

0483

(24 hrs)

The studio effects hire service
22
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Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham,
Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.
Telephone: Chobham (09905) 6267

THE FIFTH
NEUTRALLY REPRODUCING ACTIVE
MONITORING SPEAKER IS READY.

COME, SEE AND LISTEN
IN AES HAMBURG.

GENELEC
FINLAND
Genelec
lisalmi
358 77 24942

PP

SWEDEN

NORWAY

Intersoric AB
Stockholm

Benum AS
Oslo
02-44 22 55

08 -744 58 50

EELGIUM
Genelec
E russels
2 3740683

ITAL

SPAIN

Audio Equipment

Fading SA
Madrid
408 67 00

SRL
Monza
03-83 67 67

ENGLAND
Future Fi-m
Deuelopmen
London

s

Ltd

GERMANY
t fd GmbH
Munchen
089 278 04 04

01 434 33 44

AMPLIFICATION

Conservatively
rated power supply
with 1.5mm steel
screening around A.C.
circuits and between
channels.

Internal layout
optimised for short
cable runs with all
internal high current
connectors double
wired for reliability.

Electronic
balanced inputs as
standard.

FET switch -on
muting.

High quality
calibrated and 'dented
gain controls.

Output: Power PPX 900 450 Watts /ch @ 4
Ohms
PPX 450 225 Watts /ch a 4
Ohms
T.H.D.: Typically 0.005% at 1 kHz
Measured at 0dB output into 8 Ohms

CiIToí lic
Each output device
is individually fused for
reliability and ease of
servicing.

Quiet computer
grade fan.

Triac D.C. clamp.

Citronic Limited
Halifax Road, Bowerhill, Melksham SN12 6UB
Wiltshire, England
telephone 0225 705600, telex 444131

Applied Microsystems
Icon Autolocator
Developed out of the
CM50 autolocator,
the Icon is designed
specifically for the
Fostex 8/6.

Yes, the amazing new DDL from Bel Marketing is expandable,
with optional cards from 2 to 8 seconds at 15kHz bandwidth

116 secs 7.5kHz).
The most fascinating

It is,

however, perfectly
possible to supply units for other makes.
Like the CM50, it is a 9 memory autolocator plus record
select. It simply plugs into the remote socket on the 816.
Most exciting of all, if you buy a Sync Unit you can link two

816s

-

Bel BD80 DDL 8 Secs
Delay /Sound Sampling
feature of this new delay is that it will
record a sound which can be edited into a loop and
replayed by a trigger on the front panel or from an external
signal source. As for the price you simply won't believe it.
And remember; you heard it first Over The Road.

-

instant 32 track at its most revolutionary cost

yet. You too can drop -in Over The Road.

lOWIDTR\C

16/18/16 Mixer
Now a firm favourite in both home and professional studios
alike, the Soundtracs 16/18/16 continues to enjoy a sound

Fostex Collection

reputation for quality, coupled with its extremely competitive
pricing this mixer is a must!
Features now include ALPS faders (standard), dual level
inputs and outputs via stereo jack sockets (compatible with
Japanese and European equipment), 3 band EQ, 3 Aux
Sends channels and monitors, plus EQ and fader
reverse on 8 monitors allows use of the monitor
channels as

further inputs on

mixdown.

Everybody knows about Fostex and Teac and all the rest;
but it's not every day that you can try it all out with an
extremely patient and knowledgeable recording engineer.
You can do it Over The Road.

Soundcraft
Machines
The Soundcraft Series

20 Stereo

Mastering Machine takes the
concept of conventional
analogue tape machines into a
new era. The Series 20 meets
the highest professional
standards at a very
competitive price. The end result
of this revolutionary design
is a very impressive
product indeed.

Trident for the
Professional
The top professional
range of consoles
and multitrack machines
from Trident for which
D.L.A.S are sole UK
agents. The Series 70
mixer is the ideal
instrument for the

Neumann
Professional
Microphones

producer/engineer and
comes in many different

Recently appointed
for the complete
range.

configurations. The
Series 808 is for the
fully professional
studio. Come and fix a
mix Over The Road.

Now open on
Stoke -on- Trent, our new
Northern branch offers the
same product lines as
Luton, new and used.
Telephone Jeff or
Sherree

Larking
audio sales
Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,

t tiox ooo't
eQ

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
Telex: 825488 DONLAR G

Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke-on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257

UK main dealer
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Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

LOW PRICE
-TURNERNOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS

The

-

Iightwei
portable with
heavyweight features.
`

*

4.9 kg Total operational weight.

* EBU.SMPTE Time-code generator version available.
* Universal option includes mono neo -pilot compatible. mono synchrotone

and

stereo synchrotone.

* Optional plug-in 50'60 Hz synchronizer.
* Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA).
* 6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike: 2 x variable line; 2 x fixed line.

\

Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12 "spools to be used. including NAB.

11

SWITZERLAND

o 2068 Hauterive-Ne,

J/Switzerland.Tel: 038 33 42 33.

S.I----Lf- `v

.J `

Telex: 35 380.

IUK Distributors: FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS. 114 WardourStreet. London W1V
Tel.

3LP, England.
01-434 3344 & 01-4371892.Telex:21624 ALOFFD G Cahles Allotrope-London Wl.

B302 £259 B502 £429
(XLR VERSIONS AVAILABLE IN BOTH MODELS)
TWO VERY STRAIGHTFORWARD COMPACT POWER
TO
CONSTRUCTED
RUGGEDLY
AMPLIFIERS
AND
TREATMENT
THE
HARDEST
WITHSTAND
YOU NEED AT
POWER
PRODUCING ALL THE
SURPRISINGLY LOW COST. PLUG -IN DRIVER P.C.B.
MAKES ACCESS AND SERVICE QUICK AND EASY IN THE
STUDIO OR ON THE ROAD. TELEPHONE OR WRITE FOR
PB2ES SUBJECT TOVAT
MORE DETAILS.

Pa zttwezd

%iZäkteQ Seectewi

The Honesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road,

Bromley Kent BR 2QZ
1

Phone 01-460 7299

L-7

Affordable
Desk Automation
- Retrofits

to any console, in the field and
without any cosmetic changes
-Displays the fader positions and the VCA
levels on a video monitor
-Automates levels and mutes
-Creates up to 9 sub -groups
-Totally Fail -Safe
Incorporated by many console

-

manufacturers including: Amek,
Trident, Rebis, Raindirk

OPTIMIX International, 127, rue Amelot, 75011 Paris, France. Tel: 258.46.67
Germany:
Thum +Mahr Audio GmbH,
Konrad- Adenauer -Platz 6 -8,
D -4018 Langenfeld,
West Germany
Tel: 10 21 731 7 80 60

Japan:
Continental Far East Inc.,
Sasaki Bldg. 18 -9,
Roppongi 3 Chome,
Minato -ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Tel: 1031 583 -8451

U.K.:
Branch & Appleby Ltd.,
Stonefield Way,
Ruislip, Middx HA4 OYL,
England
Tel: 1011 423 3597

U.S.A.:
Jim Canacho Audio Marketing,
280 Mill Street Ext.,
Lancaster, Mass. 01523,
U.S.A.
Tel: 617- 365 -2130

25

405 -303--34 -44 - FM4

Acoustitile & Acoustisheet
in

stock

all in

U87 - U89 - KM84

stock

U47

& Accessories
in

stock

Patch Panels 17 versions & Patch Cords

SWITCHCRAFT

ISOTRACK

All Effects and Reverb -

STUDIOSPARES BANTAM

DI

Trade counter now opens Barn to 5.30pm

Access

Phone for free 50 page fully illustrated catalogue

Camden Town Station 1 minute's walk

Orders 01 482 1692

16

Administration 01 485 4905

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW1 6NS

Boxes in stock

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

I

SERIES
65
THE
THAT DOESN'T

MIXER
LIVE UP TO EXPECTATIONS
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If you're

looking for a compact, economically priced mixer that will grow
with your needs for 4, 8 or 16 track operation, you've probably been
disappointed with the lack of `Big Studio' facilities they have to offer.
Series 65 is a Big Studio' mixer in a compact frame at a very
economical price. Fully modular, these are just some of the stunning
features: Four band E.Q. (incorporating 2 swept mid ranges), eight
auxiliary sends (balanced), separate mic and line inputs (balanced), stereo
solo, auto -mute, monitor equalisation (three band incorporating a swept
mid range and routable to group or monitor), four echo returns and
unique `Group assignment' which allows 8 or 16 track recording without
the need for cross patching or paralleling outputs.
Technically the console offers the same sonic quality that has made
TRIDENT a legend among world class recording studios around the
world. Check out the SERIES 65 today. In a world where you'd expect
alternatives, there is only one : TRIDENT.

Trident Audio Developments Ltd.

TRIDENT

Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. TW17 OUD, U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241.Telex: 88139282 TRIMIXG
Trident U.S.A. Inc.280 Mill Street, Ext, Lancaster, Mass 01523 U.S.A.
Te1617 -365 2130/617 368 0508 Telex: 951546 294105

TRIDENT
27

For the Professional Recording, Broadcasting

and Film Industry.
Stereo /mono high level playback or

Table -top, drop -in, flight case or 19"
rack -mounted styes.

Mona master fader output with

outside source inputs with pan and

Up to 24 channels.

separate mix controls pre or post A and

after -fade listen.
Switched talk -back from internal
microphone to each auxiliary, main
and external outputs.
Wide -range alignment oscillator also
used for tone to line.
Monitor headphones output.
Choice of peak programme or VU

Optional

1

or 2 compressor /limiters

with provision for stereo linking.
Optional channel, group and output

B

fader.

Full throw conductive plastic faders

insert system, pre or post faders.

with pre fade and after fade listen.
Wide range low noise input switching

Low power consumption from mains or

on each channel with optional

batteries.

phantom power.

2

Group or Stereo

A

and

B

faders with

Sophisticated 3 -band equaliser, HF and

filters on each channel.

metering.

pre fade listen.

LF

4 Auxiliary controls pre or post fader

Comprehensive stereo output monitor

2 or more units may be connected in

from each channel and 4 Auxiliary

selection and control system.

series with no loss of channels.

output controls.

Channel pan controls.

Full professional spec. on all outputs.

Worldwide
Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,
Box 182, Reading, RG2 9BA
(0734) 861088 Telex: 848722 ADR UK

P.O.

a
I

IVl

T

& DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

Audio Design Catrec Inc.,
F.O. Box 785, Bremerton, WA98310.
Q(205) 2755009 Telex: 152428 ADR USA

A New

Friend for the

SOUNDTRACS CM4400
Soundcraft & Soundtracs 24 Track Package
Continuing our philosophy of putting together high quality studio packages we are
pleased to recommend the new SOUNDTRACS CM4400 console with digital routing
partnered by the new Mk Ill SOUNDCRAFT Series 760 24 track machine.

* In Place

CM4400 Console

solo

Auxiliary

Busses on
channels and monitors

* 6

Features:
*Now available SMPTE interface
option, giving automated muting
and routing
* Fully modular and expandable
to 32/24
* Digital Routing Pre programmable
Digital Muting Pre programmable
* Microprocessor controlled with
non -volatile memory
* RS232 Port allows CM4400 to
communicate with most personal
computers
* Monitors can be used in remix
* Upper Monitors have Digital
routing /muting, EQ and
*

Fader Reverse
Band EQ

* 4

The

SOUNDCRAFT

Series

760

Mk

III

Features:
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

24 track on 2"
15/30 ips

Extra sync outputs
Remote control zero locate
standard
New capstan motor improves
wow and flutter and increases
varispeed up to 60 ips
Phase compensation on record
Cosmetic update
Transformer option on sync
outputs

Over The Road Show
This year at the London Tara Hotel,
Scarsdale Place, Kensington, W8 5SR

June 12, 13, 14.

audio saes
Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,
Telex:

Now open on Stoke -on-Trent, our new Northern branch offers the same
product lines as Luton, new and used. Telephone Jeff or Sherree

Beds.

Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
825488 DONLAR G

Stoke -on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street, Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone: Stoke -on -Trent (0782) 24257

PAIR OF HANDS
MASTER MIX

Remember the old days? That homely
atmosphere you got in the control room as the
musicians and their roadies gathered round the
console to help you with faders on the final mix?
That wonderful sense of achievement that greeted
you as, finally the drummer's roadie managed to
bring the brass section in on cue after the
hundredth attempt? What you needed was an
extra pair of hands - and that was on sixteen -track
Nov, thank goodness, those days are
passed. Now you have Master Mix, by Audio
Kinetics. The independent console automation
system. It's easily fitted to your automation-ready
console, and to many others with the addition of
the Master Mix VCA fader system. You'll hardly
know it's there - until you need it Master Mix
doesn't interfere with your normal mixing process
- it enhances it It remembers your fader
movements, your channel muting, your chores. No
longer do you have to go over the same complex
sequences time and again, because Master Mix
remembers it the first time. Instead, you can
concentrate on the music Isn't that what you were
trying to do in the first place?
And the free pair of hands? They're yours.
Audio Kinetics Ltd.
Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire,
WD6 4PJ England
Tel: 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951
Audio Kinetics Inc,
4721 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,
Suite 209, N. Hollywood,
California
Tel:

(818)9805 17sa

AUDIO KINETICS

Events, agencies, exhibitions

PRS donates to Band Aid
The Performing Rights Society
(PRS) has decided that it will
donate to the Band Aid trust
fund an amount which
corresponds to that part of the
administrative expenses which
would normally be deductible
from the royalties due to
composer PRS members Bob
Geldof and Midge Ure paid in

respect of the performance and
broadcasting of the two songs.
Apparently due to the
collection method of rights, it
is not possible to exclude the
administration charges from
the royalty distribution process
and so this donation will mean
that the service fees of the
PRS have been fully waived.

BBC license LS5 /9
agreement with British
companies Spendor Audio
Systems and Swisstone
Electronics, allowing them to
manufacture the LS5 /9 studio
monitor. A quarter of the
volume of the much larger
LS5/8, it weighs 14 kg and
measures 280 x 460 x275 mm.
The speaker uses two drive
units with a passive crossover

and an equaliser which
provides a flat, free -field axial
response over the range 50 Hz
to 16 kHz. The tweeter is a
proprietary soft dome type and
the low level frequency unit is
of BBC design using a
polypropylene diaphragm. A
50 W amplifier is required to
obtain the maximum sound
level output of 105 dB relative
to 20 µPa at 1 m.

In brief

Soundcraft NY

During the April 6, 1984 flight
of the NASA space shuttle
(flight 11) Crown PZMs
provided the soundtrack for a

The new opening of Soundcraft
offices on Broadway,

70 mm film showing life

appointments.
Heading up the operation is
Paul Yurt, who comes from
Digital Effects Corp (with a
wealth of recording experience
gained from a former
appointment with Rupert

The BBC have signed a licence

aboard the space craft ...
Philips have manufactured
their 100 millionth television
set and to celebrate they
donated 100 sets to the
National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Children ...Music Box is the
result of three of
entertainment's giant
companies joining forces to
provide a music channel for
cable and satellite television
throughout Europe. Music
Box, which will carry
advertising, will be
transmitted on the ECS
satellite to a potential
European audience in excess of
5 million.

Quested news
Following the recent success of
his monitoring systems, Roger
Quested has left his position
as studio manager of DJM
Studios, London and formed
Quested Monitoring Systems
who are now located at The
International Business Centre,
29 Glasshouse Street, London
W1R 5AP. Tel: 01 -734 6080.
Following their launch at
the APRS 84 exhibition, there
are, at the time of writing,
now seven systems in major
London studios.
32
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Manhattan, has brought about
a number of personnel

Neve).

Another newcomer is
ex- Soundworks studio engineer
Phil Wagner; he will be in
charge of local technical sales
support on the dealer and
consumer sides.
They will be assisted by
Patty LaMagna.
Soundcraft New York can be
reached at Soundcraft
Electronics, 1841 Broadway,
511 New York, NY 10023,
USA. Tel: (212) 315 -0877.

Forthcoming
events
March 3 Cassette &
Duplicating '85, Plaza Hotel,
Hamburg, West Germany
March 5 to 8 AES
Convention, Hamburg, West
Germany
May 3 to 6 AES
Convention, Anaheim,
California
June 12 to 14 APRS
Exhibition, London
October 8 to 10 Internepcon,
Brighton, UK

Agencies
Enertec has appointed
PRECO (Professional
Recording Equipment Co Ltd)
as UK agent for their F462
and F500 tape machines.
Contact is Tony Costello.
PRECO, 319 Trinity Road,
Wandsworth, London SW18
3SL. Tel: 01 -874 9054.
Telex: 8954667.
Rebis Audio has appointed
as sole Swiss distributor EMM
Studio, Im Neumattli 27,
CH -4145 Gempen, Switzerland.
Tel: 061 -728972.

Aphex Systems Ltd has
announced the appointment of
3M France as the new Aphex
distributor for France.
Audix Ltd, in their role as

UK distributor of Altec
Lansing, have announced the

appointment of a third
regional dealer: Studio 4, 29
Forth Street, Edinburgh,
Scotland.
Quad -Eight/Westrex have
been appointed sole US
distributor of AEG -Telefunken
professional tape recorders.
Quad Eight/Westrex,
International Headquarters,
225 Parkside Drive, San
Fernando, CA 91340. Tel: (818)
898 -2341.

Quad Eight/Westrex, 2400
Crestmoor Road, Suite 327,
Nashville, TN 37215. Tel:
(615) 386 -7127.

Recording exhibition
A

public exhibition/

entertainment under the title
Music World is being planned
by Cornish Leisure World
local holiday and

-a

entertainment company. The
aim is to show the

development of the music
business and the company is
appealing for help from the
record and studio industry.
MD Graham McNally has
been running the complex's
Colisseum Theatre very
successfully for a number of
years, attracting the kind of
crowd -pulling acts which
would probably not normally
consider Cornwall when
planning a tour. He has been
thinking about the idea of a
special music industry -related
entertainment -a theme park
without the rides; a Mme
Tussaud's with action.
McNally's idea is to use a
variety of devices including
video and audio tape loops,
dioramas, posters and
photographs, exhibits of
cylinder and record players
through the first century of

recorded sound, films, life size
scenes with models, and
settings such as the interior of
a recording studio or a record
factory. He is well aware that
the project is ambitious and
will not be easy to organise,
but he has English Tourist
Board approval and finance
will be forthcoming from other

quarters.
Any studio or individual
with an item which could be
included in the exhibition (on
loan or for sale) should contact
Graham McNally at Cornish
Leisure World Ltd, Carlyon
Bay, St Austell, Cornwall
PL25 3RG, UK. Tel: 072681
4261.
In 1983 Cornish Leisure
World had a total of 705,000
visitors (summer holidays,
concerts, casual, disco and
roller rink attendances
combined). It turned over
.£1.9m and the top five shows
in the Colisseum (all sell-outs)
were Bucks Fizz, Police, Tom
Jones, Johnny Mathis and
Kids From Fame.

Terri Anderson

NCAC directory
The National Council of
Acoustical Consultants has
published its 1984 -5 directory
which, as well as listing the
council's 88 members, gives
practical advice on how to
select an acoustical consultant,
explaining the broad
categories of services the
members provide.
A worldwide organisation,
NCAC can offer architectural
and industrial acoustics,

`environmental impact
assessment' and community
noise studies, testing and
management, seminars, expert
witness testimony and product
development.
Further information and
copies of the directory are
available from NCAC, 66
Morris Avenue, Springfield,
NJ 07081, USA. There is a
small charge for postage and
handling.

ciDx
The dbx 160x is now the world's
best selling professional compressor.
We believe this must be because of

the 160x's:
Ease of use
Excellent performance
Reliability
Value for money

Whatever the reasons, Thank you.
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show their appreciation distributors have something
very special to offer purchasers during March and April.
(USA and Canada, February and March)
To

SalSCENIC

SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Unit 2,10 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
Austria KAIN GES MBH & COMPANY Salzburgh, Vienna Australia KLARION ENTERPRISES PTY LTD South Melbourne Belgium TRANS EUROPEAN MUSIC SA Dilbeek
Denmark SLT Kopenhagen Finland STUDIOTEC KY Espoo France S.C.V. AUDIO Paris Greece ANTALEX O.E. Athens Hong Kong STUDER REVOX LTD
Indonesia PT. KIRANA YUDHA TEKNIK Jakarta Italy SCIENTEL AUDIO SRL Modena Japan BSR LIMITED Tokyo The Netherlands SPECIAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
B.V. Amsterdam New Zealand VICOMM SYSTEMS LIMITED Auckland Norway LYDROMMET Oslo Singapore LINGTEC PTE LTD South Africa PRO SOUND Johannesburgh
Spain AUDIO PROFESSIONAL SA Barcelona Sweden TAL & TON ELEKTRONIK AB Gothenburg Switzerland AUDIO BAUER AG Zurich Taiwan YANG'S AUDIO VISUAL
LABS Taipei Turkey OMER TRADE EXPORT AND REPRESENTATION Ankara West Germany AUDIO VERTRIEB
.

-

-

Addresses, contracts, books

Contracts

Address changes
Autograph Sales Ltd are
now located at 2 Spring Place,
London NW5 3BA. Tel: 01 -267
6677 and 01 -485 3749.
There are two direct lines
on the 01 -485 3749 number
for all general and sales
enquiries.
Auvis -Asona KG has moved
from Munich to Kippenheim,
West Germany where they are
now located within the
premises of EMT, their parent
company.
Crow of Reading has
announced that the Singapore
based member of the HudsonsCrow Group, Crow Broadcast
Equipment (Pte) Ltd has now
moved to larger premises at
100 Beech Road, 19 -01/02
Shaw Towers, Singapore 0718.
Tel: 65 295 3807. The telex
number remains the same: RS
33565 CROWBD.

Whitetower Records, the
Calrec Soundfield MkIV
microphone hire service, has
moved. Whitetower also offers
new and used microphone

sales; Sony PCM Fl hire and
real time cassette copying are
amongst its services. Contact
Mike Skeet at Whitetower
Records, 44 Challacombe,
Furzton, Milton Keynes MK4
1DP. Tel: (0908) 502836.
Don Larking Audio Sales
have opened a northern
branch, offering a similar
service to the Luton facility.
Don Larking Audio Sales,
Stafford House, Clough Street,
Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent, Staffs,
UK. Tel: 0782 24257.
Waugh Instruments Ltd is
the new trading name for a
company formerly trading as
Otter Electronics Ltd,
manufacturer of oscilloscope
add -on amplifiers.
Unfortunately they have been
compelled to change the
company name as the name
`Otter' was already registered
by someone else. Waugh
Instruments, Otter House,
Weston Underwood, Olney,
Bucks MK46 5JS. Tel: 0234
712445.

Wayne Kerr AMS1 review
Following the publication in
the January 1985 issue of a
review of the Wayne Kerr
AMS1 test set, Wayne Kerr
have informed us that this
particular model is no longer
in production following the
decision of that company to

move out of the audio field.
Stocks of this model are, we
are informed, very low and
will possibly be non existent
by the time that you read this.
Our apologies for any
inconvenience that this may
have caused to all concerned.

Now it's ART
Following the demise of MXR,
the rights to that company
have been acquired by Applied
Research & Technology Inc, a
company formed by some
former employees of MXR.
They have selected some of the
strongest of the MXR products
and will market them under
the name of ART. These
include the Ola digital reverb,
the Model 171 dual %- octave

graphic equaliser and the
Model 172 /3- octave graphic,
the 1500 digital delay, and the
Pitch Transposer.
ART (Applied Research &
Technology), 215 Tremont
Street, Rochester, NY 14608,

Corrections

IEC books

The telephone number for
Powerplay Studios in Zurich
published in our December
issue should have read 41 1
980.15.21.
Ergonomic design of mixing
consoles (November /December
issues): all textual references
to note 28 should have read
26, and to note 31 should have
read 30.
34
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The International
Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) has published their IEC
Multilingual Dictionary of
Electricity, and IEC Handbook
of Letter Symbols, both of
which are available (in the
UK) from BEAMA Ltd, 8
Leicester Street, London
WC2H 7BN. Tel: 01 -437 0678.
Telex: 263536.

1

USA. Tel: (716) 436 -2720.
UK: Atlantex Music Ltd, 3

Caldwell Lane, Hitchin, Herts
SG4 OAG. Tel: 0462 31511.
Telex: 826967.

Elliott Brothers have
recently supplied two DDA S
series desks to the new HTV
Studios at Culverhouse Cross,
UK; to be used for PA and
monitor mixing on the studio
floor; a 16/4/2 S series DDA
desk to Ian P Kinloch & Co
for an overseas turnkey sound
control room project; and have
been awarded the contract to
install the complete sound
communications and video
systems for the Gardiner Arts
Centre in the City of London.
Fantasy Studios, Berkeley,
California has recently
installed a Mitsubishi MX800
32 -track digital machine.
FWO Bauch have supplied a
Harrison MR -4 console to
Stewart Copeland of the Police
for his home 24 -track studio.
FM Acoustics Ltd -the

recently opened US branch of
the Swiss company -has
supplied a 4-way active system
to bass player Anthony
Jackson. The system comprises
two FM1000 and one FM600A
amps driving Turbosound
speakers. Masterfonics cutting
studios in Nashville have also
purchased three systems (two
FM800A power amps and
FM236 crossover) and
Soundstage Studios have
bought a biamped system. FM
Acoustics has also supplied an
FM800A to London's Tape 1
digital cutting studio.
Calrec have installed their
first music console, the
UÁ8000, at Polar Music in
Sweden. Features of the
console include simultaneous
and totally separate mic/line
inputs, normally feeding to
track, and tape /group inputs,
normally feeding to monitor.
Thus the 48- channel version
offers 96 line inputs which
may be routed to any
destination. There are also
four mono and four stereo
auxiliary sends per channel.
Nova Studios, London,
re- opened recently having
undergone major changes to
the control room and studio,
and with the addition of a
digital edit suite and video
post production facilities.
Under new ownership
(Glebewing Ltd), the studio's
director Dave Carey appointed
Feldon Audio's Roger Cameron
as the project's overseer.
Alangrove Associates carried
out the acoustic treatment,
design and building work.

New equipment includes
Soundcraft TS24 40-way
mixing console, Q.Lock
SMPTE interlock system, Sony
PCM 701 /Audio +Design
digital recording facilities. The
digital editing suite has the
Sony DAE1100 digital audio
editing sytem, Sony PCM1610
digital audio processor and two
5850 D/A U -Matic recorders.
Tom Hidley's return to the
design and construction of
audio and video facilities has
led to the following contracts
currently in design/
construction or recently
completed: in the USA two
studios for Solar Studios, New
Jersey; two studios for Saturn
Three, and a mobile for After
Silence -both in Dallas, Texas;
also in Texas -a facility for
Southcoast Studios, Austin,
Texas; a studio for Nightwing
Studios, Louisiana; two studios
for January Sound, Dallas,
Texas; two control room
updates at the Record Plant
LA; in Honolulu -a studio for
Channel 13 KHNL TV, and at
Powerpoint two studios, two
acoustic echo chambers, one
mix room and a 20 Hz control
room.
In Europe contracts have
included Studio `Hawaii' for
Eurosonic, Madrid; two cutting
studios for Tape One, London;
control room updates for

Studio Davout and Lark
Studios (Paris and Italy); a
250 ft yacht for Michael Kelly
in Holland and a studio for
Danmark's Radio in
Copenhagen. Work has also
been commissioned for Konk
Studios, London; Ginza
Theatre, Tokyo; Regent Sound,
New York; House of Music,
New Jersey; Rox San's
Cabaret, Honolulu.
Solid State Logic recent
console installations have
included: Windmill Lane
Studios in Dublin -Ireland's
first SSL, an SL4000 E series
Master Studio System
complete with studio computer
and plasma bargraph display;
an SL6000 E series Stereo
Video System for Imagination,
London; an SL4000 E series
for Peter Gabriel's home
studio; once again an SL4000
E series at Jacob's Studio in
Farnham, Surrey; and another
first-Merseyside's only SSL
studio Amazon's Studio 1
which is now equipped with an
SL4000 E.
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Imagine six of the most amazing synthesizer voices you've ever heard with
2 Oscillators, 15 VCAs, 5 LFOs, 5 Envelope Generators. 4 Ramp Generators,
3Tracking Generators, Lag Processor,
15 Mode Filter, and FM on every single

voice.
Imagine being able to control each of
these voices easily and independently.
A Matrix Modulation ' system that lets
you connect 27 sources to any of 47
destinations per voice, with an interactive block diagram and 120 display
characters to make it easy to use.
Imagine being able to interface all of
this to anything you wish:Velocity Keyboards. Sequencers, Guitars. Comput-
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ers. MIDI and CVs simultaneously, and
of course, the Oberheim System.

We've had these fantasies, too.
The Oberheim Xpander ... the fantasy
realized. Realize your fantasy at your
local Oberheim dealer or write for more

information.

Atlantex
ATLANTEX MUSIC LTD.
1 Wallace Way, Hitchin,
Herts SG4 OSE
Telephone: (0462) 31511
Telex: 826967
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Around the Tonmeisterta gung

the participation of some West
German broadcast networks
whose OB trucks parked
outside the centre quite often
made access difficult. The
majority (all except two) of the
papers were presented in
German and as my technical
German is non -existent, we
are struggling through the
reprints to find any interesting

material although it presently
appears to be largely outside
our main sphere of interest.
In the exhibition area there
were a number of items -some
totally new and some only new
to us as outsiders to the West
German market -which
deserve a brief mention to a
wider audience even though
there may be difficulty in
obtaining some of then

ANT's TRS 800 for broadcast or theatre work
The Tonmeistertagung is a
West German convention with

associated exhibition arranged
in a manner that is not
dissimilar to the European
AES Conventions although on
a rather smaller scale with
regard to the exhibition area.
It is held every three years
with the most recent being in
Munich during November 21
to 24 1984. It is really a local

German show with exhibitors
ranging from manufacturers
and dealers not well known
outside the country to the big
international names all mixing
in a very pleasant and relaxed
atmosphere.
The convention papers
programme was very full with
the majority of topics being
based on broadcast audio and
related subjects, many having

worldwide.
A few general impressions
became very clear during even

brief wander around the
exhibition and one of these
was the large number of home
grown console manufacturers.
Their consoles largely seem to
a

be designed around a form of

cassette module system so
each channel is made from
perhaps five cassette modules
which are probably all
individually cased and
screened. This is a necessity
for some of the broadcast
applications although the
similar standards are to be
found in many of the recording
consoles which tends to make
them virtually solid metal
very heavy and expensive in
comparison to their UK or US
equivalent.
ANT: a new clean lined
console system known as the
TRS 800 which can be
configured for broadcast or
theatre work; although it lacks
a routing system for
multitrack recording it could
handle mixdown. The precise
facilities depend upon choice of
modules and the cost has been
kept down by using slightly
simpler mechanical
construction than the
aforementioned German
tradition. Of particular

-

Selected effects from HHB.
help you make the right choice, HHB has selected
representing best quality
and value for money.

The staggering range of signal processors that has
become available on the back of low -cost computer technology can be overwhelming.
AMS RMX16 Digital Reverb: Undoubtedly
the state -of- the -art in digital reverb.12 factory presets, 9 user stores for user -edited
sounds plus loadable programs. Up to 800ms
pre -delay, 9.9 sec decay. Hi- and lo- filters.
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decay and 4 size presets. Hi- and lo- filters.

Stereo. £1475.00.
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BEL BD80 DDL Amazing
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KLARKTEKNIK DN780: Flexible new digital

.
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reverb from KT, offering choice of Plate,Hall,
Chamber, or Room simulation, as well as
delay, ADT, SOS, and multi -tap echo. Up to
990ms pre -delay, 99 sec decay; also reflection pattern and intensity controls, filters.
39 presets + 50 user stores. Stereo. £3580.00.
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value with full bandwidth, 2 sec delay as standard, up to 8 secs
available. Digital sampling with loop
editing facility. Internal or external trigger N
of sample. Modulation and phase controls.
£695.00 (2 secs) + £200.00 per extra 2 secs.
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DDL capability. Stereo. £4680.00.

LEXICON PCM60 Digital Reverb: Brings
famed Lexicon 224X quality at a realistic
price. Plate or Room simulation, each with

To

a few that we think are special,
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YAMAHA'S R1000: The lowest cost, high

-

R

It features 4 presets
and a nifty 3 band parametric EQ for flexibility of effect. Digital quality at the price of
a spring. £449.00.

quality digital reverb.
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DRAWMER DS201: This sophisticated low -

cost dual noise -gate, offers attack, hold and
decaycontrols ,frequency -conscious keying
gate or duck function, 80dB attenuation
and stereo link. £275.00.

DELTA -LAB ADM 1024: We are glad the
Effectron II range is once again available here,
because of all the many 1 sec DDL's now on
the market, we think this one is the best.
Features one second delay at full bandwidth,

!

.1 fine time control, modulation etc. £399.00.

DRAWMER DL221 Compressor/limiter: Linear
performance and flexible control,plus a

d

separate limiter and side -chain functions
make this a steal at £325.00.

Access, Barclaycard/Visa, American Express. Finance
All these units (and more) are permanently on
demonstration at HHB if you need to try before you buy. arranged. (All prices exclude VAT and are correct at time
of going to press.)
If not, why not take advantage of our mail -order
II II
HHB Hire and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works,
service for best possible prices and free delivery.
Call now on
36

01- 9613295.
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Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295.

1
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Audio &Video Jackfields
for Recording and

00000000000000000000 0000

Broadcasting

Mosses and Mitchell are recognised as being the largest
manufacturer of Jacks and Jackfields in the U.K.
We are approved suppliers to the B.B.C., British Telecom,
the Post Office, Pye T.V.T., Pye Telecommunications,
Mercia Sound and many other major users.

._
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We have a policy of continued design and technological
innovation and are now able to offer miniature type
Jacks and Jackfields which can be supplied with
wire wrap terminals as an alternative to the

traditional solder terminals.
At our modern factory in Farnham, Surrey we
are equipped to offer a flexible manufacturing
service geared to meet your individual
specification and delivery requirements.

..

MM

Mosses & Mitchell Limited, Weydon Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252) Telex: 858820
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Around the Tonmeistertagung
large multitrack console being
digital recording use having
shown for the first time. The
the necessary low self noise,
demonstrated model had 40
high max SPL, etc.
Enertec: had a new modular input channels with 4 -band
company very involved in
broadcast audio equipment and portable mixer, the UPS 6000. EQ, switchable 1- 12/13 -24
output routing, VCA
medical electronics with a fair The precise facilities offered
subgrouping, two cue and four
depend on the modules
number of impressive
aux sends and provision for an
selected and there are max
installations to their credit.
automation system currently
One of the featured items was frame sizes of up to 17 inputs.
under development by ADT.
Channel facilities include
a prototype digitally
balanced mic and line, 2 -band They also manufacture a wide
assignable console with
range of replacement
EQ, LF and presence filters,
analogue audio signal paths.
electronics for tape machines
The system is apparently some 48 V phantom power, pan,
and mag -film transports which
PFL, two aux sends with
way from being finalised
allow update of the
switchable pre /post and a
although they said that
performance of existing
fader. At the different end of
reaction to the prototype had
systems.
been very strong so they were the scale, the digital console
Philips: a surprise on the
they were showing at the
proceeding with the project.
Paris AES was only present in Philips stand was a new range
BFE: several ranges of
the form of a wall schematic
of professional microphones
mixing consoles that look
the BPE series (Back -Plate
quite American in design. The although I was informed that
the prototype was undergoing
Electret). Information was
C301 is a 16/8/2 designed for
tests with a French broadcast
rather limited and hopefully
both live and recording work.
greater detail will soon be
The larger unit on display was network and that `production'
available. Together with the
a 32- channel system known as models were a possibility in
late 1985.
previously covered professional
the S500 studio console. This
ADT: manufacture more
CD players and other
features a 4 -band parametric
recording orientated consoles,
products-does this signal a
EQ, what appeared to be a
several of them of interest.
return to professional audio by
choice of three preset channel
Current top model by facilities Philips?
gain levels in addition to
is the Á1500B although this is
Gieger Acustic System:
variable input trim, six aux
very much in the traditional
manufacturers of speaker
sends all pre /post switchable,
German style. The C24 is a
systems ranging from home
eight sub groups, a very
comprehensive metering
system and four onboard
Lawo Geratebau's prototype digitally assignable console
expanders with keyable inputs.
Sennheiser: had a new
compact 8- channel portable
console known as the M8 in a
fully modular format with a
very full range of features for
such a small unit including
switchable 24/48 V phantom
power, phase reverse, pan,
PFL, 3 -band EQ, etc. There
was also a new high
performance mic, the MKH

interest are the pin matrix
routing systems.
Lawo Geratebau: this is a

-

systems up to the illustrated
system intended for concert
hall use. The technology is not
conventional and
unfortunately Hans Gieger's
English was not up to
explaining the full
implications of the design. We
do have however a number of
pamphlets which we are
working on to try and make a
little more sense of the design
ideas. The system uses Carver
power amps with the drive
units being Isophon -four PSL
320/400 for LF, one panel
containing four KM 135 and a
HF panel containing six SKK
10.

An unconventional concert hall
speaker system from Gieger

Acustic

40, a pencil -type cardiod

condenser unit designed for

Addresses
ANT Nachrichtentechnik
GmbH, Fachbereich,

EMT -Franz GmbH, Postfach
1520, D-7630 Lahr, West

Germany.

UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49
Theobald Street, Boreham
Elektroakustik, Lindener
Wood, Herts, WD6 4RZ.
Strasse 15, D-3340
Wolfenbüttel, West
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741
Washington Street, New York,
Germany.
UK: Audio +Design Calrec Ltd, NY 10014.
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park,
Enertec Department Audio
Pangbourne, Reading, Berks
Professional, 1 rue Nieuport
RG8 7JW (telcom only).
BP 54, 78140 VelizyUSA: Solway Inc, PO Box
Villacoubley, Cedex,
7647, Hollywood, FL 33081.
France.
ADT -Analoge & Digitale
UK: PRECO, 319 Trinity
Tonstudiotechnik,
Road, Wandsworth, London
Scholtwiese 4, D-4390
SW18 3SL (recorders only).
Gladbeck, West Germany.

BFE, An der Ochsenwiese

3 -6, Postfach 23 00 80,
D-6500 Mainz-Gonsenheim,

West Germany.
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Gieger Acustic System,

Postfach 24 12, D -3300
Braunschweig, West
Germany.

Hogel Studio -Technik
GmbH, Siemensstrasse 2a,
8044 Unterschleissheim -

Lohhof, West Germany.

PO Box 41, Coldhams Lane,
Cambridge CB1 3JU.
USA: Philips Audio Video
Corp, 91 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Lawo Gerätebau GmbH, Am
Aberwald 8, D -7550 Rastatt- Sennheiser Electronic,
Ottersdorf, West Germany. D -3002 Wedemark 2, West
Germany.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
MB-Electronic GmbH,
Postfach 60, Neckarstrasse Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9
20, D -6951 Obrigheim, West
9UG.
Germany.
USA: Sennheiser Electronic
UK: Libra Electronics,
Benfield Road, Stansted, Essex Corp, 10 W 37th Street, New
CM24 8HS.

York, NY 10018.

Teldok Film, Television &
Philips Industries, Electro
Acoustics Division, Building Dokumentar Film GmbH &
Co, KG Schillerstrasse 52,
HBS 2, Eindhoven,
D -78 Freiburg, West
Netherlands.
Germany.
UK: Pye TVT Ltd, The
Broadcast Company of Philips,

Since 1974, Ampex Grand Master' 456 has not only grown 10 years older, but 10
years better. Improvements, year after year, continue to keep Ampex professional
audio mastering tape at the top of the musical charts.
Come to the Ampex Corporation booth at AES, join our celebration, and see
how the best tape just keeps getting better.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies
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Teldok Film: had an optical
preview display designed for
previewing a soundtrack from
an advance or preview head
and displaying it on a row of
32 LEDs. The delay time of
the light beam is variable to
match the advance preview
time needed and the threshold
is adjustable so that even
pauses in speech can be seen.
The Prescope is intended for
film or video sound mixing
and there is also a version
available with a light bar of
1 m long using large LEDs.
Hogel Studio -Technik: a
very diverse product range of
ancillary products that
includes the manufacture of
fully finished consoles, less
electronics, for custom
equipment; a very effective
down- lighting system for
positioning over consoles so
that variable intensity light
falls only below the unit; and
lastly a very useful splicing
tape dispenser filled with
lead shot which doesn't move
at all when used la

Klebebandabrollerl.
MB Electronic: were
showing a number of new

mics -the PMB 240. PMB 235
and the PMB 230 and these

are replacement models for the
PMB 119. 219 and the 219 .SM
which have now been
discontinued. Of particular
interest was the BO which is a
stereo boundary type mic with
the capsules being forward
facing at the boundary rather
than facing the boundary. and
separated by a half Jecklin
disc. This mic is a 'proper'
condenser, ie not electret and
is only available to order. At
the opposite end of the chain,
they were demonstrating their
ranges of speakers for monitor
use and the active version of
the Quart 560A sound very
good indeed -as far as could be
judged within the booth.
MB are gathering quite a
reputation as experimenters
with new ideas. The KLSM
2000 speaker system looks
quite ridiculous at first but
has a very practical purpose.

not to go to headphones which
is also misleading in its own
way. As you would expect. the
size of the speakers precludes
any deep bass being heard

although the shoulder harness
is adjustable so that bass
frequencies are felt rather
than heard. A candid reaction
was that it is a very good idea
'l'he KLSM 2000 personal system but
for it to work properly you
is part of a study project
have to move shoulder's and
Far from being a new concept
head as one or the sound
in personal stereo, it is part of changes -as would happen if
a study project being
leaning forward to alter a
undertaken with the IRT
console control. Perhaps they
(Institute fur Rundfunk
should look towards fixing to
Technichenl. The idea is to try the head rather than the
shoulders...
to create a near field
EMT: a new version of the
monitoring environment that
266 transient limiter known as
is constant no matter in what
the EMT 266X: the EMT 448
room it is being used. Uses
being suggested are classical
(Inimatic which we understand
to be a digital short terns
recording sessions where the
control room is often installed storage unit; and the EMT 445
in differing or the only
which is a programme delay
available rooms where there is line with 16 -bit 48 kHz
sampling and a delay time
no way to reference the
monitoring and so the idea is
variable between 1 ms and
10.9 s and a memory store for
to dispense with the room
acoustics completely although
99 settings.

Technical Project's new microp cessorcontrolled MJS401 0, Audio Measurement
System is a powerful cure for test
frustration, leaving engineers with more
time and energy for solving problems.
Here's the prescription:
FAST Accurate, clear, multi- standard
Noise and Level measurement.
FAST Totally Automatic THD
measurement.
FAST 4 Digit Frequency Display.
FAST Unique "below noise" crosstalk
measurement.
FAST ' 1.5dB Expanded Scale
magnifies variations.
107 to 45 dB range to measure any
device.
Linear volts scales too.
Function interlock recalls settings,
speeding repeated measurements.
"Plug in and go" options, all field

installable

Balanced in and floating out for minimal
earth noise.
Speedy recovery from accidental
overload.
RF and oscillator breakthrough
abolished.
Optional IEEE -488 for automatic testing.

Get your engineers the tool for efficiency
TecPro's MJS401 D Audio Measuring

System

- they deserve the best.

-

Teehnleal Pr sects Ltd.
nit

2,

Samuel White's Indu rial Estate,
t, P031 7
England.
x 869335 ECPRO G

When no
manufacturer will
discuss equalizer
performance,
Spectra Sound
still does.
Have you ever noticed how few, if any, graphic
equalizer manufacturers will discuss the measured
performance of their product? At Spectra Sound,
we believe that measured performance is an essential
factor in the selection of an equalizer.

The Model 1500: Performance You
Can't Hear
The measured performance of the Spectra Sound
1500 is second to none. Unmeasurable distortion,
(LM. and T.H.D), and extremely low noise, (104dB,
+4dBv, unweighted), represents a significant, performance improvement over any other professional
twenty seven band graphic equalizer.
addition, band -centers are calibrated by hand to be
within two percent, and an output impedance of
below one ohm, (typically .3ohm), minimizes the
disastrous effects of long cable runs.
In

The 1500 is also affordable
Surprised? Well don't be. In fact, the 1500 is priced
well below the majority of twenty seven band graphic
equalizers on the market.
In a day where performance is often judged by price,
the 1500 is truly a bargain.

3750 Airport Road
Ogden, Utah 84405

(801) 392 -7531
Spectra Sound is

a

owned subsidiary of Spectra

wholly

Sams
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Why do the world's
leading studios turn to
Solid State Logic?
Every day, music of all kinds is being made on
this planet. And every week, another studio
somewhere in the world switches on their new
SL 4000 E to record it. When so many
different people agree, there has to be
a reason.
Perhaps it's that Solid State Logic
lets them hear the sounds and the
silences that were missing before. Through
short, clean signal paths that add nothing
to the source unless the engineer or
producer so desire.
Yet when the desire strikes, the SL 4000 E
responds with musical precision and a tremendous
range of creative power. Only SSL provides the easy
flexibility that invites each engineer to shape the
console to suit their personal style. And the natural
transparency that allows each instrument to speak
its distinctive voice.
From the studios of China Records in Beijing
to the famed broadcast concert halls of the
BBC Symphony Orchestras, Solid State Logic sets
the standard for audio integrity. Study the charts.
Ask the producers. You'll find SSL at the top in
rock and pop, country and western, rhythm and
blues, jazz and dance. The world of music turns to
SSL. Because, purely and simply, SSL delivers the

musicians' intent.
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The Art of Technology
It's one thing to build a collection of audio
electronics into a big box. It is quite another to
create high technology for the recording musician.
In every detail, the SL 4000 E Series supports your
artistry with the experience and awareness of the
world's leading console design group.
In every channel, SSL presents the tools
required to perfect your sound. Superb four band
parametric equalisation and filters. Versatile
compressor /limiters. Noise gates, Expanders. And
virtually unlimited possibilities. Because the
SL 4000 E Series not only helps you shape the
sound, it lets you structure the signal flow itself.
Pushbutton signal processor routing provides
more than two dozen useful variations within
each module. Six master statuses, 32 Output
Groups and SSL's unique patchfree
audio subgrouping direct the
audio paths throughout the
desk to serve your
individual requirements
and preferences.

To

Making Life Easier
give the artist and engineer

complete freedom to explore these
new potentials, SSL invented
Total Recall-rm. At the end of each
session, Total Recall scans every knob
and button on all Input /Output
modules. Then, in less time than most
people take to find a pen that works,
it creates a permanent and portable
record of these settings on floppy disk.
Which means that you can stroll into
any SSL Total Recall control room
anywhere in the world and recreate
last week's monitor and cue mix,
or last year's incredibly complicated but not quite final
version.
Control accuracy is within a quarter
of a dB! Best of all, Solid State Logic
has accomplished this without affecting the
audio path. Providing a dynamic range and bandwidth that comfortably exceed the performance
of the best 16 bit digital converters and recorders.

A Comprehensive

System
Total Recall is just one aspect of
the SL 4000 E Series Master
Studio System, an integrated range
of hardware and software components
designed to make even the most elaborate
productions more humanly manageable.
Practical innovations such as the
SSL Studio Computer provide the world's
most versatile mixing automation. The
SSL Integral Synchroniser and Master Transport
Selector offer computer- assisted control of up to
five audio or video transports in perfect lock.

Other system elements include events
control, programmable equalisation, and a variety
of mainframe and metering options to suit many
different requirements and budgets.
Whatever your initial specification, all SSL
systems are designed so that economical upgrades
can be performed on site as your business grows and
diversifies. This policy is supported by continuous
software development that enables SSL studios to
keep pace with an increasingly inventive clientele.
We can build an SL 4000 E Series Master
Studio System for your control room in about three
months. We'll be happy to assist with your
technical and financial planning. We'll provide
expert help with installation and training. And
we'll back you up with prompt parts support
and worldwide field service.
When it comes to keeping a studio booked,
nothing is quite so effective as giving your clients
the sound they want. And that's where SSL can
help the most. Please telephone or write for
further details.

Solid State Logic
Oxford

New York

Los Angeles

Solid State Laic Ltd
Stonc.tielsl Oxford
England 0X7 2PQ
Tel: (099 389) 8282
Fax: (099 389) 8227
Tlx: 837400 SSL 0X0

Solid State Logic Inc
200 West 57th Street
New `túrk NY 10019

Solid ".etc Logic Ii
6255
ner Boulevard
Los Angeles CA 90028
Tel: (213) 463 -4444
Fax: (213) 463 -6568

Tel: (2 12) 315 - I I l
Fax: (212) 315 -0251
1
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Ursa Major MSP -126
stereo processor
the early reflections of a room
The new MSP-126 multi -tap
stereo processor from Ursa
or concert hall with adjustable
Major is a very interesting
delay and dry /wet mix; Delay
combination of stereo functions cluster generates a cluster of
signal repeats with adjustable
in a single box. The unit uses
pre-delay and mix; Repeats
standard PCM digital
generates from two to 10
techniques and has a 20 kHz
bandwidth. Operational
equally spaced repeats
controls are very
alternating between channels
with adjustable overall length
and rising or falling gain; and
which can be modified with
Scale provides a stereo comb
two 16- position rotary switches filter whose `teeth' are at
precise musical intervals,
controlling a variety of
performance parameters. The
adjustable up a chromatic
eight modes are: Multi -tap
scale from unison to an octave
stereo processing which creates plus a minor third. The signal
source can have a pitch
a stereo image from a mono
source with complete mono
transposed signal added to it.
compatibility and adjustable in
The 19 rack mount unit
width; Comb Filter stereo
features an alphanumeric
processing which creates
readout for mode and
`stereo' using comb filters,
parameter identification and
mono compatibility and
adjustment. Separate input
adjustable width; Panpot is a
and output levels are provided
function that places source at
as are input level indication
desired position within stereo
and a bypass mode. The unit
field using time delay, signal
is also totally software driven
energy is equal in both
and new programs can be
channels with position and
developed. User suggestions
overall width being adjustable; will apparently be welcome.
Binaural Manipulation is
Ursa Major Inc, PO Box 28,
similar to Panpot but in the
New Town Branch, Boston,
binaural mode for headphone
MA 02258, USA. Tel: (617)
applications `front -to -back
924 -7679.
depth' is added to the image,
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126
source position and depth are
Great Portland Street, London
adjustable; Room generates
W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314.

straightforward with basically
eight operating modes each of

Audio -Line SKINI jack
Audio Accessories Inc have

announced the availability of
the SKINT, a narrow profile
version of the standard 1/4 in
audio jack (tip -ring & sleeve
type). A standard 19 in rack
panel can normally
accommodate 26 standard
jacks per row and if more are
needed bantam jacks have to
be used. The SKINI will
however enable up to 32 jacks
to be configured in one row.
44
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Aside from the narrow
width, there are a number of
other features including an
offset ground terminal for
easier bus wiring, contacts of
0.078 in length, and a nylon
support bumper that allows
springs to exert the correct
downward pressure to ensure
good contact.
Audio Accessories Inc, Mill
Street, Marlow, NH 03456,
USA. Tel: (603) 446 -3335.

Studer A80 QC Mk II quality control recorder

Studer products and upgrades
Studer have recently
introduced a number of new
products and upgrades on
several established items. The
first such unit is a new mark
of the A80 mastering recorder,
the A8OVU MkIV which
incorporates significant
changes in both the audio and
transport systems. These
include the replacement of the
in /out transformers with active
balancing circuits; a
redesigned record driver amp;
high bias reserves and more
record headroom (such as
might be required with future
tapes allowing levels of up to
3000 nWb /m to be
accommodated by the
machine). The record driver
may be equipped with an
optional processor for Dolby
HX Pro headroom extension
system. A new quartz
referenced master oscillator
incorporates a central switch
for all channels equipped with
Dolby HX Pro. Other features
include new record and replay
heads made from a long -life
alloy; redesigned head
shielding and an improved
tape tension control system.
Two machines used for tape
cassette duplication have also
been updated. The A80MR
Mk11 is used for recording of
duplication masters and the
update Mk11 offers
transformerless in and
outputs; a new multi- roller
headblock design which offers
improved HF phase stability; a
new master oscillator; a new
record driver with improved
headroom; full compatibility
with chrome tape formulations

and an option for Dolby HXPro. The machine is available
in 1/2 and 1 in formats with 2,
4 or 8 channels.
The A80QC Mk11 is a dual
capstan machine for QC of
1/8 in cassette tape. The new
MkII features include a diecast
steel headblock chassis with
calibrated azimuth control and
anti -scrape flutter guidance; a
high efficiency reproduce head
improves S/N play
performance while a new
ferrite record head is
compatible with IEC type I, II
and IV tapes. The machine
also provides switchable EQ
for these tape types. An option
is available with VU meter
panel and built -in monitor
speaker.
The PR99 has been updated
in the form of a Mk11 version
incorporating a LED real -time
tape counter, a built -in
varispeed control along with
zero locate, address locate and
auto repeat functions. Less
visible improvements include
expanded facilities for
reproduce treble adjustment, a
serial remote connector and
automatic braking adjustment
for large or small reel sizes.

Studer International AG,
CH -8105 Regensdorf,
Althardstrasse 10,
Switzerland. Tel: 01
840.29.60. Telex: 58489.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49
Theobald Street, Boreham

Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel:
01 -953 0091.
USA: Studer Revox America
Inc, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210. Tel:
(615) 254 -5651. Telex: 55 -4453.
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Great Sound In Small Packages
We went into the field to find what
you wanted most: a wide -angle
speaker system that works like a corn ponent array, but installs with ease
and looks great anywhere. Then we
designed our new FR 5 -2, FR 12 -2 and
PI100 speaker systems to make your
1

job

easier.

All systems are factory- fitted with
threaded inserts to
facilitate suspension. And,
with an optional telescoping bracket, the FR 12 -2
and PI100 can also be
wall or ceiling mounted in
six versatile positions. For
TK60 TRANSFORMER KIT
constant -voltage operation, an optional TK60 line
transformer kit replaces the normal
direct input panel.
The FR15 -2 and FR12 -2 have oak grained, vinyl- covered enclosures, for
use indoors.

The PI100's one -piece molded

polyethylene enclosure is tough
enough to go outdoors.

All three new units are two -way,
full -range systems featuring EV's own
constant- directivity design which
radiates sound over well- defined
coverage zones: 90° x 40° for the
FR S -2; 100° x 100° for the FR 12 -2
and PI100. They're all substantially
more sensitive (96/97 dB, 1W/1m) and
more rugged (100 /200 watts long -term
average power capacity) than most
competing systems.
1

The FR 5 -2, FR 12 -2 and PI100
speaker systems from Electro- Voice.
Outstanding performers that install
with ease and look as great as they
listen. Let us tell you more.
1

Shuttlesound Limited
Unit 15 Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18 1 EJ
Telephone: 01 -871 0966 Telex: 27670 Shutso G

NEW PRODUCTS
N EW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Otani MX -70 series
Otani have introduced a new
range of 1 in multitrack tape
machines which will be
available in three versions:
1 in 8- track; 1 in 8 -track
prewired for 16- track; and 1 in
16- track. The MX-70 series
will have many of the features
of the MTR -90 series such as
microprocessor governed
constant -tension; logic
interlocked controls, a remote

controller and an interface
connector for any SMPTE/EBU
timecode based equipment. An
optional conversion kit is
available for 1/2 in 8 -track
tapes. Both RS232C and
RS422 serial data ports may
be ordered with the machine.
A full function remote
session controller is standard
with an autolocator having
multiple memory, search and
repeat shuttle capabilities

being optional. The machine
can run at selectable pairs of
speeds -71/2/15 in /s or
15/30 in /s; with other features
including switchable IEC/NAB
equalisation; noise reduction
switching interface logic;
transformerless active
balanced in /outs, and an LED

multifunction tape /time
display.
Otani Electric Co, Otani
Building, 4 -29 -18 Minami,

Ogikubu, Suginamiku,
Tokyo. Tel: 03 333 -9631.
Telex: 26604.
UK: Otani Electric (UK) Ltd,
22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks SL1 1PT. Tel: 0753
38261. Telex: 849453.
USA: Otani Corp, 2 Davis
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002.
Tel: (415) 592 -8311. Telex:
910 -376 4890.

Compelling excitement
from Aphex
Aphex Systems launched two
new products at the New York
AES. The first was a new
modular Aural Exciter known
as the 900B designed to fit in
Aphex rack systems or dbx
F900 rack systems. The units
are single channel and feature
improved circuitry using a
proprietary hybrid developed
by Aphex. Operation is similar
to previous Aural Exciters
with the exception of a single
additional control which allows
the user to shape the
characteristics of the high pass
network. Aphex hope that the
relatively low cost of the units

will allow experimentation
with Aural Exciters on every
audio channel rather than
stereo mix processing.
The second item was a mono
version of the Compellor which
in its standard form was two
channels of audio compression/
levelling with a peak limiter.
Aphex Systems Ltd, 13340

Saticoy Street, North
Hollywood, CA 91605, USA.
Tel: (213) 655 -1411. Telex:

910 -321 5762.
UK: Atlantex Music Ltd, 3
Caldwell Lane, Hitchin, Herts
SG4 OAG. Tel: 0462 31511.
Telex: 826967.

Bose RoomMate
Having feet in both camps,
Bose has found a professional
application or two for its
decidedly domestic RoomMate.
The RoomMate, a self-powered
pair of Bose 101 Music
Monitor mini -speakers, was
conceived as an add -on speaker
system for Walkman -type
personal hi -fis. With the
appearance of the Scholtz
Rockman, that ingenious little
unit for practising guitar
without disturbing the
neighbours, Bose has
recognised the RoomMate's
suitability for converting the
Rockman into a portable
practice amp of room -filling
capability.
The combination of Rockman
and RoomMate might worry
the Pignoses of the world, for
it's eminently portable and
stereo to boot. A bigger
challenge, though, for Bose
and the RoomMate is selling it
to studios as an alternative to
the ubiquitous Auratones. The
company has designed a line
of rugged power amplifiers to
pair with the /0/s for
whatever variety of tasks non domestic users might consider.
The company claims that the
46
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sound quality of the /0/s
compared to similar -sized units
should lay to rest the concept
of mastering recordings for the
lowest common denominator.
A recent application for the
/0/s was conceived in -house
by the UK division, who have
come up with a true digital
system utilising modified Sony
Beta machines for audio
playback. The new system is
designed to replace the
horrible sound systems we
suffer in shops, wine bars,
boutiques, and restaurants,
usually based around
£169-worth of sub -standard
`music centre'. The novelty of
the system is that it does not
use software which can be
replaced by staff who insist on

hearing Frankie Goes to
Hollywood for their entire
work shift. Neither will the
tapes do them any good if they
have sticky fingers. But best
of all is the sonic effect on

those who have been driven
from public places because of
the sound systems. With /0/s,
the shop or restaurant can dot
speakers all over the premises
and not upset the interior
designer.
Ken Kessler D

.4

The DN780 -Reverberator/Processor
Klark- 'lèknik's ongoing investment in
research leaps into the age of variable space
with the new DN780 reverberation simulator.
Its Very Large Scale Integration technology
and a superfast Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
allow the world's first practical application of
specifically developed algorithms, creating
"added density"'IM reverberation: reflections
with much smaller intervals between them.

Manufactured by Klark= Teknik Research Limited
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster DV I 711.1.
1

England. 'Telephone: (05621 741515 Telex: 3 :39521

-

The result is simply greater realism.
From natural concert hall reverberation
through remarkable small room and plate
sounds to an impressive "infinite space"
effects programme, the DN780 will uncannily
place you in the musical environment of
your choice.

British designed. British made

Trusted throughout the World

Distributed in the (K by Autograph Sales Limited
2 Spring Place, Landon NN'5 3BA.

Klark=l'eknik Electronics Inc.
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
N1' 11735, LISA. Telephone: (3 161 249- :366(1

TC1111111

'

1eelephone: 01 -267 6677

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Sony VTRs for digital audio
Sony have introduced two new
U -matic VTRs which have
been optimised for digital

audio requirements. The
DMR-2000 is based on the
widely used VO-5850 U -matic
having all the conventional
functions, it features a
recording head cleaning
system that is automatically
activated every 5 min to
reduce the possibility of
dropouts. The VTR internally
handles colour subcarrier
suppression and cut -off of the
dropout compensation that are
requirements for digital audio
recording. The unit also
features a built -in timecode
generator which is useful
when compact disc mastering.
The DMR-2000 will interface
with the DAE -1100 editor via
the IF-5850 interface box.
The other new machine is
the BVU- 800 -DB which is a
version of the standard
BVU-800 providing all the
specific digital audio functions
of the DMR -2000 in addition
to a direct interface with the
DAE -1100 editor. With the
optional BK -806 timecode
generator /reader, the VTR is
switch selectable for the
recording of SMPTE code on
either audio channel 2 for CD
mastering or on the address
track for conventional digital

editing purposes. The unit is
also capable of standard video

Crown/Amcron
Micro -Tech 1000

Following a number of new
power amplifiers that appeared
to be designed with a size -noa
object ideal, Crown have
U
launched a high powered
amplifier that heads in the
Also introduced for digital
other direction. The Microaudio is a special video tape
Tech 1000 is a 2- channel
developed in conjunction with
amplifier that can deliver 1 kW
the Sony `K' series U -matic
`continuous average power' in
tape introduced early last
mono mode at leas than 1%
year. Sony claim the new
THD into 1 or 4 S2. There are
D- 34 -75U video tape uses
cobalt-enriched iron oxide with two mono modes-`parallel
mono' which combines the
the magnetic particles having
outputs of both channels to
a smaller diameter and
greater uniformity resulting in provide a mono output of
1 kW into 1 52; or the `bridge
increased retentivity. The
mono' mode obtained by an
cassettes also have a higher
internal jumper will give
degree of tape polish which
1 kW into 4 S2. In standard
extends tape life under heavy
stereo mode the unit provides
shuttling use. One extremely
interesting aspect though is
250 W /channel into 8 S2 or
that the D-34 -75U series comes 350 W /channel into 4 S2.
The Micro-Tech. 1000 is of
in 75 min lengths allowing the
standard 19 in rack mount
60 min CD `barrier' to be
design and has a unit height
raised to 70 min.
of only 3'/2 in and a depth of
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, City
16 in. Weight is 38'.b. One
Wall House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA. fairly unusual feature is the
fact that the forced air flow for
Tel: 0256 55011. Telex:
cooling is reversible should the
858424.
specific installation
USA: Professional Audio
requirements need it.
Products Division, The Sony
The design aspects of the
Corporation of America, 9 W
unit feature two new circuit
57th Street, New York, NY
recording.

... And

new
-matie cassette

developments- Grounded
Bridge Output and Output
Device Emulator Protection.
The first, Crown claim, will
improve quality and reliability
and uses dual floating power
supplies to provide output
voltage swings twice as large
as the voltage appearing
across the output devices. The
second feature is the ODEP
which apparently continuously
models the output transistor
operating conditions and
predicts overstress from
excessive voltage, current or
heat and rather than shutting
down, reduces the amplifier
capacity by the amount of the
overstress.
A further version, the MicroTech 1000 LX will shortly be
available having the same
specification and a greater
number of options and
features.
Crown International Inc,
1718 West Mishawaka Road,
Elkhart, IN 46517. Tel: (219)
294 -5571. Telex: 810 -295 2160.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, Unit
F, New Crescent Works, Nicoll
Road, London NW10. Tel:
01 -961 3295. Telex: 923393.

10019. Tel: (212) 371 -5800.
Telex: 424595.

Alice digital control
As a result of development
work in the field of digital
control of analogue audio over
the last 18 months, Alice is
about to deliver an audio
control system to a theatre in

Helsinki, Finland. The system
consists of a 24 input 48
output switching matrix using
balanced switching throughout
and controlled from a
computer system of original
design offering instant control
of both individual functions
and master format 'arrays' of
preset routings. Operation of
the system is from a purpose made keyboard which
incorporates a QWERTY
layout for text, X/Y numerical
control of crosspoints and
function keys for preset arrays
and high level functions.
In the area of consoles and
automation, Alice have two
automated consoles under
construction at present using
many of the software routines
48
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generated for the matrix
switcher. The consoles, for
Greenwood and Blackwood
Studios in Switzerland, are
based on the Silk series
featuring balanced analogue
audio throughout with digital
control of all channel
switching functions. Console
format is 24 -track in -line with
six stereo subgroups and
features preset console
function states to eliminate
the need to reconfigure
routings and channel status
for commonly used functions.
The analogue design makes
extensive use of solid state
transformerless floating
balanced inputs and outputs
and is claimed to achieve a
dynamic range in excess of
110 dB through any signal
path.
Alice (Stancoil Ltd),

Alexandra Road, Windsor,
UK. Tel: 07535 51056/7.
Telex: 849323.

Orban security covers
Orban have recently started
manufacturing what they
describe as the first general
purpose security cover for rack
mount products. It is made
from acrylic and will fit most
standard EIA panels with a
maximum protrusion of 11/4 in.
They are available in four
sizes-equivalent to 1, 2, 3 or
4 rack units respectively; and
also in three colours- clear,
blue transparent and light
grey translucent. The material

may also be over painted.
Three sets of screws are

supplied- thumbscrew, Philips
head and hex socket head for
differing levels of security.

Orban Associates Inc, 645
Bryant Street, San
Francisco, CA 94107, USA.
Tel: (415) 957 -1067. Telex:
17 -1480.
UK: Scenic Sounds

Equipment, Unit

2, Comtech,
William Road, London NM1.
Tel: 01 -387 1262. Telex: 27939
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compiled giving a total of twelve hundred
user programmable sounds and a choice
of sixteen of these pre -programmed
''drum kits" can be recalled by striking
the appropriate section of
the "selector pad ".
The newly designed drum pads feature
a specially developed, "softened"
playing surface, reaching new heights
in dynamic control.
We started a revolution. Ask your dealer
for demonstration of the next step.
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The advent of a truly classic instrument
rare occurrence. The sort of instrument
that revolutionises the musician's art
and leaves it's mark on the music of an era.
The SDS 5, the world's first electronic
drum kit, was such an instrument.
It's successor would have to embody
it's pioneering spirit while taking full
advantage of relevant advances
in technology. The SDS 7 is a system
fully equipped to shoulder
such a responsibility.
The rack can house a maximum of twelve
modules. Each has two independent
sound sources; the analog section which
generates the classic "Simmons sound"
and the digital section which is a recording
of a real drum, stored in memory.
A variable level of either or both of
these sounds can be routed through a
versatile group of filter controls,
providing an incredible range from real
drums, through the classic "Simmons sound"
to outrageous percussive effects.
The "programmer pad" enables
one hundred different "drum kits" to be
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Studio House,
High Lane Village, Nr Stockport
SK6 8AA.

Telex 665721 SOTA.

(siMwoNs)
Simmons Electronics Limited
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 03H
Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines) Telex: 291326 HEX DRM G
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THE BLACK& WHITE
he concept of playing acoustic or 'sampled'
sounds on a keyboard, first introduced by Fairlight
with the CM in 1979, has now become a
requirement of today's synthesiser users.
Syco, the specialists in 'sampling' keyboards, have
selected the 'state of the art' instruments, instruments
which meet the varying demands of our clientele.
The choice of the best sampling keyboards. The
Fairlight CMI, the Emulator Il and the Kurzweil 250.
The Black and White Collection.
Fairlight CMI is much more than a musical
instrument. It is an integrated music production
system, expandable to cope with the ever -changing
needs of today's musician. Consistently upgraded since
its introduction in 1979, the CMI has become legendary
for its compositional software. Now the largest selling
computer musical instrument in the UK, the options
arriving in the next six months will increase its already
fantastic potential tenfold.
Ell, successor to the popular Emulator, brings the
power of high quality sampling within the reach of most
professional musicians. Featuring a five octave
dynamic keyboard with a variety of possible keyboard
modes, the inclusion of filters, VCRs, envelope
generators and independant LFOs allows you to
extensively modify any sampled sound. An eight track
sequencer with MIDI and SMPTE interfaces enables
complex compositions to be recorded. These features,
together with a dramatically increased sampling
memory make the Ell a powerful creative tool.
Kurzweil 250 features an 88 note piano -type
keyboard. Utilising technology from the fields of
artificial intelligence and pattern recognition it achieves
extraordinary realism of sound with unprecedented
expressive capabilities. It's supplied with thirty preset
sounds, (expandable to 60), can accomodate up to 40
keyboards set -ups, and features a twelve track
sequencer. Ideally suited to live performance and
studio work. the Kurzweil 250 is the only viable
alternative to an acoustic grand piano.
All of these instruments are available for you to
see and hear at our demonstration suite in W2. So next
time your looking for something very special, try the
best sampling keyboards.
The Black and White Collection.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 Syco G.

LECTIO\

FROM SYCO

Syco.We are

EXHIBITION PREVIEW

AES

77TH CONVENTION

HAMBURG

The 77th AES Convention will be

held at the Congress Centrum
Hamburg, Am Dammtor,
Hamburg from March 5 to 8.
This will be the third
Convention held here with the
previous years being 1978 and
1981. The Congress Centrum has 17
conference halls and the exhibits of the
Convention will be located in Halls 3, 4
and 5 with rooms 7 to 15 serving as
demonstration rooms. As usual the
convention will comprise a wide range of
technical papers as well as the associated
exhibition.

We have compiled our

usual preview of the
exhibition using the
lists of exhibitors and
information available
to us at the time of
writing

compact MicroTech power amplifier; the
full range of PZMs and the Tecron audio
measurement system. Amek: entire
range of Amek/TAC equipment. New
Adams-Smith: featured product will
products will be the BC01 series 2 (an
include the 2600 modular synchronising
update of the original BC01 broadcast
console), and the TAC Scorpion series
system which will be shown with the
first shown in New York. They are also
new remote panels. Audio+Design!
Calrec: full range of products including
hoping to exhibit the GML moving fader
A +D AD-MIX Digital Fader production
computer mixdown system. Ampex:
model now fully developed; Calrec
the full range of Ampex mastering tapes
Minimixer and the UÁ8000 music
for audio and video applications.
Ampco: no information received.
console will be demonstrated, alongside
Amptown: no information received.
the rest of the A +DC ranges.
AMS: will show complete range of
AEG /Telefunken: full range of
professional analogue tape machines
digital audio processing systems. New
from '/4 in formats to 32 -track in addition products will be the Timeflex, a
to the MX80 and MX800 Mitsubishi
specialised version of the DMX 15 -80S,
digital machines marketed under the
and the DMX 15P profanity delay with
Telefunken name. AGAP /ATEIS:
edit and catchup circuitry. There will
also be updates to the RMX 16, the
range of custom designed radio systems
including the CORA console which comes DMX 15 -80S and a remote control for
in many configurations. Agfathe A/V sync. ANT
Gevaert: full range of audio and video
Nachrichtentechnik: will be showing
tapes including PEM 297D digital V4 in
the full range of telcom c4 noise
tape and the new PEM 469 professional
reduction systems; the range of high
studio tape for multitrack requirements.
quality PA systems series 950, and
Akai: will be showing the MG1212
sound columns series 940 for 100 V and
low impedance use; a new mixing console
12- channel mixer/recorder which,
together with the AX-80 synthesiser
system TRS 800 that allows the user to
comprises the Micro Studio System.
choose from a wide range of modules
AKG Acoustics: wide range of
with the specifications meeting the
microphones, headphones, reverb systems German IRT requirements; and a new
and accessories. New items will include
MOSFET 360 W power amplifier, the
Aphex:
the new generation of `ultra -linear'
LV300, will be introduced.
capsules CK61 -ULS and CK62-ULS
The full range of Aphex products
designed for the C460 preamplifier.
including the Aural Exciters and the
Other new items will include the C568
Compellor dynamics unit. New units will
include a modular Aural Exciter that
short shotgun microphone and the D451
intercom mic. Alpermann: range of
will fit racks including the dbx system,
timecode generators including the AV
and a single channel version of the
TC10 and AV TC12.
Amcron-Crown: Compellor. Applied Microsystems:
full range of Crown products including
represented by SCS will be showing
the Delta Omega 2000 and the new

A
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real time tape counter and CM50
autolocator, and the I -CON synchroniser
package. AVM: no information
received AVS: no information
received. Audio Developments: range
of compact mixers featuring three items
in particular: the ÁD062 Multimixer
with some variations; the ÁD145 Pico
mixer in 8-input version; and the AD1 60
Audio
semi -modular ENG mixer.
Kinetics: the full range of products
including the MasterMix console
automation and the Timelink. The
Q.Lock system will feature new
enhancements including battery backed up memory. It is hoped to launch a
number of new products in addition.
Audiotechnica: range of microphones,
phono cartridges and headphones.
Audiomatic /Electrosound: the full
Electrosound range of cassette
duplication systems including the series
8000 and the series 2400. Of particular
note will be the application of Dolby HXPro to the duplication systems.
Audioscope: range of test equipment
including model 3013 real time spectrum
analyser, models 3113 and 3211 level
monitors and an LED spectrum analyser
Auditronics: the 300 series
display.
audio production console for 4- and
8 -track use with facilities for up to 32
mono or stereo inputs; the 200 series onair broadcast console and the PPEQ
programmable parametric equaliser
system.
Audix: range of audio
equipment including the Assignable
Mixing System with full recall facility,
and the Access digital intercom/control
system. Also on display will be the
MXT1200 modular mixing system and
MXT500 portable /OB mixer. AuvisAsona: will be demonstrating a complete
new slave unit for their tape duplicating
system which itself will be exhibited
with improved new electronics. Also on
display will be a newly designed splicer block which is the first step for a second
generation of automated cassette
winders.

B
Barth: signal processing units

including a compressor limiter expander,
equaliser, delay/transposer, vocoder and
an audio distribution system. BASF:
full range of professional audio and video

EXHIBITION PREVIEW
tapes, cassettes, magnetic film, and
calibration test tapes. Beyer: full
range of microphones, headphones, radio
miss and accessories. New items include
new versions of DT 108 and DT 109
headsets; the MC 734 handheld
condenser mic and the MC 736 and MC
737 short and long shotgun mics.
BFE: range of recording and broadcast
systems including modular, portable and
automated mixing consoles, control
systems and video systems. BNS:
selection of loudspeakers including the
394 and Noble Sound One models. WH
Brady: range of splicing and sensing
tapes for audio and video applications.
Bruel & Kjaer: comprehensive range
of test equipment and range of music
recording microphones. New items will
include the type 4427 programmable
noise level analyser; model 2317 portable
level recorder; type 4224 portable sound
source and the type 3527 noise and
vibration measuring kit.

C
Cabasse: range of loudspeaker
systems. Capitol Magnetic Products:
will be showing cassette duplicating tape
in pancake form; Audiopak NAB
cartridges; cassette production sundries;
Apollo lacquer master discs and featured
will be a new cobalt encapsulated
duplicating tape. Cetec- Gauss: range
of studio monitors, individual drive units
and tape duplication systems. ComelPower: range of power amplifiers.
Connectronics Corp: wide range of
cable and connectors for audio

Crompton
Messinstruments /Ernest Turner:
applications.

complete range of PPM and VU meters.
The VU meters comply with the
international standard ANSI C 16.5 1954
and the PPMs comply with BS5428. The
meters come in analogue, solid state or
neon gas plasma formats. Back of panel
and illumination kits will also be shown
for most models.
C -Tape
Developments: CX professional range of
C-Ducer microphone systems, the Gigster
battery powered and supplied with belt
clip designed to be compatible with stage
amplifiers, and the Saxman which
employs a reed transducer for saxophone
and clarinet applications. C -Tape will
also be showing the Cactus range of
electronic drums.

D
D & R Elektronika: ranges of console
from small portable to large systems
including a very wide range of signal
processors, reverb units, noise reduction
and rack effects systems. Dateq: range
dbx: full range of dbx
of power amps.
products including noise reduction
systems, rack mount signal processing
systems and the 700 series digital
processing system. Also the prototype of
the model 166 dynamic processor will
have its first European showing.
Denon: details of the company's
digital products and CD manufacturing
Dolby: full range of noise
services.
reduction products for mastering,
duplication use, multitrack applications,

Top to bottom: E -V ELX -1 mic/line mixer, EMT445 digital audio delay, FM Acoustics

FM230 linear phase electronic crossover

portable 2- channel units and cards for
VTR installation. First European
showing of the DP85 digital system.

E
E2A: range of product including the
Square 1000 high power amplifier and
the Quest series of mixing consoles.
EAP: no information received. Eela
Audio: series of broadcast on -air
production desks designed for local and
regional stations; the 5100 and 5200
range of consoles; the Reportophone S20
and 522; and the 5300 series of
broadcast consoles. Electro- Voice: on
show for the first time in Europe will be
the DH 2012 HF compression driver
which provides 7 dB more output at
20 kHz than the previous model achieved
by the use of a new type of low mass
aluminium alloy diaphragm and an
optimised suspension. Also featured will
be the ELX -1 portable mic/line mixer -a
4- channel, lightweight unit for field
work; and the Sentry 100EL studio
monitor which features a built -in power
amplifier and 2 -way operation.
Elektroimpex: studio tape recorders
of all sizes, portable studio mixing
console, broadcasting studio system,
cardioid studio monitoring loudspeakers.
EMT: in addition to its established
full equipment range, featured items will
include the EMT 445 digital delay line
which is a stereo unit with 16 -bit
resolution, 48 kHz sampling and delay
time adjustable between 1 ms and 10.9 s;
the EMT 448 Unimatic short duration
audio storage unit with recording on a
Winchester disk drive; a much improved
version of the EMT 266 Transient
limiter with increased dynamic range
exceeding 100 dB; as well as the EMT
252 remote controlled digital reverb and

the turntable line. Enertec: wide
range of consoles, tape recorders and
amplifiers, including the new UPS 6000
mixing console and a new version of the
F500 tape machine. Estemac: no
information received. Eventide: three
new items will be shown for the first
time outside the USA -the H969
Harmonizer also known as the ProPitch
and using 16 -bit linear PCM coding for
the first time in the Harmonizer range;
Generation II software for the SP2016;
and the Signal Processor User
Development (SPUD) system for user
software development with the SP2016.

F
Ferrotronic: wide range of

professional record, playback and erase
heads for all magnetic tape and film
dimensions in ceramic metal or metal.
Also heads for cassette duplicating in
Sendust metal. FM Acoustics:
featured item will be the FM 236 LinearPhase electronic crossover. This uses
fully discrete class A circuitry
throughout and proprietry filters that
achieve 36 dB/octave. Additionally the
established range of power amplifiers
will be shown from the FM 300A to the
FM 1000. A new power amplifier, the
FM 801 will be shown for the first time
in Europe. It is the successor to the FM
800A and incorporates many of the FM
1000 features in a 2- channel form.

Future Film Developments:

comprehensive variety of cables, cords,
connectors, jackfields, wiring aids and
associated components plus a wide range
of audio accessories.

G
Genelec: will be exhibiting a full
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series of active monitoring speakers
consisting of the 1019A, S30, 1022A,
1024B, and the 1025A. Featured will be
the new 1022A speaker -a tri -amped
system with a frequency response of

37 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB, 108 dB SPL. The
three built -in amplifiers produce 150 W

each with overload protection provided
by electronic self -checking routines. The
cabinet is specially shaped and very rigid
to ensure symmetrical radiation, stable

stereo imaging and minimal coloration.
Giese: range of SMPTE /EBU
synchronisers and timecode generators.
Gotham: wide range of products
including items from Amber, Fabec,
Lexicon, Switchcraft, Valley People, MRL
and Quantum Audio. All equipment on
display in demonstration room. Graff:
a number of high speed cassette
duplicators will be on demonstration
together with playback facilities. GTC:
will be showing the Editon audio/audio
and audio /video synchroniser using
SMPTE/EBU timecode on audio or CTL
pulses.

H
Harman: will be showing products
from Teac/Tascam, JBL and other lines

Harmonia

that they distribute.

Mundi: details of the company's digital
transfer and production services.
Featured item will be the BW 102
professional digital -audio interface for
direct digital transfer between F1/701,
1610, AES/DASH to any of these
formats.
Harrison: wide range of
mixing consoles including two new
products: the HM4 for front of house live
work and the MX-8 rack mounting stand
alone or premix input expander. Also on
show will be the TV3, TV4, PRO7, AIR7
and MR4 consoles. H Haufe: no
information received. Heco Hennel:
range of active loudspeaker systems
including the Activ 2000 K. Heyna:
range of duplicating systems. Hidley

Design: acoustics and studio design
consultancy services from Tom Hidleynow based in Europe.
Hill Audio:
wide range of Hill products including
high power amplifiers, mixing consoles
for sound reinforcement, monitoring and
multitrack use; compact rack mount
mixer and Hill- designed speaker systems.

I
ICM: wide selection of C -O cassette
shells and library cases. Hlbruck:
acoustic foam tiles for sound absorption
control. Ilsemann: cassette
Graff cassette duplication

manufacturing machines including
labelling, boxing and foil- wrapping and a
sorting machine for compact cassettes.

cassette duplicating machines and
Fred -the portable playback and editing
machine.

cartridge machines. Featured will be the
new Omega cart machine that offers
`affordable performance'. Also on show
will be the 99B series and the Delta line
of NAB cart machines. Part of the
demonstration will involve a comparison
of audio from the ITC machines and a
Ivie: wide range of
CD player.
products including audio analysis
systems, pink and white noise
generators, microphones, mic preamps
and amplifiers. No Lola Ribar: no
information received.

Magna: full range of audio and video
cassettes. MBI: demonstration of its
turnkey radio studio design, installation
and commissioning service enabling
visitors to operate the complete studio
system. Equipment will include the MBI
series 24A broadcast mixer, the Sonifex
range of NAB cart machines, ancilliary
equipment and an FM stereo
transmitter. Meyer: full range of
sound reinforcement systems and the 833
studio monitor. Milab: the complete
range of Milab microphones. Featured
will be the variable pattern mic /line
level mic VIP 50.
Mosses & Mitchell:
examples from their ranges of audio
jacks and jackfields meeting BT and
BBC specifications. Featured will be the
440 range of miniature jack sockets with
Palladium contacts and available with
wire wrap or solder terminals. The
company can also undertake custom
arrangements. Also on display will be
the Video Jackfield with 18 or 20 Musa

International Tapetronics
Corporation /3M (ITC): will be
displaying their full line of audio

J
JBL: selection of products from the
wide range of sound reinforcement
products and studio monitor systems.
JVC: Digitally related equipment,
equipment for PA applications and signal
processing systems.

K
Keith Monks: wide range of

microphone stands, cable drums, monitor
loudspeakers and record cleaning
machines. King Instruments: will
feature the model 793 fully automatic
audio cassette loader with automatic
pancake/hub changeover and tape
threading, alternator /feeder and display
for machine monitoring.
Klark
Teknik: the DN780 digital
reverb/processor makes its debut along
with the USA active monitor
loudspeaker system. These and the rest
of the Klark Teknik range of graphic
EQs and DDLs will be exhibited in their
demonstration room, not in the main
exhibition hall. Klein + Hummel:
range of compact active monitor
speakers.

L
Lawo Geratebau: wide range of
modules for broadcast orientated console
use. Possible showing of the prototype
digitally controlled assignable analogue
Leonhard: no information
console.
received. LPS: full range of power
amplifiers covering all aspects of sound
amplification and PA and monitor
systems for studios, TV, radio and
cinema. Lyrec: range of multitrack
and stereo tape machines, high speed

_Vl

connectors per 19 in row. MSAuditron: no information received.
Musicbox: full range of cassette
products including C -O compact
cassettes, blank cassette tape, head
cleaner cassettes, digital cassettes and
short time cassettes. Musik
Produktiv: no information received.

N
Nagra /Kudelski: full range of

professional tape recorders including TAudio twin capstan multi- format
recorder and the 1 V-S stereo machine
with built -in SMPTE /EBU timecode
generator record/playback circuit.
Neumann: the complete line of studio
condenser mics including the
transformerless TLM 170i and the short
and long shotgun mics. The new
Neumann DMM stereo cutterhead SX 84
for DMM mastering will be shown as
well as the range of microprocessor
controlled mixing console modules
including the AME 591 equaliser system;
the AMR 544 fader system and the
AMM 576 remote controllable
microphone amplifier system. Neutrik:
wide range of connectors and sockets
including the new X series of XLR -type
units. Also featured will be the
Audiograph modular measuring system.
Neve: precise details not available at
time of publication but will include
analogue and digital console on display.

New England Digital /Turnkey: on
show will be the latest developments of
the Synclavier music system including a
new velocity pressure sensing keyboard,

advanced synthesiser software and music
printing enhancements. There will also
be full details of the new 16 -bit
polyphonic sampling system with feature
sample rates of up to 100 kHz. Nexo:
semi -modular speaker enclosures for
sound reinforcement and dedicated
electronics for signal processing. NTP:
will be showing their complete range of
54
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW

products consisting of PPM meters,
compressors and limiters, equalisers,
phase meters and telephone hybrids.
Featured new items include the Video
Peak Programme Meter type 377-700 for
on- screen level display, and the
Automatic Telephone Hybrid type
535/200/300/400. There will also be a test
system for an audio switcher.

o
Optimix: console automation system.
Ortiplas: a wide selection of audio and
video cassettes and magnetic tapes.
Otani: wide range of audio and
industrial products including the
MTR- 90/II, MTR- 12/11, MX-5050 series,
MX-70, BTR-5 and MTR -20 machines
along with the DP-80 and DP-4040 series

cassette duplicating machines.

P
Penny

Giles: selection from wide
range of faders including the recently
introduced 4000 series providing up to
four output channels, accurate taper and
tracking with balanced or unbalanced
log, linear tapers, and VCA networks.
Also showing the 3000 series and a
selection from the 1500 and 1100 series
faders and the new motorised fader.
Philip Drake: wide range of products
including audio distribution amps,
intercoms and talkback systems for
studio, theatre and broadcast
applications with the hardwired PD600
and PD6000 models on display. There
will also be information on custom
&

design details available on the stand.
Publison: range of signal processing
products including the Infernal Machine
90 digital effects generator which offers
internal delay of up to five minutes, and
the Nature Boy 6- octave polyphonic
Pyral: range of audio tape
keyboard.
products including sprocket -hole punched
tapes for 35 mm use, and a new line of
lacquer masters.
`-G

Quad Eight Westrex: the Westar
console, the 248 modular console system,
the digital fader system, details of the
company's custom film console services
and the Westrex line of products.

Quad Manufacturing: range of
products from Quad featuring their new
range of professional power amplifiers.
Quantec: demonstration room for the
Room Simulator QRS, the infra -red
remote control option, and the new
QRS/L simplified version of the QRS
which has the same features but only a
single input and two outputs.

R
RTS: full range of products including
intercom systems, preamplifiers, IFB
systems, phono preamps, monitor
amplifiers, distribution amplifiers and
mini mixers. RTW: will feature its
analogue and digital interface Studio
Processor-Set 2 designed to match the
Sony PCM-701 PCM processors enabling
direct digital transfer between PCM -701
16-bit code and PCM-1610 16 -bit code in

RTW PCM-Set 2

Sony MX-P61 12- channel compact analogue console
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both directions. Also featured will be the
new type 1109 bargraph peak meter
designed for digital recording offering
selectable attack time and a +10 dB
extended scale. Lastly the CL -1 cassette
loader system will be shown. This is
suitable for medium and small quantity
production.

S
SAJE: wide range of recording
consoles for a variety of applications.

Said Magnetics: range of hot pressed
glass bonded ferrite tape heads.
Sanken: range of high quality
microphones. SATT: range of portable
audio mixers including the SAM 82
8 -input unit; the SAM 42 4 -input unit
and the SAM 31 mono 3 -input mixer.
Schoeps: the full range of Schoeps
SCS:
microphones and accessories.
range of SCS effects including BD80
DDL and BC3 noise reduction. Range of
audio effects and consoles, Applied
Microsystems autolocators, tape
machines, monitors and microphones etc
both new and used. Also studio design
and installation- information available
SCV: wide range of
on the stand.
signal processing units, accessories and
associated equipment including the EQ
129 and EQ 213 graphic equalisers in
addition to active crossover systems,
active DI boxes, buffer amps, mic, line
S Seidel:
and distribution amps, etc.
Sennheiser:
no information received.
the full range of dynamic and condenser
mics, radio mic systems, headphones and
a wide range of accessories. Featured
items will be the M8 portable console
and the MKH 40 high performance
condenser mic. Shure: the full range
of dynamic and condenser mics, phono
cartridges, sound reinforcement systems
and accessories. Solid Stage Logic:
the SL 4000 music recording console; the
SL 6000 video production console and
featuring the new SL 5000 broadcast
console system, together with the Master
Synchroniser controller, Events Controller
options and the programmable EQ
system.
Sonosax: range of mixers
intended for broadcasting, audio /visual,
mobile, video post production and PA
applications. Sony /MCI: selection from
the company's wide range of products
including the AV- 500 /AVS-500 Sync
Master; the RM-3310 remote for the
PCM 3324 multitrack; the professional
CD system CDP -3000/CDS-3000; the
K-1105 digital console; the PCM -3102
digital mastering recorder; the
12- channel compact analogue console
MX-P61; and the range of studio mics
and digital equipment; and a selection of
tape machines and consoles from MCI.
Soundcraft: examples of the full
range of Soundcraft products including
the TS24 in -line console, the new 500
and 600 series consoles, the series 20
mastering tape machines and the new
range of power amplifiers.
Soundtracs: main exhibit will be the
CM4400 32/12/24/2 +2 console fitted with
optional patchbay and linked to a
24 -track machine via a SMPTE/EBU
clock. It will also be the second showing
of the new M series modular range of PA

pawn of a new technology

Professional products division
Fane Acoustics Limited, 286 Bradford Road, Batley, West Yorkshire WF17 5PW, England.
Telephone: Batley 476431. Telex: 556498 FANEG.
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series 65 input modules but provides full
24 -track assignment and monitoring,
fader reverse and an integral patchbay;
and a new version of the established
series 80B which includes a new monitor
section incorporating 3 -band EQ with
fader reverse. This new version means
that there are now a further 24 EQ'd
inputs available. tts- Electronic:
range of audio products including noise
gates, equalisers, tape machines, mixing
consoles, monitors and noise reduction
systems including the new NR -3 modular
system with integrated RF filters for all
inputs and outputs and LED overload.
Turnkey Two: acoustic and studio
design consultancy services.

Teac high -speed cassette duplication

and 8 -track mixers alongside the
established S series, Monitor, OMNI and
the 16/8/16 and 24/8/16 mixers.
Stanton Magnetics: wide range of
phono cartridges.
Start: no
information received. Stax: wide range
of headphones, headphone preamps and
monitors. Stellavox: the new multistandard studio tape machine TD 9 for
1/4 in, '/z in and perforated 16mm for
mono/stereo, multitrack and with or
without synchronisation facilities. Also
on show will be the self- contained
portable multi-standard tape machine
SU-8 with SMPTE timecode generator;
the film use orientated SP-8; the SM-8
master recorder; the SP-8 used mainly
for radio applications and the portable
mixer AMI 48. STR: very wide range
of products aimed particularly at the
broadcast field including OB
installations. Struven: selection of the
products distributed by the company and
featuring the digital editing systems and
techniques that they have developed for
both PCM and dbx 700 series, also
Brooke Siren Systems products.
Studer: wide range of products
including the 900 series consoles, the
new digital D -820 DASH format recorder
and the analogue equivalent A820, the
new Mark IV versions of the A8OVU
mastering machines, the Mk II PR99
recorders, the A725 professional CD
player; the Mk II versions of the A80MR
and A80QC duplication mastering
recorders. Studio Technik Klever: no
information received. Synton: range of
vocoders and a flexible compact
synthesiser.

T
TAM: range of products including STL
732 2- channel regulated filter (treble
limiter) for disc cutting and cassette

mastering systems and broadcast
applications; also ALO 831 oscillator, LA
851 valve limiter, CPS 741 mastering
console and a selection of cutting heads.
Tandberg: full range of professional
products including TD 50 '/4 in reel -toreel 2- channel tape recorders. Tannoy:
a selection of studio monitor
loudspeakers, the Wildcats high level PA
series and the SR840 professional power
amp.
58
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Tape
Technology Laboratory (TTL): high
cassette duplication products.

speed automatic cassette loader.
Tapematic: wide range of cassette

manufacturing and duplicating machines
including TMD3000 (video) and
TMD2002 (audio) cassette loaders; the
5000 series duplicating system; 670
boxing machine; 1000 labelling machine
and ST30 real time spectrum analyser.
Teac /Tascam: aside from the normal
range of Teac/Tascam products, there
will be three new products launched: the
MS-16 16 -track tape machine; the M -300
series mixing consoles; and the T-2600
series high speed cassette duplication
system. Technical Projects: new
additions to the product range will be
the MD404 oscillator, MS781 and
MS721 L talkback systems for largescale
speaker -based uses, Auditorium 1000 and
2000 live mixing consoles, as well as the
ART421 automatic reverb timer and the
4000 series production /post production
modules will be exhibited. Tekpa:
marketing company for the Tek group
will be displaying selection of range of
audio and video cassettes. TOA:
complete line of professional sound
systems from microphones to speaker
systems, largely intended for the live
sound market. Tonographie
Apparatebau (TAB): will be showing a
range of mixing console equipment with
low noise specifications, largely intended
for use in digital recording applications.
Also on display will be a variable pre emphasis device for protection against
adjacent channel interference in VHF
FM broadcasting. The unit also has
optional time constants for applications
in disc cutting and optical sound
equipment. Tore Seem: featured will
be the SEEMIX computer controlled
console with system sizes up to 48
channels with digital faders. DC
subgrouping is available and the console
is prepared for automated mixdown. Also
on show will be the SEECON for general
broadcast applications based on the
larger SEEMIX but without the
automation. Finally, the 3- channel Pluto
mixer will be shown. Trident: will be
introducing several new products
including the series 65 in a new colour
scheme of dark grey with a custom
designed range of control knobs; the new
series 75 which is based around the

U
UREI: wide range of signal processing
units, sound reinforcement products,
broadcast consoles, power amplifiers and
studio monitor systems. Ursa Major:
complete range of signal processors
including the Space Station, 8X32, the
StarGate and the new multitap stereo
processor MSP-126.

V
VCL Audio: no information received.

W
Wandel & Goltermann: range of
audio analysing and measuring
equipment for development, production,
installation and maintenance operations.
Westec: no information received.
Westlake: range of speaker systems
and audio accessories. Woelke
Magnetics: range of multitrack record,
play and erase heads and cue track
heads for 1/4 in use. Also a range of test
equipment.

Y
Yamaha: full range of Yamaha
professional sound products on show in a
demonstration room.

Z
Zonal: full range of magnetic sound
recording products including 675 series
and the new 610 series audio tape
available in a variety of widths for
mastering and broadcast, as well as
acetate and polyester magnetic sound
recording film for post sync, dubbing,
pre- mixing and editing.

Studio Sound: we will be èxhibiting the
latest issue together with copies of our
new sister publication Broadcast Systems
Engineering, in addition to our other
reference publications. Both editorial and
advertising staff will be in attendance at
the stand or around the convention and
we look forward to meeting anyone who
wishes to drop by for a chat.E

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sony PCM701ES /SLC9

Sony PCMF1 /SLF1

clear any confusion or misunderstanding
about the above Sony Digital recording products,
please be advised:
The Sony PCMF1 is still in production in Japan,
1 and is available from HHB. The Sony SLF1
video recorder has indeed ceased production,
but HHB has managed to secure limited numbers
of these desirable machines.
It should also be borne in mind that an alternative system exists for applications where
portability is not essential.This system comprises
the Sony PÇ1V1,7
ce r: ;j,d içal in function á gtoórripatability to the PCMF1 ar
recorder.
HHB are pleased to announce ex-stock avail ability of CLUE (Computer Logging Unit
and Editor) which provides editing facilities for
PCMF1 or PCM701ES /Betamax recording, as well
as intelligent autolocation and logging.
Call now for more information about this excTo

2
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.iting new product.

The No 1 name in Digital Audio.
HHB Hire and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. Telex 923393.
:

THE BLACK& WHITE S
me manipulation is one of the most fundamental
ffects used in modern recording and sound
einforcement. The ability to produce delays,
reverberation, phasing and other time -related effects to
order. in a creative manner suited to the material, is
recognised as a vital factor in adding life, movement and
interest to music.
And modern technology allows a vast number of
possibilities to be realised: so much so that there is today
almost too wide a choice of time- domain systems
covering a range of possibilities.
\\ ith these possibilities, and the problems of choice
firmly in mind, Syco have assembled a collection of time domain systems which offer-the musician, studio,
broadcaster or sound reinforcement specialist the widest
range of sound possibilities according to your
requirements. Each unit has been chosen with creativity.
quality and flexibility in mind.

T

TIME FOR

Music

AMS 15 80S is a computer -controlled delay
processor with 20Hz to 18kHz bandwidth essential for
today's quality requirements - and the ability to store tip
to 30 seconds of sound. The sampled sound can be
transposed with a keyboard up or down two octaves.
It's more than a delay: it's a creative musical tool.
Quantec Room Simulator is renowned for its ability
to recreate the sound of a real acoustic environment. You
simply dial -up the volume of the room, and add the
acoustic treatment, reflections and other effects you
desire. What could be simpler?
The QRS is available in two versions: the standard
2 -in. 4 -out unit is ideal for both stereo and surround sound applications. while the new QRS/L offers a cost effective mono -in, stereo -out package for the budget -

-

-

conscious.

REV -1 and the YDD 2600 new from Yamaha. The
REV -1 is a sophisticated digital reverberation system in
which almost every reverberation parameter can be
individually tailored to your needs. The unique LCD display remote unit shows both settings and a graphical
analogue of the reverberation characteristics you have
established. The YDD 2600 is an unusually flexible delay
system with many configuration possibilities especially
useful for live sound applications. The unit offers up to
eight separately variable delays and up to four inputs,
with a maximum delay of 2.6 seconds per channel (the
number of delay channels, inputs and the length of the
maximum delay depends on configuration).
\t Syco you'll find the time -domain system that's
right for your needs: systems that offer sophistication,
quality and flexibility. At Syco, we've got time for music.
Syco 20 Conduit lace, London W2
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 SYCO G
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[LECTIO

FROM SYCO

Syco.We are

LARGE SCALE

ACOUSTICS
David Hawkins of Eastlake Audio
relates the background to the
redesign of CTS's massive
Studio One recording area
which coincided with the digital
refit

late '60s that it had inspired
the Wembley investment.
The first year of operation
within the complex was
marred by technical problems
with the recording consoles
and tape- machine electronics.
These had been (in retrospect,
over ambitiously) designed and
editing, digital editing and
made by a company which has
disc cutting suites, a small
subsequently departed the
video studio and all the
audio business.
necessary administrative,
In 1972 CTS, a well
catering and technical support. established London studio
Unlike most recording
specialising in scoring major
operations, CTS is not located
films, merged with De Lane
in an unfrocked church,
Lea Music at Wembley upon
redundant factory, crumbling
the sale of the lease of the
mill or converted cinema but
CTS studio building in
in a building purpose designed Kensington Gardens Square in
in 1969 and completed in
London. (The same premises
1971, on a part of the
were some years later to be
Wembley Stadium Estate that refurbished and opened again
was originally an ornamental
as Marcus Music UK, but
boating lake!
that's another story ... )
A unit of the giant BET
At the time of CTS's
Group, whose interests range
integration into the new
from cruise ships in Fiji
complex, a comprehensive
through flight simulator
programme of replacing all
design and manufacture to
consoles and tape machines
half ownership of Thames
with Neve /Studer packages
Television, the Complex
began. Eventually, the name
opened in late 1971 as the De
of the Wembley Complex was
Lane Lea Music Centre. This
changed to CTS and Peter
title continued the name of the Harris, technical supremo of
original De Lane Lea Music
CTS at their original
Studio in Kingsway, Central
Bayswater location, became
London, which had been so
managing director of the
successful during the mid to
Wembley Complex, which
Area beneath control room window during demolition
CTS Studios Ltd, of

Wembley, near
London, is justifiably
described as a
Recording Complex.
Under the same roof
are four recording
studios ranging in size from
small to very large, film -
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remains a unit of the BET
Group.
1981, Eastlake Audio
was appointed by CTS to
re- design and reconstruct
Control Room One,
attached to Studio One,
the largest recording room
Inwithin the Complex.
The control room measuring
10.5 m (34 ft 5 in) widex4.5 m
(14 ft 8 in) deep had been
adequate to accommodate the
small console and 8 -116 -track

control room shell size of
10.5x8.3 m (34 ft 5 inx27 ft
3 in) thus making it a very
large control room by any
standard. At the same time,
there were plans to install a
new package type air conditioning system to serve
the enlarged control room
area, install appropriate room
geometry and LF absorbers
and install, within the front
wall system, three Eastlake

monitoring
loudspeakers (the centre
speaker to be used during
recorders installed in 1971.
movie scoring). The control
The depth measurement
room shell preparation and
however was a constraint on
rebuild was carried out during
installing a new wraparound
four weeks in August 1981.
console, angled front monitor In early 1983, CTS asked
housing wall, etc.
Eastlake to propose various.
The structural drawings of
schemes for redeveloping the
the building indicated that it
recording area of Studio One.
would be possible to move the
The reconstruction was to be
control room rear wall by
carried out in early 1984 at
3.8 m into the over -generous
reception area and have a new the same time as the projected
TA/13T

The finished studio in use

Finished studio looking towards control room and booths

quite low, with figures
generally better than NC 15.
This reflected well upon the
Processing console.
large duct -work sizes
originally installed and the
Studio One's
longevity of the rotating plant.
dimensions, of 24 m
Secondly, the reverberation
(78 ft) longx 14.5 m
time of the studio was
(48 ft) wide x 10 m
analysed. Almost all exposed
(33 ft) high, alone
were intimidating. In surfaces were absorbent. The
only exceptions being the
addition, CTS
stipulated clearly that the new doors (hardwood) and the
projection room windows
design must be capable of
(optically corrected glass).
meeting the requirements
The ceiling and walls were
which would be imposed by
finished in Armstrong type
digital recording. To this end,
we carried out a survey of two perforated tiles and the floor
was carpeted. Fabric -covered
key areas: firstly, the plant
noise penetration to the studio absorbers of the Helmholtz was measured and found to be type covered approximately
Construction around control room window after fitment of brick
piers and structural steelwork to form full opening for sliding

installation of the then newly
ordered Neve Digital Sound

glass doors to booths

50% of the area. We had
naturally expected to read

short RT60 values but were
surprised at just how short
these values actually were. At
the time of construction of the
Complex, it was intended that
Studio One would be used for
rock as well as orchestral
recordings. At that time, most
rock bands brought their
mega -powered stage rigs into
the studios for recording. The
overall RT60 of the studio had
been therefore kept short, to
allow recordings to be made
which preserved reasonable
separation when intense sound
pressure levels were used.
We discussed the measured
results with CTS and defined
more closely their

requirements. Firstly (and not
unexpectedly), they wished to
increase the RT60 value of the
studio to a value that would
not only sound better on the
final recording but which
would be more appropriate as
perceived by the musicians
within the studio as they
played.
Secondly, CTS wanted to
retain a high degree of
flexibility of set -ups on the
studio floor and were therefore
loathe to have permanently
assigned areas for drums, bass
guitar, piano, etc.
Thirdly, they were conscious
that the arrival of digital
recording, and the wide
variety of work it was
expected to attract,
necessitated the availability of
at least one effectively isolated
large booth, off the main
studio floor. An added bonus
would be the opportunity to
provide a different
reverberation character within
the booth area.
In dealing with the first

VOID

within Studio One, a slightly
lower RT60 value was
targeted.
Neither the classical formula
of Sabine, which links room
volume, surface material
absorption and reverberation,
nor the subsequent formulae of
Eyring give consistently
accurate results when used for
calculating the RT60 value of
an enclosure such as CTS
Studio One. Fortunately, we
had access to some excellent
software, written around the
performance of large acoustical
enclosures, and these promised
close and consistent
correlation between predicted
and physically measured
values.
In looking at ways of
fulfilling CTS's second
requirement, for an isolated
booth, we looked closely at the
area directly underneath the
control room and on the same
level as the main studio floor.
It had at one time housed a
minute vocal booth, a storage
room and an echo plate room.
The echo plates were being
moved or disposed of, as
electronic devices had rendered
them less popular. A
structural survey showed that

the entire area under the
control room and an adjacent
equipment room could be
opened up with the
installation of suitable steelwork, to provide a main
isolated room 8.5 m (28 ft)
deep x9 m (29 ft 6 in) wide, a
smaller L- shaped isolated
booth 4 m (13 ft) widex4.5 m
(14 ft 8 in) deep and a plant
room to house the air conditioning equipment which
the two isolated areas would
require. Both isolated areas
would be separated from the
main studio floor by double glazed sliding glass door units.
requirement, we originally
On measuring the vertical
considered a scheme which
would incorporate mechanisms isolation between control room
and proposed isolation areas,
allowing the adjustment of
LF values of 30 dB were
reverberation performance
recorded and considered
within a range. Experience,
inadequate, given that even
however, has shown that the
during orchestral recording,
cost of providing variable
performance over a significant monitoring levels of 100 dB
range is high in relation to
(lin scale) are not unknown.
The control room monitors
overall project cost and, in
practice, an optimal setting is have a capability of 125 dB! A
conventional studwork
established and thereafter
isolation wall approach, with a
rarely varied. When
capped ceiling, was ruled out
commercial considerations
prevailed, it was decided to opt because of restricted height.
for a fixed design which could Isolation walls were therefore
be fine -tuned easily, after
decided on, with the ceiling
completion, if desired.
employing an under -slung
sheet lead barrier with high An RT60 value of 1.6 density mineral fibre above
seconds would be
and below it. We projected an
appropriate for
improvement of 12 to 15 dB by
orchestral
these means.
performances
The final layout is shown in
within a hall of
Fig 1. CTS's brief of symmetry
3,500 m' volume
and uniformity is fulfilled
Because CTS undertake
within the main studio floor
recordings ranging from
area which has 5 m high LF
orchestral to popular music,
absorbers evenly spaced
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around the perimeter. At the
far end of the studio, an
electrically lowered projection
screen is built within the
sloping ceiling. Playback
speakers are incorporated
within the, again, sloping rear
wall. Low frequency absorbers
are located behind the
hardwood panelled
geometrically opposed wall
surfaces, and this end of the
studio has a slightly longer
RT60 than the main part of
the studio.
The only non -reflective
surfaces within the studio are
the ceiling (the Armstrong
tiles originally installed were
repainted) and the front cover
to each LF absorber. The
dimensions and numbers of
the absorbers were calculated
to allow even absorption of the
low frequencies and prevent
the LF character of the room
resembling that of the nearby
Wembley Arena! The
exceptional ceiling height
available made it possible to
design absorbers of sufficient
height to be effective down to
28 Hz.

The absorbers are stagger tuned and removal of the
acoustically transparent grille cloth cover over the opening
allows easy modification of the
interior elements, for tuning

purposes. The side -cheeks of
the absorbers are reflective
(although adjacent side -cheeks
are geometrically offset) and
aid in producing a high degree
of 1st order reflections within
the reverberant field. The floor
within the main studio is gloss

varnished parquet of unusual
form. It consists of countless
small pieces of French
Chestnut, each piece
measuring 150 x 25 x 10 mm.

The blocks were adhesive
fixed, in 450 mm wide sections
at a time, to a cork substrate,
in turn adhesive fixed to a
tongued and grooved chipboard
layer fitted over the well worn
original felt carpet. The entire
studio floor is thus well
decoupled from the structure
of the building. The small
(10 mm wide) exposed face of
.each block ensures even wear
of the floor and the 25 mm
depth will allow many sanding
and re- varnishing operations
to be carried out in the future.

Within the isolated areas,
marble floors were provided,
together with hardwood
panelled wall surfaces, offset
with relation to each other as
necessary.
The original fluorescent
ceiling lighting, within the
studio, was augmented with
tracks of dimmable
incandescent lighting around
the studio perimeter. In the
two isolation areas, dimmable
incandescent fittings were
installed to augment
fluorescent luminaires with
remotely installed ballasts.
The project commenced on
February 20, 1984 and
completion was required
within five weeks because of
booking commitments.
Approximately one week was
spent in stripping out the
original finishes, then the
structural preparation and
steel installation work was
undertaken. The existing air conditioning duct -work was
raised by 2 m, to allow
installation of the bass
absorbers, no less than 7
tonnes of wooden flooring were
installed, studwork framing
was completed for all the new
geometry, cladding of all
surfaces was completed and
the new electrical power and
lighting circuitry was
installed.
Concurrently, CTS's
technical staff installed the
new studio audio wiring
required by the digital console.
The project was completed at
the end of the fifth week with
the knowledge that, at the end
of the sixth week, the studio
was required for recording the
Chess album with the male
half of ABBA and 84 members
of the London Symphony
Orchestra. This was a
powerful incentive to all
concerned!
At the completion of work,
RT60 measurements were
made and found to be no more
than 10 ms of the previously

calculated values at any
octave band centre frequency.
Since completion, the studio
has been enthusiastically
received by both the producers
and engineers, who assess it
from the control room, and the
musicans, who make their
assessments when playing
within it. It was gratifying
The reflective surface
during a recent visit to CTS to
finishes on the walls
overhear Don Lusher, a well
within the main studio known session trombonist,
are mainly laminate
telling Peter Harris, in the
material on chipboard Reception Area after a session,
that the studio was now "so
base. Some hardwood
panelling of the same pleasant to play in, as each
musician can hear a natural
species (chestnut) is used on
balance on the studio floor
both end walls of the studio.

".
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CMIMS
at
The Neve Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
system has been the subject of vast
amounts of words -both written and
spoken, some true and many just plain
rumour. The development of DSP involved
much research in hardware, software and
user operational requirements, needing a
considerable amount of external liaison
with the industry -far more than most
products would need at such early stages
in their development.
The first of the full DSP systems is now
in regular use at CTS Studios, Wembley,
London. In this article Keith Spencer -Allen
relates the background to the DSP choice,
the basic CTS design and installation
requirements together with an operational
description of the console -or at least part
of it.
eter Harris,
managing director

CTS Studios -"We
placed the order for
the DSP in March
1982. This was
subsequent to having
seen the Neve prototype P3
model in place at BBC
Broadcasting House in late
1981. I went away to think
know some other
about it

-I

studios at the demonstration
dismissed it out of hand but
we were more interested and
went to see it at least twice
more until we took the plunge
in March 1982. CD was about
to arrive and to us it appeared
a sensible direction to take. At
the time of the order it was

anticipated that delivery
would be within a year; it was
thought that having made a
prototype it would primarily
be an upgrading job. As it
turned out, it was not quite so
simple -more a start from
scratch routine to make a
larger console with delivery
being moved from March 1983
to November."
It actually wasn't until
Spring 1984 that the studio
saw the finished console. In
the meantime it had been
decided that the DSP was to
be installed in Studio One at
CTS -one of the largest
recording rooms in Europe.
The decision was made to
update the acoustics of the
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moment the power was
applied.)
Philosophically, CTS takes

CTS
DSP
studio area (as covered
elsewhere in this issue), the
control room acoustics having
been rebuilt 18 months
previously. It was intended
that the DSP would be
installed during the acoustics
update and go into full
operation shortly after.
Slightly later than intended,
the desk was installed and test
sessions were begun. These
apparently went well, with all
involved being very pleased
about all aspects of
performance. The decision was
made to start full operation
but unfortunately, as is well
known to everyone in every
field of electronics, problems
simply don't show themselves
until the worst possible time
ie session time. The problems
were in fact fairly minor
considering the system
complexity. They lay largely
in the control system of the
DSP and were giving rise to
spurious noises that were far
from musical. The session was
continued by running tie lines
to another control room.
As there were a number of
heavy orchestral sessions
booked, it was decided to move
the DSP out and re- install the
original analogue Neve. The
DSP was moved to the tape
copying suite where it could be
run in parallel with the
analogue Neve using heavily
buffered feeds from the mic
lines. A dedicated team of
Neve engineers ate and slept
with the console until all the
bugs had been traced and all
were happy again. During this
time, having had the console
to play with for several weeks,
several operational
modifications were made and a
number of new features
implemented meaning that the
overall system has already
evolved beyond the system
that was originally delivered.
Studio One has always been
busy; as the Autumn was
particularly so, it proved too
difficult to move projects
around enough to find the
necessary time to re- install the
DSP, (It was eventually moved
during the Christmas 1984
holiday and worked fully the

-
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control room and therefore size
is not a problem for us. We do
a lot of film scoring work
the attitude that after a few
where there are large score
months of operational DSP,
sheets so we have added a
they will probably feel that
metre long producer's section.
the delay was beneficial in
It also gives some racking
many ways. It has meant that space near to the engineer. It
they have had some extra
would have been possible to
`customisation' time on the
have had the desk simply the
DSP; the chance to train
width of the input channel
engineering and maintenance faders -about 5 ft, but that
staff on what is a
would not have met our needs.
substantially new approach as The shape evolved also from
will be shown later; and lastly our working methods. With
to allow the engineers to
our film work we like having
become familiar with the new
a separate monitor section and
room acoustics and the DSP at with the angle it means that
separate times enabling them the console can be
to keep a reference to work
conveniently operated by one
with.
or two people."
As I write this just prior to
It was apparently proposed
the installation of the DSP,
to CTS by Neve that the
the engineers are very keen to control panels could be any
get into operational use with
shape from flat (except for the
it -even those who suffered the meters) and vertical (except for
early problems. All in all
the faders). Angles were
things are looking very
chosen that allowed easy
positive at CTS -we even
reading of the alphanumeric
spent some time at the
displays which form an
beginning of our conversations essential part of the console.
in swapping the more
Although some people have
unbelievable rumours that had commented on the height of
been circulating about the
the console, it is something of
studio. Contrary to rumour
an illusion as it has the same
they are quite happy with
vertical dimension as the
their present situation and
analogue Neve that it
very excited about the next
replaced.
few months. So much for
Console construction is
history, on to the console
standard Neve but as the
itself.
contents are solely for control
What follows is the result of functions, it is fairly light. It
splits at the angle and four
a day spent at CTS where
chief technical engineer Henry people can carry the halves.
Edwards ran through as much The heart of the DSP lies in
six racks contained in a
of their particular DSP as
separate room with its own air
time permitted. It is worth
conditioning system.
mentioning that although the
Surprisingly, two thirds of the
basic DSP building blocks
rack space comprises the
have now evolved, there are
analogue sections (ie
great differences in software
converters) with the digital
and to a certain extent
hardware between the systems electronics actually being very
compact. The power supplies
under construction and
awaiting full installation. This are also housed within this
room. While on this topic it is
article is based upon the CTS
worth noting that the complete
system and the way in which
their particular DSP functions system draws 32 A which is
may differ in certain functions not excessive for digital
and facilities from other units. electronics of this size.
Connection between the
For more general DSP theory,
I would refer you to the article console and the racks is via a
by Dr Martin Jones in October fibre-optic link -a single cable
containing two fibres with an
1983.
overall size about the same as
that of a standard mic cable.
This of course means that
there are power supplies
When you first encounter the
within the desk for the LEDs
CTS DSP, the first aspect that and displays -power transfer
strikes you is its sheer size-a in fibre- optics being far in the
straight input and producer's
future!
section; a slightly angled
CTS have opted to have all
monitoring section at the left
their analogue -to- digital (A/D)
hand end with the master
and digital -to- analogue (D /A)
control area set in the angle,
equipment in the one room
giving maximum dimensions
which means rather than
of 41/2 x11/4 metres. One of the
taking the Neve option of the
advantages that Neve stress in A/D converters being on the
their literature is the
studio floor with fibre -optic
compactness of the system.
links to the racks, they take
Why the difference?
their mic lines right through
Henry: "We have a large
to the rack room. By careful

DSP -the basic

installation

planning of the wiring on the
mic lines, long runs have still
been kept to a minimum
although to a certain extent
with such a large room as
Studio One, such things are
often a fact of life anyway.
The actual floor of the studio
has 48 mic inputs in blocks of
16 with one set duplicated in
the booths. They also removed
the original mic -line patchfield
which is now redundant with
the DSP. It is worth
mentioning at this point that
above each mic input on the
studio floor is a small
alphanumeric display which is
a repeater legend and will
display whatever that input
has been named as on the
console. This is of course very
useful in sessions where there
is no need for lists of mics or
the confusion that can occur
when tracing faulty mics/leads,
etc. Outputs carrying line
level distribution systems,
foldback and power amp sends
are similarly labelled on the
console.
As mentioned earlier, the
console contains only control

functions although there are
two small sections containing
analogue audio: for the
talkback and the programme
feed for the in- console
reference speakers. The
converters for these functions
are situated within the
console. Apart from the use of
external processing units, the
patchfield is largely redundant
although CTS does have
facilities for patching up to
three analogue tape machines,
for tie -lines to the rest of the
building, and to the studio
floor.

DSP specifics
To a certain degree it is

possible to draw comparisons
to a standard non -assignable
analogue desk to give some
idea of the basic capacities of
the CTS DSP system. The
specification allows for 48 mic
inputs, 32 group outputs, a
capability of mixing 72 line
level inputs dependent upon
how the system is configured,
eight aux sends, full
monitoring section, plus quite
a lot else. On top of this in
any mode there are 12 fully
floating inserts for use with
analogue effects units. There
are converters tied to these
insert points and use of these
has a number of advantages
that will be covered later.
Should more effects be needed

there are many other analogue
access points that could be
used.
The DSP interfaces
correspond to the standard
AES/EBU digital bus
standard. The principle
multitrack to be used with the

system is the Sony PCM 3324
which is digitally interfaced to
the DSP (CTS had the second
3324 in the UK).
The console operates at a
48 kHz sampling rate. CTS
toyed with running a 44.1 kHz
system at one time to remove
the necessity to standards
convert for CD mastering, they
however decided against it and
opted for the then proposed
AES/EBU professional
standard.

changes of certain functions
are virtually instantaneous.
Having chosen your basic
system configuration from the
menu it is then possible to
start work with no further
system alteration. You have of
course not sorted routing yet
but it may be most logical to
proceed now to the basic
channel functions that are
available.

their operation selectable by
menu choice. The upper pair of
buttons are Source (SCE) and
Soft. Source enables the user
to step through the paths that
might be assigned to that
fader. In many cases the fader
will probably be the

controlling element for only
the input channel. There is no
reason however that virtually
any number of paths should
not be assigned to a single
fader. If for instance the fader
The
was controlling levels for the
input channel and the track
Because input channels are
send (output level), touching
not fixed in any permanent
hardwired schematic chain and the source key would switch to
One of the slight
the path not being displayed
also due to the other channel
misapprehensions held about
and both the legend above the
control features, it is rather
the DSP is that you have to
fader and, due to the
`build' your console before you difficult to think of channels
motorised fader, the fader
can start work. This is not
in a way that relates to
practical DSP. Because of this position would also change to
quite true. On turning the
reflect the different level
the term paths is far more
desk on, it goes through a
setting. Henry set up one
appropriate. If we follow an
sequenced power -up taking
demonstration that allowed
input channel trying to draw
about 30 s and can be fully
every input channel on the
analogue analogies it will be
operational and stable in
console to be controlled by the
under a minute. After passing easiest to explain.
through a number of basic
The fader is a standard 6 in one fader and it was possible
to simply step through them
travel fader similar to those
`Welcome to DSP' -type
used with NECAM (Fig 1). For (this is not a recommended
displays, the start -up menu is
way of working, just an
reached. This lists five options the input paths they are
impressive demo).
motorised and those on the
available and in the case of
The Soft -key is a
CTS these are (1) track laying monitoring section are not.
multifunction button -an
mode -48 inputs to multitrack Above the fader is a display
assignable switch if you like
with four alphanumeric
outputs; (2) mixdown mode
and in the CTS system it has
segments and this could be
multitrack returns plus line
eight different possibilities all
considered an electronic
inputs; (3) mixture of one and
of which relate only to that
scribble strip. Using the
two with inputs and track
signal path. It is possible to
returns available immediately QWERTY keyboard in the
master section of the console, assign these switches
for routing so that track
names may be written in these individually with a different
bouncing, etc, can be
displays to replace the default function on each path or
implemented quickly; (4)
globally across the console so
mode which simply reads IP
minimum mode which uses a
followed by the number of the that they all have the same
minimum of hardware which
effect.
path. It is this display that
should make it possible to
Top of this section is the
reads above the mic input on
configure the system even if
mute switch-a sideways
the studio floor. Because it is
there has been a problem -a
mounted rocker type that
possible to access paths by
sort of emergency safety
allows manual muting on a
these names as well as
position; (5) the possibility to
large number of channels
numbers, the desk will not
configure the console to the
simply by running your finger
allow duplicate names
way that it was set when last
across the line of them-with a
bleeping very loudly at you
turned off. The desk has six
internal memories and one of should you attempt to do this. minimum of discomfort.
Immediately above this switch
Next up comes a row of
these is non-volatile and stores
three LEDs labelled I/P, GRP are three LEDs that simply
the last settings of the
show the path status.
and O/P and these light up
complete console.
The next panel up the
Henry: "I expect that we
dependent upon the status of
console contains two
may well change these default the fader path. The fader in
settings once we have been
this console is of course purely assignable knobs with their
display legends (Fig 2). As
a device for communicating
using them for a while and
with all the knobs on the
found out the most usual way with the digital processors
console these are continuous
people want to use them. You both as a display of level and
will still have to start with
a level setting tool. Therefore rotary types and you depend
a fader can be controlling any on the display legend to give
one of these options however
the actual value of the setting.
of the three input, group (sub
and grow or prune from it."
The far top left corner of the not output) and output (track These two knobs handle all
the path ancillary or
sends).
console houses the disk drive
Above these LEDs is possibly secondary controls which again
which is an essential part of
the most important button on may be selected globally or on
the console. This takes
a path by path basis. The
an assignable console, the
standard 51/4 in single -sided
function that they control is
Access key (ACCS). By
double- density disks on which
selecting this on a fader (only selected from a central panel
it is possible to record up to
one possible at a time) you are (Fig 3) on the level
five stores containing
immediately below the meters.
accessing this path for
information to reconfigure
This contains 16 buttons
modification of EQ or
every control and routing
arranged in two horizontal
facility on the console. It takes dynamics.
rows of eight. The function for
10 s to download a disk into
Above the Access key is a
the desk memory and then a
group of four keys. The lower the upper of the assignable
further 10 s to reconfigure the pair, PFL and Solo are fairly knobs is selected from the
complete console. Smaller
standard in operation in many upper row, and the lower from
the lower. The top row
changes take proportionately
ways although there are a
Fig
includes such functions as
less time and most global
number of clever aspects of
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DSP
Gain Make-Up (GMU: may be
required if there is a
compressor in circuit); Gain of
the mic or line inputs to the
path; Width which becomes
operative if the path is stereo
(which the system will
support) and gives the range
from mono to `hole- in -themiddle' super stereo; Delay
(DEL) on the input path which
is currently allocated at 70 ms
per path and is adjustable in
ms steps from zero; and then
four uneven numbered aux
sends levels. The lower row
contains Pan; a spare function;

Multitrack Return trim (MTR);
Auto-fade (AUTO) which is
adjustable in E2 s steps
between 1 s and 30 s; and the
other four even numbered aux
send levels.
In the above secondary
control mode, it is normally
only possible to adjust the
same selected pair of functions
on all the input paths. If you
preferred to have totally
separate control functions on
each path, this is achieved by
pressing the SEL button that
sits between the two rows on
the functions panel. The upper
control knob then becomes a
switch that allows selection of
any of these 16 secondary
functions while the lower of
the knobs adjusts the level or
setting. One clever feature of
the system is that if a
particular function is not
possible, eg width with only a
mono channel, that option will
not appear as selectable.
There are a couple of other
clever aspects to this console
such as if a control knob is
turning faster than an
average, there is an intelligent
algorithm that also increases
the rate of change in the
adjustment. Each block of 24
inputs has 21 s of delay
memory available and as
mentioned earlier this is
initially allocated at 70 ms to
each path although this can be
changed as required up to the
total delay available.
One of the DSP concepts
that I found difficulty in
adapting to was the fact that
although you have very few
knobs on the channel, that
pair of assignable knobs is
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bands peaking with four
position adjustable Q. Each
band has a selection of 21
different frequencies which are
displayed in the alphanumeric
display window above that
control. Each band has a
±18 dB gain and individual
bands may be switched out of
circuit as can the complete
section. The bands healthily
overlap giving plenty of
capability. The cut or boost is
controlled by incremental
buttons and the actual gain is
displayed by LED ladders
beside the band.
When the Access button is
pressed the EQ controls are
activated for the accessed
path. Any settings already
programmed are recalled
instantly the Access button is
pushed. There is also an
alphanumeric display window
that carries the name or
number of the channel being
EQ etc.
EQ'd -there is very little
chance of being confused in
EQ
this respect. As soon as you
have accessed a channel and
These sections are panels
set your EQ, you simply move
situated above the input
on to the next path to be
channels on the module strip
EQ'd. The settings are
below the meters. They are
remembered, there being no
automatically called up by
selecting the Access button on need with any of these path
functions to even touch the
the required input fader. The
master keyboard.
EQ (Fig 4) is fairly
There are in fact two EQ
conventional in offering four
bands with the top and bottom panels with one over each
block of 24 input faders.
bands shelving with two mid

Either panel may be used and
the selected displays repeat
the information as if they
were running in parallel.

acting as at least 16 controls
and the settings are still
operative even if the knobs are
controlling a totally different
function. It was not really so
much at this level of operation
that we have reached so far,
but later on in higher levels of
control where I found myself
hitting a barrier in my
understanding and it was
really only due to the
difficulty that I found in
accepting such a difference
from my experience as normal.
On the other hand, I had
thought that the fact that all
the controls were not in
channel strips and had to be
referred to centrally would
prove a problem. The total
reverse is actually the case.
You can remain in a fixed
place at the console without
having to lean awkwardly
across the producer to adjust

Should you wish to EQ two
paths against each other, the
Hold button on one EQ panel
is selected and this overrides
the channel Access path. You
can then adjust both channels
in real time as they appear on
the separate EQ panels. There
are also powerful facilities for
copying within the desk. It is
possible to copy complete EQs
to various channels or to the
complete desk or virtually any
permutation although these
functions are performed

through the central
assignment panel.
The filter panel initially
travels with the EQ when
Accessed. It is a standard high
and lowpass filter with
highpass from 280 Hz to 25 Hz
and lowpass from 15.7 kHz
down to 2 kHz. The filter
section may be assigned
separately to the EQ and as
such has its own path name
display, in/out select and Hold
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facility.
The dynamics unit (Fig 5) is
accessed in the same way as
the EQ and it is also doubled
with a hold facility. Physically
these panels are on either side
of the EQ panels. The
dynamics offer limiting,
compression, expansion and
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Presenting Lexicon's

PCM 60

Superior Digital Reverb Within Reach.
Lexicon proudly announces the PCM 60

Inside the PCM 60's refined package are

Whether you're looking for

Digital Reverberator-the first reverb

the same realistic rooms and plates that

reverb for vocals;

with the Lexicon sonic quality demanded
by so many performing artists and
studios at an amazingly low price.

engineers have carefully designed the

a

long, rich

PCM 60 for rugged use and easy

warm spaciousness
for instrumentals; a bright or sizzly plate
for percussion; or a natural ambience
for dialog or all forms of electronic

operation: over 100 distinct and useful

music, the PCM 60 does the job

have made Lexicon famous. And Lexicon

reverberation effects are only

a

few

a

Lexicon style.

pushbuttons away.

with

Don't invest in

a

reverb until you demo

the PCM 60 at your Lexicon dealer. With

the most demanding program sources,
listen to the PCM 60 and compare it with

the competition

-you'll find no

one else

comes close. For the serious musician or

small studio, the PCM 60 is worth your

investment.

icon

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street

Export: Gotham Export Corporation,

Waltham, MA 02154

741

617

8916790 Telex 923468

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

MI Unit 2,10 William Road, London NW1 3EN
TTelex:
el: O1- 387

1262.01 -734 2812

27939 SCENIC

G

Washington Street, New York, NY 10014

CTS
DSP
gating with each section
individually switchable in /out
and fully adjustable. There are
six controls associated with
each of the sections these
being attack, threshold, ratio
and release with two further
controls forming part of a
programme controlled auto release system. The DSP has a
software control that doesn't
allow opposing settings, eg you
cannot expand and compress
at the same threshold. All the
controls offer a wide range of
settings with there also being
a 200 his switchable delay to
allow side chain anticipation.
I was curious about overload
within the console which could
of course have some fairly
horrific effects on the signals.
The major danger areas for
this problem are of course
where the system returns to
16 -bit operation, ie at the
input and output interfaces,
because this is the standard at
which the external equipment
operates and this is really the
limiting factor. Neve claim a
dynamic range of 196 dB
within the mixing sections
had there been any problems

-

in operation?
Henry: "With this dynamic
range of 196 dB you would
have to put on a massive
amount of gain to try and
overload the system internally.
So far we haven't found a way
to get a digital wrap round out
of the console at all -and we
have tried!"

Metering
The desk has 32 high
resolution bargraph meters. A
display below the meter names
the path that it is displaying.
They can operate in a true
peak mode (not PPM) or a VU
mode or both at the same
time. They are calibrated from
-36 to +24 dBu. These meters
are assigned to either track
sends or returns. Above each

meter there are multicolour
LEDs to show track status
green safe, amber ready and
red record and these refer to
the multitrack tape machine.
In addition to these meters
there are 18 assignable meters
of which four are the high

-
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resolution bargraph type, four
are traditional VU meters, and
then there are eight low
resolution bargraphs to meter
dynamics operation. All the
assignable meters have
displays to show what they are
reading after assignment.
Additionally there is a
traditional phase meter.

the functions of this console
and it would probably mean
very little without hands on
So far we have not touched
experience anyway. One of the
the subject of routing. The
areas that does show the
VDU is an essential part of
the routing system. There are power of the console is the
variety of VDU displays that
two ways of routing-one
are available to work from in
requires the use of the
moving the blocks of the
keyboard to specify which
system around. There are
inputs should go to which
displays, tables, lists for
tracks and naming or
numbering the routing tracks. virtually every operational
An alternative is to specify the section of the console and it
quickly becomes second nature
TRACK SEND from the
to check the screen.
So far we have just discussed a assignment panel and then to
This is particularly true of
path in the standard operating touch the Access keys on the
the diagnostic tests. The DSP
required input paths. It is
mode supplied by the
is continuously running
possible to show tables of the
operating menu. The
routing either as what goes to diagnostics and it is possible
advantage of the assignable
to run through the many
where or which inputs are
console is that most of the
layers of the system until
routed to a particular output
blocks of the console can be
trouble areas are located and
from either end if you like.
moved around. If we turn to
the central assignment/master Path numbers don't have to be then delve deeper into that
used, the system works as well area, still using the screen.
panels and keyboards below
The far end of the console
using the path names.
the video monitor, it is
from the input paths houses
possible to call up displays
the monitor section and it
that show the required path.
Soft -key
possesses many of the same
The path display gives you a
graphic representation of what As mentioned earlier, the Soft - features as the input paths.
key is an assignable function
Situated Around this area are
blocks you have in the path
button. The possible functions items such as the aux master
with the default mode being
levels and the like, test
involve things that you want
delay, filter, EQ, dynamics,
to activate from the fader soft - oscillator, etc. Master monitor
and then the fader. It gives
key, eg cutting EQ or filter
controls and the very
you the path name and tells
comprehensive talkback
without having to access;
you which fader it is on. It
system to allow communication
also gives you a crude graphic cutting post fade sends;
around the complex, are all
cutting all aux sends;
representation of EQ, filters,
executing a mute group if that situated on the central section
and of the dynamics by
of the console.
putting initials under the box. fader is a member; starting
group fade if that fader is a
The delay time will be shown
member of a NECAM group;
out of a maximum available.
A
switching an insert; and
At the bottom of the screen
By the time this issue is
several more.
there is more information
published there should be
about the path including if it
quite an amount of fully
is part of a mute group, what
digital material available for
the soft key function
evaluation. The test sessions
The DSP gives the option of
assignment is: solo status
NECAM or VCA grouping.
that have taken place are
normal or solo cut immune;
The NECAM is of course
described as being `incredibly
mic or line selection; phase
reverse; phantom power on/off. similar to the standard system clean', so that does sound
in concept. The VCA system is encouraging for CTS.
Looking at the path display
Although one of the reasons
gives you a quick overview of of course only a software
for installing the DSP was for
that path. If you alter the
representation of how the
digital recording work, CTS
configuration of the path it is system is controlled.
immediately displayed on the
There simply isn't the room are still continuing their
analogue work as well. They
within this article to list all
screen.
have recently invested in
Master control panel
another three Studer A800s.
Although many of their film
soundtracks are being digitally
recorded such as the recent
project for composer Maurice
Jarre Passage To India, much
work is still analogue and it
should be interesting to see
how the combination of
analogue recording and DSP

Routing

Other channel
facilities

-

finale

-

Other matters

works.

Peter Harris: "The DSP will
be a good console whatever the
destination of its outputs,
analogue or digital."
Now the desk is installed,
how do they feel? Peter
Harris: "We think that our
original feelings have been
justified when we look at what
CD is currently doing and at
the impact digital is having on
the industry. We still think
that we took the right
decision.

"

Who Uses Soundtracs?

IBMW
NOME

ME

fete Townshend that's who!
-

When Pete Townshend wanted to purchase a mixer
for home use he obviously had the choice of every
mixer available in the U.K. Pete was looking for
flexibility such as 16 extra inputs on re -mix,
transparent equalisation, high resolution control of
the effects returns with equalisation and compatibility
with
Odbv or +4dbm tape machines (he's got
quite a few!).

-

1

"the only mixer in the 16 track market designed
with the musician in mind either you people at
Soundtracs are musicians or you've talked to a lot
of people. I'd recommend this mixer to anyone
and tell them that paid full retail price for the
16 -8 -16 I bought!"

-

I

Pete took his time, asked around and kept being
referred back to the Soundtracs 8 -16 series. After one
day's evaluation Pete's decision was made
the
Soundtracs 16 -8 -16.

-

Pete Townshend
November 7th 1984

sounaTg
affordable quality
Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH
Tel: 01 -399 3392
Telex: 8951073 /SNDOUT/G
America Soundtracs Inc., 125 Simpson Street, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30313.

in the U.K

-

Don Larking Audio Sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton,
Beds LU1

2N0

1,0177

[metvEMENT

Tel: (404) 223 6093
Australia
(MI) MCI MUSIC Inc.. 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 76011. Tel: (817) 469 1600
Klarion Pty., 63 Kingsway, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205. Tel: 0361 3541
Austria Kain Ges.m.b.H. & Co. KG, Kain Ges.m.b.H. & Co. KG, Hi -Fi Stereo Center, 1120 Wein, Steinbauergasse 25, Tel:
0222-838235
Belgium SAIT. Electronics SA, Chaussee De Ruisbroek 66, B-1190 Bruxelles. Tel: 02/376.20.30
Canada Omnimedia Corporation Ltd., 9653 Côte de Liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P 1A3. Tel: 514 636
9971
Denmark Kinovox AS, Industrivej 9, 3540 Lynge. Tel: 02 187617
Finland MS Audiotron, Laitilantie 10, 00420 Helsinki 42. Tel: 90 5664644
France Phase Acoustic, 163 -165 Bd Boisson 13004
Marseilles. Tel: 91 -4987 28
Germany Audio Vertrieb -Peter Struven GmbH, AM Muehlenberg, No. 26, D -2085, Ouickborn, West Germany. Tel: 041 0669999
Hong Kong Tom Lee Piano Co. Ltd., 6 -9 Cameron
Lane, /F, Kowloon. Tel: 3- 7221098
Italy Linear Italiana S.pA, 20125 Milano, Via Arbe, 50. Tel: 02-6884741
Israel Barkai Ltd., 5 Krinizi St., Ramat Gan. Tel: 03- 735178/732044
Korea Computech,
Kwanghwamun, K P O Box 1706, Seoul
Netherlands Pieter Bollen geluidstechniek by/PAC, Hondsruglaan 83 A 5628 DB Eindhoven. Tel: 040 -424455
New Zealand Linn Tek, 47, Lowe Street, Gisborne. Tel:
7976484
Norway BE siving Benum as, Boks 2493, Solli, 0203 Oslo. Tel: 02- 442255
Portugal Amperel Electronica Industrial LDA. Av. Fontes Pereira, De Melo, 47. 4 °. D 1000 Lisboa. Tel:
532227/532698
Singapore Lingtec Pte. Ltd., 246 MacPherson Road OW-04, Betime Building, Singapore 1334. Tel: 07-471951/07-471952
South Africa Eltron (Pry) Ltd., 2nd Floor Film Trust Building, 112 Polly
Street, Johannesburg 2001. Tel: 11 -29 -3066
Spain Fading SA, Servando Batanero 8, Madrid -17. Tel: 4086700/4086808
Sweden Septon Electronic A.B., Box 4048, S-42104 Vastra Frolunda. Tel:
31299400
Switzerland Studio M & M, Villa Tannheim, CI-15012 Schoenewerd. Tel: 64 4149 69
Taiwan Unfair Engineering & Trading Ltd., 7th Floor. 7, Jen Ai Road, Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan. Tel: 321
4454 -6
Thailand Kitchareon Machine Tool and Musical Ltd., 73 Asadang Road, Bangkok 2. Tel: 2224712
United Kingdom Don Larking Audio Sales Ltd., 29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. Tel: 0582 450066
1

FOR HIGH SPEED, HIGH QUALITY
IN- CASSETTE DUPLICATING. IT'S THE OTARI EDGE.

High output and high quality? With the Otani to 9 add -on slave recorders (model DP4050DP4050 Series you get both. The 8 times nor- Z3). This maximum system will make 28
mal speed duplication in a 4 track stereo for- simultaneous copies in one pass. That's over
mat gives you a C -30 in less than two minutes. 840 C-30's per hour.
The copy will be of exceptional quality and you
The DP series are designed for long, trouble can start with a compact single cassette mas- free life. They come from more than 20 years
ter system (CI) and easily expand up to a dual experience in high -speed duplicating. They are
master (cassette or open-reel) system with up easy to operate. And, our modular approach to

system expansion means that a DP system can
grow as fast as you do.
To see how you can get the "edge" in performance and productivity, please contact one of
our professional Dealers or ring us for full
information at 0753 822381: Otani Electric
(U.K.) Limited, 22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks, SL1 1PT, U.K. Telex: 849453 OTARI G.

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS:

Australia: Klarion Enterprises

Regent House, 63 Kingsway
South Melbourne, Victoria 3205
Phone: 613801
Telex: 34732 KLARI AA
Austria: Acousta Electronik
Berchtesgadenerstrasse 36
A -5020 Salzburg
Phone: 06222 -46164
Telex: 633008 ACOUS A

Pty. Ltd.

Benelux:
Trans European Music N.V.
Koeivijverstraat 105

1710 Dilbeek, Belgium
Phone: 02- 569 -1823
Telex: 26409 TEMBEL B
Canada: E.S. Gould Mktg. Co., Ltd.
6445 Cote de Liesse
Montreal, Quebec H4T 1E5
Phone: (514) 342 -4441

Telex: 5824822 GOULDMKTG MTL

Denmark: Studie

8e

Lydteknik APS

Helgesvej 9 -11 DK -2000 Copenhagen F
Phone: 01- 341284
Telex: 22924 Sl2' DK

Finland: Stutiotec
Eljaksentie 9
00370 Helsinki 37
Phone: 0- 556252

KY

Telex: 125284 STUTE SF
France: REDITEC
Zone Industrielle des Chanoux

62 66 Rue Louis Ampere
93330 Neuilly sur/ Marne
Phone: 300 -9630
Telex: 240779 REDI F

=1984, Otani Electric (U.K.) Ltd.
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Indonesia:

P.T. Kirana Yudha (bknik
Artamas Bldg., G -2, 4F1.
No. 2, JI, Jen. A. Yani, Pulo Mas

Jakarta

Phone: 487235- 485308
Telex: 48120 HASKO IA
Italy: Scientel Audio SRL
Via Pietri 52
41100 Modena

Phone: 059 -225608
Thlex: 213687 SCIENT I
New Zealand: Magnetic Products Ltd.
48 Ellice Road
Glenfield, Auckland 10
Phone: 444 -6085
Telex: 60835 AVDCOMM NZ
Norway: Siv. Ing. Benum A/S
Box 2493, Solli, Oslo-2
Phone: (02) 442255
Telex: 17681 BENUM N
Spain: Fading
Servando Batanero 8
Madrid 17
Phone: 408 -6700, 408 -6808
Telex: 44330 FADI E
Sweden: Intersonic AB
Vretenborgsvägen 9
Vastberga, Hägersten
P.O. Box 42133, S -12612 Stockholm
Phone: 08- 7445850
Telex: 11136 INSONIC S
Switserland: Audio Bauer AG

Zurich
Bernerstrasse -Nord 182
Haus Atlant
Phone: 01- 643230
CH -8064

Telex: 54806 GPEL CH

00000.

Technology You Can Trust
Otani Corporation, Belmont, California
Phone: (415) 592 -8311
Telex: 910- 376 -4890.
Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Phone (03) 333-9631
Telex: OTRDENKI J26604.
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd.,
Phone: 294 -5370
Thlex: R5 36935.
Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH,
Neuss, F.R. Germany
Phone: 02101 -274011
Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D.

FOR GENETIC STUDIOS,
IT'S THE OTARI EDGE.
Situated in the beautiful Berkshire
countryside, Genetic Sound Studios
host many of the U.K.'s finest
contemporary musicians and
popular recording artists. Genetic
have skillfully combined exemplary
music recording facilities with the
casual, creative ambiance offered by
their unique setting.
The Genetic choice for twentyfour
track recording: the Otani MTR-90
Series II tape machine.
Genetic selected the MTR-90
recorder for many of the same
reasons you would: superb sound
qi iality, easy interface with video
editing systems and synchronisers,
an advanced microprocessor -based
tape transport, and, a reputation for
reliable performance.

H

111 11

,á11 d1

6

While gently handling your
Masters in the most reliable
manner, the MTR-90 will deliver the
fastest transport operational modes
of any 2" professional audio
recorder made. The compact MTR90 even fits easily into the smallest
machine or sound control room. A
equally compact Remote Session
Controller comes standard and an
optional full- function autolocator
may be easily fitted.
Whether your work is in music,
radio, multi- media, film or television
audio production, there are many
advantages to owning an Otani.
We invite you to critically evaluate
the recorders that will put you
where you need to be: at

Technology's leading -edge.

To receive full technical
information and a demonstration,
please contact one of our authorised
professional dealers or ring us at
0753-822381. Otani Electric (U.K.)
Ltd, 22 Church Street, Slough,
Berks., SL1 1FT, U.K. Telex: 849453
OTARI G.

Authorised Dealers:
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland
Street, London W6 9,7 01748 9009
TURNKEY, Brent View Road,
London NW9 TEL 01 202 4366

MGM®
Technology You Can Trust

II

Application:
The MTR-90 Multichannel Master
Recorder for
Music production

Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Mind your Ps
and Qs
PQ coding is becoming a hot digital
potato. This is the digital flag buried in
the CD bit stream, which identifies the
beginning and end of a music track. The
home user can program a player to jump
to the beginning of any track and then
lift off at the end.
Obviously there has to be a slight
margin for error, to make sure that the
player does not miss the beginning of a
track or cut off before the end. The snag
is that no -one seems to agree on what
the margin of error should be. To make
matters worse, low cost domestic players
have different standards of accuracy.
Some need a wider margin of error than

others. Things get particularly hairy
when there is a cross fade between
tracks, rather than a silent band. To
compound the problem, negative codes
aren't possible. In other words you can't
play safe, and put the start cue for one
track before the stop cue for the previous
track.
If you want an example of what all
this means in practice, try listening to
the Joe Jackson CD, Night and Day.
Between the Target and Steppin' Out
tracks there is a cross fade. Try
programming a player to drop in at the
start of track 5 (Steppin' Out). You will
end up hearing an irritating chunk from
the end of track 4 (Target). It's because
the PQ codes are all over the place.
I tried to find out what standards are
recommended. Polygram in Hanover is
explicit. "Considering the inaccuracy of
some current CD players," writes Bjorn
Blüthgen, in a note sheet to producers.
"operators are in a dilemma. If we
allowed say 0.5 s before every
programme for an inaccurate CD player,
a well -performing unit will annoy the
listener by playing at least 0.4 s of the
previous track first. Alternatively the
programme tail will be cut off."
Blüthgen recommends a gap of five
SMPTE -NTSC code frames, which is
s. Note well that we are here talking
about SMPTE frames in NTSC video
format which run at 30 a second, not CD
digital frames which run at 75 a second.
PQ coding is by convention now
measured in SMPTE frames.
I asked Sony in Japan what they
recommended. The answer was decidedly
odd. "There are no special written
guidelines," said Sony! In fact Sony
seems to have been telling some
mastering engineers to use a gap of 30
frames, or one full second, before a track
and 15 frames, or half a second, after a
track. But another engineer told me that
he thought the Sony recommendation
was 15 frames or half a second at either
end. In other words there's complete
confusion, and it is small wonder that
different records behave so differently
'/6
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when cued up. For domestic use it's a
nuisance. For broadcasters, it's a damned
nuisance.
Unless the CD pressing plants get
their act together and agree a PQ
standard, the situation can only get
worse. In the future creative PQ coding
will become part of a record producer's
job. Where there are cross fades, the
start and stop points become an artistic
choice. Because the start and stop points
need not be the same (provided they do
not overlap and create a negative code)
the PQ coding point can go on either side
of programme material that some people
may wish to edit out.
A recording of a live concert, for
instance, may have on -stage chat,
instrument tuning, jokes and applause
that disc jockeys will want to avoid and
home users may want to program out
after the first few plays. There is
nothing more irritating than hearing the
same joke over and over again. Carefully
selected PQ coding can make this easy.
But creative PQ won't work unless there
is a standard approach to the coding
points which must be burned into the
master. In a pre- mastering studio, a PQ
editing unit can give the producer the
chance to replicate switch points, before
marking them on tape. In other words it
can give dummy runs, like a digital
editor. But why bother if the pressing
plants can't agree on a rule book to
implement artistic decisions?

DSP at CTS
The Neve DSP desk at CTS is now up
and running following numerous delays.
These delays and problems haven't
made life easy for Neve. But just to put
things into perspective, think for a while
about what the technology involves.
Building a DSP is equivalent to building
a super-brain computer. You need
diagnostic software to find hardware
faults. And there are bound to be some.

There are around 150 circuit boards,
each with some 250 chips. Each board
has around 20,000 connections. That
makes a total of 3 million joints.

Binaural film
sound
spent some time in Hollywood recently,
visiting studios of all kinds. More of that
later. First a big no thanks to MGM for
being just about the only film studio not
to co- operate. No visit to the MGM lot,
even though I gave them months of
warning.
The word in Los Angeles, I found, was
that MGM seems more interested in
building hotels (like the one in Las
Vegas that burned down) than making
films of the kind that made the roaring
I

lion famous. I can understand that. The
only new MGM film I could find was an
awful piece of rubbish, called Red Dawn,
which is about a bunch of high school
kids fighting a guerrilla war against
Cubans and Russians who have happily
invaded America and occupied most of it.
The next on the horizon from MGM is
2010, the sequel to Arthur C Clarke's
2001. I can only hope for MGM's sake it
is better than the `Dawn' debacle.
For studio engineers there is an
interesting question mark hanging over
2010, or `twenty ten' as it is known in
the trade. Will it have Holophonic
sound? When I originally interviewed
Hugo Zuccarelli he talked about the
possibility. A few months ago I contacted
Zuccarelli Labs in London and asked
what was happening. All I got was a
we'll get back to you message. So in
Hollywood I asked a few questions.
The film is being directed by Peter
Hyams, a film maker well known for his
interest in things new. The Sean
Connery space movie Outland was one of
his. It had some very interesting
computer graphics. The 2010 set was
guarded by armed security but the word
out of MGM was that Hyams had heard
a demonstration of Holophonics. It was
rigged in MGM's Number One screening

theatre, with a pair of speakers on the
floor at the side of the audience area.
This harks back to early days of binaural
dummy head recording when a Chicago
inventor called Bartlett Jones suggested
that stereo sound in the cinema could be
reproduced by putting a pair of speakers
on each seat. You need this, of course, to

get the binaural effect from speakers
rather than headphones. Speakers at the
side are acting in the same way as
headphones. But the effect only holds
good where phase relationships are
maintained. Speakers down the side of
the cinema will produce a dummy head
effect only for the few seats which are
spaced the right distance from a speaker
pair. The MGM theatre holds only
around 20 people. Unless MGM are
intending to give everyone in the
audience a pair of headphones, or a pair
of speakers on their seat, the idea is
surely a no -no. Also, Holophonic demos
have been sourced from digital tape.
Film recordings have nowhere near the
same phase coherence. I await the
coming of `twenty ten' with much interest.
In the meantime, how many audio
engineers went to Disneyland while at
the Anaheim AES? How many went on
the Haunted House and Inner Space
rides? On these rides you sit inside a
capsule which is transported on a
conveyer past all manner of scary
gizmos. Those capsules would be the
ideal place to reproduce binaural audio;
two small speakers close by the ears of
the rider would work in much the same
way as headphones. If Disney takes up
the idea I shall expect a free ride.

C?'STEREO IMAGING

WDISPERSION

WPHASE ALIGNED
C`PORTABLE

EXPENSIVE

ACCURACY -NOT FLATTERY
Knowing exactly "what's on the tape" is of paramount importance
to the professional recording engineer and producer. Unfortunately.
many recording, mixing, mastering and listening rooms are less than
ideal, making truly accurate monitoring difficult.
For ovèr a decade, permanently installed Westlake Audio studio monitors have been the worldwide choice of professionals who demand
accurate reference monitors. Now, that same precision is available in
the Westlake Audio BBSM series of Portable Reference Monitors.
The BBSM's pinpoint stereo imaging, wide bandwidth, totally symmetrical polar pattern and coherent wave front, even when monitoring as
close as 18 inches, are a result of a unique combination of drivers, crossover and mounting configuration. Best of all, this has been achieved
in a size that makes these Reference Monitors easy to carry with
you from studio to studio.

BBSM-6F

BBSM-12F

BBSM6

LONDON BOROUGH OF ISLINGTON

BRITANNIA
ROW

N.I

01 -226 3377
TELEX: 268279 BRITRO

born acoustic
to eown beat_
G

BRITANNIA ROW LTD
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N18QH

Westlake
Audio

Research
Development
2696 Lavery Cour, Urns 1B
Newbury Park Caidornia 9í32o
(805) 499 -3686
aA
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The name CBS Studios W1
probably has an unfamiliar
ring to it. What about CBS
Records London? Is that any
better? The latter may be
more familiar but it does,
however, belie the fact that it
refers to one of the largest
purpose -built studio complexes
in central London. Who could
be blamed for assuming that
the large greyish building in
Whitfield Street was actually
the record company

headquarters.
So, for reasons of clarity,
CBS changed their name last
summer and, hopefully, there
the confusion will end. It is all
part of a carefully planned
campaign to make a lot of
noise about the fact that,
although they bear the same
name as the main CBS
corporation, they are in fact
totally autonomous and very
friendly to anyone coming
from outside!
The complex contains three
recording studios, two
mastering suites, two copy
rooms, maintenance workshops
plus newly installed leisure
facilities including lounge/
playroom and kitchen.

Sheer quantity of facilities

as well as variety within that
framework means that CBS'
workload is, indeed, diverse.
From classical to TV, to rock,
to video, to 'A' and 'O' level
aural tests, and jingles. They
are now, however, actively
trying to increase the number
of rock album long- term -type
bookings as these of course
bring in more return.
CBS are also trying, if not to
drop then perhaps hide, the
corporate image that they
have acquired over the years.
It is no easy task with an
institution such as this. They

CBS Studios Wl, London
feel that somewhere so large
may seem slightly
intimidating to a young band.
The recording side of the
actual corporation seems to be
contracting slightly. CBS in
New York recently ceased to
function as a recording studio
which is doubly sad since it
was actually the first to open.
Facilities now only exist in
Mexico and Kenya. Other
activities include CBS records,

uses to which each room is
put, a lot of the machines and
effects and digital equipment
move around which is why you
will find a separate equipment
list for this article.
The complex is three storeys
high. Studio Three is
positioned appropriately on the
third floor. It is, at the
moment, the only facility up
there and the whole floor is
distribution, Steinway, Fender, very quiet and shut away from
CBS News, CBS Books, CBS
the rest of the world. The only
Toys, CBS Labs -the studio is
reason for coming to this floor
but a cog. Nevertheless its
would be to go to the studio
independence and institutional there is no through traffic.
status have led to 12 very
This facility, used at the
successful years. As far as
moment mostly for jingle
recording work is concerned
work, CBS demos, voiceovers
approximately 60% is from
and A/V work, is about to
outside and 40% comes from
undergo a complete change.
the record company. Those
The present Neve console
figures do an about turn for
will be replaced, probably, by
cutting work.
an SSL- mainly due to
Although not a lot of
extraordinary demand and also
classical music is recorded
for the Total Recall facilities.
here since the majority of that The rooms will also be
type of work is done on
virtually replaced with the
location and they do not
machines recessed into the
possess a mobile, the
control room walls, etc,
American CBS Masterworks
although at the time of
classical label sends over a lot writing they had not
of their cutting, editing and
confirmed which of four design
cassette preparation work.
quotes they were going with.
Because of the size of the
The overall finish will be a

-

CBS control room Studio One

Equipment
Studios One and Two

MCI 556C automated 56-channel console (Studio
One); MCI 542A 42/32 console (Studio Two)

JBL 4350 monitors with Gauss bass drivers
JBL 4311s

Auratones
Tannoys (Studio One only)
Yamaha NS10Ms
Crown DC300A amps
EMT 140 plate
MCI JH24 multitrack
MCI JH110B '/4 in and '/z in machines
Studer A80 16 -, 8- and 2- tracks
Dolby throughout

Studio Three

As above except Neve 28/16 console
MCI JH24 multitrack and Studer A80 machines
only
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building and the variety of

Disc cutting
From 1/2 in, '/4 in or digital Sony 1610 with

Neumann VMS80 or VMS30 lathes

Cassette submasters

in, 1/2 in or digital Sony 1610 to
1610 submaster
'/4

1

combination of timber and
cork replacing the present
parquet flooring and hessian
covered walls.
There are other rooms on
this floor which CBS have
plans for. One of these had a
lost -looking Neve console
sitting on its own. It has been
a dubbing/editing /copy room
which they may well convert
into a voiceover room, the
adjacent storage room being
utilised as a live room for
Studio Three.
The refit will also bring with
it many new effects units such
as Drawmer noise gates and
AMS processors. As for the
desk, although undecided, the
SSL seems inevitable. They
feel it is too early for them to
have a digital desk-let
somebody else suffer the
teething problems, and hope to
have their own in around
three years' time.
The room designs were
originally created by CBS
people in New York alongside
George Balla who is head of
all things technical at Wl.
The second floor is the home
of all the cutting, mastering,
copying, editing facilities
where cutting engineers Andy
DaCosta and Tim Young
operate the VMS80 and
VMS30 lathes and Steve Shin,
Laurence Diana and Beryl
Richie are installed variously
in the copy /mastering suites.
There are facilities for copying
any tape to any tape and
cutting from any format. It
was in one of the cutting
rooms that one of the custom
digital racks had to come to
rest, so all we could do was
peer at it through the window!
All the digital gear has been
installed in trolley racks so
that it can easily be

with multitrack and 2 -track slaves
Studer A810 2-track with centre track timecode

Outboard
in or digital

Copying
1/4 in, 1/2 in and digital copying, real time
cassettes -20 Alpine cassette machines

Digital

Sony 1610 with 5850 PDA U- matics, 1610
processor, DAE 1100 editor, 1510 delay/preview
unit, FI package with SL2000 (NTSC), Sony SLC
9UB (PAL) cassette recorders, F1 (NTSC), PCM
701 (PAL) and RTW A/D interface

Video
Sony receiver /monitor CVM 2000 PSB, two Sony
colour monitors KX27 PSI, Sony 5850 U -matic
recorder
Q.Lock 310 for multitrack locking or 5850 master

dbx and Allison limiters
Audio +Design Vocal Stressors
Drawmer, Kepex and Meyer noise gates

Pultec valve equalisers
MXR and Bel phasers
Eventide Harmonizers, delay lines and flanger
AMS pitch shifter
AMS digital reverb
Orban De -esser
Four natural echo chambers
Sony PCM Fl, PCM 701 and RTW A/D interface

Microphones

Neumann KM84, U87, U67, U47
AKG C414, C451, D224, D202, D222
Shure SM57, SM81

Sennheiser MD421
Beyer M201
STC ribbon
Crown PZM

Wale 2.3

V%a%eterm

Processor Keyboard PRK Sound Pack Expansion Voice

l nit.

PPG -UK Ltd, 505-507 Liverpool Road, London N7 8NS
Tel 01 609 8501 Telex 295931 Unicorn G. Alten. P.P.G.

SAMPLING, SYNTHESIS,
SEQUENCING, AND...
SENSITIVITY
With the best combination of
analog and digital controls,
tailor your sound.
Harmonize vocal samples,
pitch bend whole choirs,
filter sweep cellos,
reverse pianos or percussion,
double your tribal bass riff.
All upto eight note polyphony
with the Wave term
and the Wave 2.3 synthesiser.

r
LONDON BOROUGH OF ISLINGTON

BRITANNIA
N.I
ROW
1111111COMPLETE SERVICE AUDIO HIRE

41111,

2 -24 TRACK TAPE RECORDERS
BTX SYNCHRONISERS
DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS

NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEMS
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO EQUIPMENT

r

01 -226 3377 TELEX: 268279 BRITRO G
BRITANNIA ROW LTD 35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QH
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transferred between the rooms
whenever it is required. Some
of the tape machines (16 -, Sand 2- tracks) are also fairly
well travelled within the

CBS Studios (continued)

mainframe computer with CBS
accounts headquarters in
Shepherds Bush.
premises.
The maintenance work area
is also on this floor. Down on
The digital trolleys include
the ground floor are the
the Sony 5850 U- matic, the
remaining studios.
1610 processor, DDL and
digital editor. It has proved so
Studio Two is used primarily
for rock projects and will
useful that their present two
racks will have to be
accommodate approximately 25
supplemented with a third in
musicians comfortably. Since
all the control rooms are more
the very near future. The
or less the same and certainly
company is now beginning to
the monitoring is, this room
receive digital masters from
will serve as well as any other
CBS New York for cutting.
for illustration. All the rooms
Down a floor brings you to
are, of course, floating. They
the administration and
lounging areas. The new
are also all tie -lined to each
other. Studio Two's control
lounge has hi -fi, TV, video
room is long and thin with the
games, pool table, and the
MCI console facing the fixed
kitchen facilities include
microwave, fridge and cooking window. There is a bass trap
above the desk, and cupboards
hob. These are in addition to
the coffee facilities provided in run underneath the window
every work area. It was in the along its length. The JBL
lounge that we came across
4350s with Gauss bass drivers
are uniform throughout the
most of the engineering
staff... well it was quite early control rooms and the various
in the day after all. They are:
other monitors such as
Tannoys, Auratones, Yamaha
Mike Ross -Trevor (chief) who
NS10Ms and JBL 4311s are
has worked for the CBS
company for over 20 years, but available also. The walls are
has been installed at the
completely covered with
acoustic panels built on timber
studio from the word go, ie 12
frame with Rockwool in the
years. The others are Walter
Samuel and Andy Todd, both
middle. Behind these there is
a 6 in gap before the wall of
of whom have been there for
the room is encountered.
around five years and Mark
Chamberlain who has been
As for the recording area
here, when the studios were
there for six. Incidentally
first built this room proved to
Steve Levine started life at
be a bit of a problem. To cut a
CBS as a tape-op. Not many
long story short, the ceiling
people know that.
was more than a trifle too
The rest of the vast 22
members of staff includes John high and there were standing
waves. Something was needed
Davis who runs the tape
to break the ceiling up. Their
library; Gloria Luck and
answer makes the room look
Caroline Jacobs look after
studio and mastering bookings like a baby Albert Hall clone.
respectively; Carol in accounts There are a number of
`aeroplane wing' shaped baffles
communicates through the
Descending into Sinus Studio,
Bern, is very much akin to
entering a tomb from some
ancient civilisation -the
slanting square doorway and
sharply descending stairs all
add to the mood. However,
once through the main door
and into the funeral chamber,
I'm sorry, into the studio,
things get back, to the 20th
century.
Sinus is situated in one of
the numerous cellars that form
an underground warren
beneath the old city of Bern.
Whereas most of these have
ended up as cafés, restaurants
and boutiques, Sinus have
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of various shape and size

suspended at various and
variable heights.
The studio floor is parquet
with carpet available when
required. In this room, as in
Studio Three there is a
Yamaha grand piano. These
and the others in the building
are tuned daily by Roger Pick
at 6 am, poor chap. He is also
available if the pianos are due
to get a battering during the
day -he will nip in swiftly
during a break and check that
all is well. Studio Two also
has a Hammond C3.
Studio One is huge. It is
approximately 60 ft long, 40 ft
wide with a ceiling at least
30 ft up in the air. Those
aeroplane wing baffles were
also introduced here but for a
different reason: floor to
ceiling baffles may be
distributed around the room at
will -they consist of lengths of
acoustic panelling hung like
curtains which either all hang
in the corners or down parts of
the walls or across the studio
which may in fact be divided
up in this manner. The ceiling
acoustics therefore benefit
from being adjustable,
although both studio manager
Rodger Bain and Dick Plant
confessed that they didn't
think anybody ever bothered!
The theory's good!
With such a large recording
area (100 musicians would
have ample room to
manoeuvre) CBS have been
thinking about installing a
large screen at one end and
using it as a television studio.
There is a supplementary
`dead' room between control
room and studio, but as far as
the eye can make out it seems

Sinus Studio, B ern

to be more useful as a store
room. Studio One has the
Steinway full size concert
grand as well as a Schubert

upright honky tonk.
The control room is very
similar to that of Studio
Two -perhaps slightly larger,
and is the home of the MCI
automated 556C 56 /32- channel
console.
The car park and loading
bay have direct access to
Studio One and the ground
floor. The other floors are
served with lifts.
Over this lot Rodger Bain
presides. Having started out as
a producer/publisher

working
with ear bashing bands such
as Black Sabbath, Judas Priest
and Budgie, followed by three
years as A &R director at
Phonogram, he is well
qualified for this awesome
task. In addition to all the
new facilities Rodger has
introduced a new service: `One
call does it all'. What this
means is that if you require
hotel bookings, car hire or any
of the other myriad necessities
in life, particularly if you are
not working in your home
country, you simply tell CBS
what your budget for this is
and they will arrange it for
you.

One's first impression of

CBS might be of an

immovable, large corporate
facility but in fact this
couldn't be further from the
truth. All the changes which
have taken and will be taking
place only go to reinforce the
fact that they are all fully
awake and constantly
watching for new ideas.

Janet Angus

CBS Studios W1, 31 -37

Whitfield Street, London
Wl, UK. Tel: 01- 636 3434.

exists between the French and
German speaking Swiss,
taken advantage of the
clients are rare from the
in the city. There are various
location and installed a studio 8 -track `demo studios' and a
Romande (French speaking
right in the heart of the city.
Switzerland). However, it is
16 -track studio bringing up
It also means that clients have the rear, but that is all.
undeniable that Sinus produce
to choose where to go to eat
In operation now for around good results unlike some other
and/or drink rather than
studios in Switzerland, Sinus
10 years, Sinus have pretty
having to try to find
are also kept busy most of the
much the monopoly for the
something open! Of course,
time.
bands in the Bern area and
there are other amusements
In order to facilitate this, the
have customers coming in
very close at hand
studio has two resident
from the rest of German
One might think that Bern,
engineers (who are also
Switzerland as well. The
being the capital of
established reputation of Sinus business partners in the
Switzerland and having quite
studio) in the persons of Eric
is also instrumental in the
an active local music scene,
Merz and Peter McTaggart.
lack of competition from new
would have several studios but studios -no -one really wants to
Having descended the fairly
this is not the case, with Sinus take the risk. Due to the
steep stairs the studio lies
being the only 24 -track facility `them and us' attitude that
through a door, then down
.

Sound Reinforcement

-

Recording Studio

band Equalisation, 6 auxiliary sends, 12 way LED
displays on all inputs, groups and masters, status
LED's on function switches, Penny & Giles conductive
plastic faders, optional 16 track monitor/group
modules, 5532 op -amps throughout, patch points
throughout, remote 19" rack mountable power
restating the Art.
supply
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four more steps. Though not
the easiest access when
carrying heavy equipment, at
least you can park the car (not
for long, though!) right by the
steps and there are no corners
to turn. The studio is quite
small, about 30 x15 ft with a
concave ceiling that is high
enough to avoid being
claustrophobic while keeping
the `cellar atmosphere'. In
order to reduce focusing
effects, three panels composed
of acoustic tiles and placed at
different angles have been
installed along the ceiling
centreline. The rest of the
acoustic treatment consists of
glass fibre placed directly on
the walls and ceiling with
wood panelling here and
there -such as by the piano
for a bit of extra diffusion. The
floor is completely carpeted.
Though very `homegrown' in
appearance, the acoustics
work, and musicians generally
like the atmosphere which is
very conducive to getting a
good group sound with
everyone working together.
Separation screens of differing
heights and surfaces are also
available in order to cut down
on leakage or for special
effects. Miking a guitar amp
in front of glass tiles can
sometimes work wonders, for
instance.
Sinus have a selection of
in -house instruments
including: a Steinway baby
grand, Hammond T200 with
Leslie, Rhodes 73, Prophet 5,
Oberheim OB-1, Korg vocoder,
Simmons electronic drums and
an Emu Drumulator; Vox
AC30, Mesa Boogie, Fender
and Ampeg amplifiers; plus a
whole assortment of percussion
instruments. The mic selection
is sufficiently varied with
manufacturers such as
Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser,
Shure and E -V being well

Sinus Studio (continued)

Acousticomputer, MXR DDL,
AKG reverberation unit and,
for the nostalgic, a Fairchild

Reverbertron (2) 659 (now
there's a name for you!).
In addition to the effects

mentioned above, Sinus have
various Filtek modules
incorporated into the desk.
Apart from not having to get
up, it means that you can
twiddle from the listening
position. The selection of
modules includes seven
compressor/expanders, a pair
of parametrics and a prototype
compressor. Filtek are
somewhat of a legend in
Peter McTaggart at Sinus' MCI console
Switzerland and though their
products tend to be rather
the first time I have
than not for acoustic
expensive, they do perform
instruments that need to be
encountered these in a studio
very well and have a
but they certainly seem to do
separated off from the main
characteristic sound.
studio. A TV monitor keeps
the job). The cabinets are
In addition to their own
the musician(s) in contact with mounted on a shelf just above
the height of the console meter premises, Sinus also have
the rest of the band with a
another studio `wired for
bridge, this same shelf also
small camera feeding a
sound' -in this case, Bern
providing a support for the
monitor in the studio to let
Cathedral! This is literally just
the band know he's still alive. three video monitors for the
down the street and
Visual communication to the
cameras in the studio and
microphone lines have been
isolation room. Nearfield
control room is direct through
installed so organ recitals,
monitoring is by a pair of
a window. The acoustic
concerts and other events in
treatment is similar to that in console- mounted Auratones
the cathedral can be recorded.
the studio and makes for a dry powered by an Amcron D75
sound, thus providing for easy with BGW amplifiers powering Provided they get permission
beforehand, studio clients can
the foldback lines to the
utilisation of processing
also take advantage of the
studio.
equipment.
Recording centres around an marvellous acoustics of the
The dimensions of the
automated MCI 500 Series
Münster, though this depends
control room are virtually the
console with 28 I/O channels
pretty heavily on the
same as the studio's as the
routing into 32 buses and an
programme material.
two rooms are made from two
Like most successful studios,
MCI JH -24 multitrack,
cellars side by side. The
complete with associated rack Sinus would like to see more
acoustic treatment is again
of Dolby M24 noise reduction. international custom.
fairly basic in appearance,
However, they do have one
Mastering and copies are
being a mixture of acoustic
carried out on Studer B67 and faithful with Stefan Sulke who
tiles and moquette with a
enjoys worldwide success,
B62 machines and these both
flattened off false ceiling.
have Dolby as well. Cassettes especially in German -speaking
However, all is not as simple
countries and the US. For
for the musicians are not
as it seems and the inner subPeter McTaggart the pleasure
structures, as well as the floor, forgotten, either, and an
of working with top
impressive -looking Pioneer is
have been floated from the
professionals is very important
deck -mounted in one of the
main building with the result
and provides a much needed
racks. For special effects you
that surprisingly little
structure -borne noise comes in can take your choice from an relief from the somewhat
amateurish approach of many
from the road just outside. The AMS DM2 -20 Tape Phase
Swiss musicians. However, as
Simulator, SAE parametric
neighbours are no problem,
he says, "We are here to serve
equaliser and 1/2-octave
either, as the dividing walls
the music, you know, and to
graphics, Roland pitch to
represented.
are at least 5 ft of solid stone!
do the best we can. We have
voltage synthesiser and
Though there is a small
While working there earlier I
to transfer on to tape what the
Dimension D processor,
control room window it is
had noticed some noise from
original Aphex A, four Valley artist is trying to express and
more like an observation port
heavy roadworks nearby but
not let our own feelings
People DynaMite gain
and most of the action is
they were pretty exceptional
interfere with the vibrations.
reduction units, a pair of
circumstances. There is also a
observed through several TV
The music is the important
cameras placed round the
certain amount of hidden bass UREI LN -1176 limiters,
Eventide Omnipressor, Instant thing, the technology is only
studio. Access to the control
trapping and the response of
there to serve it. We must
Phaser and Flanger, H910
room is through a vestibule
the room is pleasantly bright
always be careful not to let it
Harmonizer, Orban De- Esser,
without being overbearing
that also serves as a
come between the music and
A +D Panscan and two
together with a smooth sound
relaxation area, with the
the realisation but use it to
Astronic (remember those ?)
control room and isolation
in the bass.
help it along."
9 -band graphics. Delay and
booth leading from it.
Monitoring is by two JBL
Terry Nelson
reverberation effects are well
4330 speakers powered by a
The isolation room is large
Sinus Studio, Münstergasse
catered for with Lexicon 224,
Harman -Kardon Citation 16
enough for an average
48, 3011 Bern, Switzerland.
200 and a pair of PCM 42
drumkit plus drummer, though amplifier and equalised by
Tel: 031 22.90.99.
it tends to be used more often Dolby E2 cinema units (this is units, Deltalab DL-4

-
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VARIABLE ACOUSTICS

RADIO
Keith Spencer-Allen visited Denmark's national
broadcasting organisation's studios in
Copenhagen to report on their recent extensive
acoustical refit
Danmarks Radio, the Danish
national broadcasting
organisation, has always had a
very forward- thinking attitude
to the recording of music and
all sound programmes even
from the days when recording
was not so common place and much of
their output was broadcast live. The
majority of Danmarks Radio's production
studios are situated in Radio House in
central Copenhagen. Even in the late
'30s when construction of the centre was
started, the plans were for six studios
with specific acoustics to complement the
music that they were intended to be used
for. For example Studios One and Two
were to be used for orchestral music,
Studio Four was for chamber music,
Studio Three for light music and Studio
Six was for jazz The Second World War
delayed the completion of the studios
which were finally finished with the
opening of the studio concert hall in
November 1945.
To give a fuller background to the
more recent studio design work, it is
necessary to look at some of these earlier
studios a little further. Not all the
studios that were built as part of the
original complex have been modified as
yet, although there is a policy to
gradually work through updating certain
aspects of all the studios. Studio Two is a
very good example -it was finished in
1942 and has a reverb time of about
1.2 s. It can accept up to 60 musicians
and is these days normally used for
orchestral light music. The studio area is
totally wood, having a volume of
1,800 m3, and has not been touched since
it was finished acoustically. The real
problem with this studio is the control
room (and in this case the literal English
translation of the Danish word as
`cubicle' is probably more accurate)
which is really too small to accommodate
modern requirements.
The studio concert hall is one of the
most incredible halls that I have seen
and is again almost all wood, a very
high ceiling and four tiers of audience
with the rear of the very large stage
area dominated by a large pipe organ. It
has a capacity of 1,100 people, 13,000 m3
and a reverb time when empty of 1.8 s.
While great for listening to music in, the
musicians could not hear each other so
82
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well due to the ceiling height and so in
the '50s large clear sheets of plastic were
hung over the stage to reduce the
effective ceiling height. For all its
magnificence, again the problem with
this recording area was the size of the
control room and this was not something
that could be cured so easily as the hall
and musicians' difficulties. A few years
ago, a completely new large control room
was built at the side of the hall and this
has solved that problem.
So firstly there were size problems
with the control rooms and with
changing emphasis in the recording
process this became more acute. A
second aspect was the previously
mentioned variety of acoustics. The
studio designed for jazz work had a
reverb time of 0.5 s-already in the '30s
they understood that jazz production
needed a very well controlled reverb
time while keeping a very even response
at the low frequencies.
Studio Three had a variable acoustic
system installed when it was first built
in the early '40s. This was a highly
complex system using panels that were
hinged from the wall and could be set at
differing angles which together with
some variable high/low frequency
absorbing panels could be adjusted from
the control room and considerably vary
the reverb time -against- frequency curves.
At the extremes of the variable settings

it was possible to tilt the curve
completely the other way. It was used to
optimise the response for different music
types in the one room. The panels were
divided into 12 separately controllable
sections and measurements proved it
quite effective. Apparently there were
drawbacks to the system in that
although it was very flexible, it was
really too complex to optimise easily for
music. And possibly the greatest
drawback was that the control system for
moving the panels was pneumatic and it
became quite noisy, with the occasional
BANG in the middle of a live
transmission. In the mid '50s the system
was taken out of operation but there
remained a feeling that perhaps they
had not been too far away from the ideal
situation with variable acoustics
enabling a single room to be used for a
wide variety of music types and
applications rather than necessarily
totally dedicating rooms.
This brings us to the purpose of this
article -that 40 years after these early
experiments Danmarks Radio are
repeating the idea and have developed,
together with Tom Hidley, a system that
is easy to use and fast to change,
effective -and lastly should not make
any noise in operation.

The early stages
It was in the late '70s that the subject of
changing the equipment for the fourth
time was considered. Dan Popescu, head
of audio facilities design group radio and
TV at Danmarks Radio: "We realised
that it was nonsense to spend a lot of
money on 24 -track facilities without
making changes to the acoustics. We
started talking to Tom Hidley in 1977
and a layout was suggested and
scrapped. It wasn't until June 1982 that
the plans for the current studio were
finalised."
Work on the reconstruction started in
January '83 and was completed in
December of the same year. This may
seem like a long time but as you will
see, there are a number of facilities that
had to be developed especially for the
studio and this of course takes time.
It was decided to use Studio Three for
the new facility although by itself it was
not large enough so the adjacent Studio
Four, the old chamber music studio, was
also included in the plans.

Rhythm studio looking towards percussion, drum and piano cages (left to right)
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VARIABLE

DANMARKS RADIO
Dan Popescu: "The existing control
room in Studio Three was about 12 ft by
14 ft as they all were in the building
and you really couldn't do anything with

them."
It was decided that the completed
studio would be used for music types
ranging from chamber music and large
light -music orchestras to big band and
rock music productions not forgetting
some radio drama work. These criteria
meant that specific acoustic
environments had to be created for types
of instruments without compromising the
sound and visual requirements of the
musicians involved in recording. The
large areas of the studio of course had to
have variable acoustics that were easily
changeable to meet these variable
requirements.
The requirements for the control room
were less experimental although equally
stringent -it had to be large with good
visual contact with all areas of the
studio; as wide a uniform listening area
as possible; and on the acoustic side, a
uniform reverb time across all
frequencies of about a 0.25 s and special
consideration to be given to reducing
early sound reflections to the listening
position.
These were criteria that Sierra/Hidley
felt quite happy about meeting. It should
be noted that this was not the first such
variable acoustics studio that Tom
Hidley had been involved with although
this project contained a great deal of
input from the Danmarks Radio
engineers with their special
requirements and so it is substantially
different in many areas.

curtain. The long wall facing into the
studio is 9 m long with six mirror
sections that are 2 m tall and angled
backwards slightly at the top to direct
incident reflections towards the ceiling.
Dan Popescu: "If you stand in the
centre of this iso room, you can tell that
your voice is amplified -it is very live.
The reverb time more than doubles from
400 Hz to 7 kHz jumping from 0.3 to
0.7 s and 0.7 s is not too much although
for a room of this size it is enough.
"Secondly, it is very important for
musicians to have strong reflections so
that they can hear themselves and each
other. This is most important with
acoustic instruments such as violins and
brass or wind sections. I was very happy
a couple of months ago when I came in
here one evening and there was a cellist
playing here who said that this was
wonderful as his cello was playing as
never before."
Which goes to show the effect care for
musicians' acoustic environment can
have on musicians themselves.
The variable aspects of the acoustics
are controlled from two panels -one
within the iso room to control the

mirrors and another panel just inside the
main studio floor. If the mirrors are
remotely moved they slide across the
wall and take about 1 min to stack
behind a wall section in the corner
exposing a very absorbent wall. They
may also be independently positioned
anywhere along the wall. Using time
delay spectrometry techniques they have
found that with the mirrors removed
there is a 10 dB reduction in reflection
level from this wall.
Using the other control panel which
has a schematic diagram of the studio
floor, it is possible to adjust many other
acoustic parameters. The hardwood
ceiling in the iso room contains several
groups of remotely controlled louvres
about 20 in total each being about 18
inches wide and 3 ft long. They
gradually turn as selected with the
maximum position being vertical to the
ceiling. Standing in the same place as
before in the iso room, the sound is now
very dry, the louvres exposing a large
volume 40 Hz trap in the ceiling. These
louvres form a substantial part of the
ceiling and so the absorption effect is
very strong but maintains a flat response

-

Looking towards rhythm studio from iso room

Construction
The final design involved removing the
walls between Studios Three and Four so
that Four became part of the recording
area while the new control room was
built at the opposite end of Three to the
original, which will become a rest room.
Removing the walls gave rise to a
number of problems as the roof of the
two studios supports a garden at the
centre of the complex with a number of
fairly mature trees. This meant that a
couple of pairs of supporting pillars had
to be introduced that can be quite clearly
seen at the boundary of the two original
rooms. Further, I understand, due to the
increased weight of the new installation,
the foundations had to be further

strengthened.

Finished studio
The main entrance to the Studio is
through a wide door into what was the
old Studio Four and this is normally
referred to as Iso Room One and has a
floor area of about 75 m2. It is an
irregular wedge shape with a hardwood
ceiling and floor, and the wall on your
left as you enter is also hardwood
although this may be covered by a
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Iso room showing partially opened ceiling and mirrored rear
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in the low frequencies. It is possible to
alter areas of the ceiling for more
localised effects if required and the
louvres may be opened by different
amounts -not just all or nothing; and the
degree of movement is displayed on the
panel by meters meaning that settings of
the acoustics are repeatable.
This large control panel also adjusts
the drape curtain over the wooden wall
by the entry door as well as the lighting
throughout the studio floor. All these
controls are duplicated within the control
room so it is possible for the engineer to
adjust the acoustic while at the console.
Also controllable from the panel are
interlocking glass doors that separate the
iso room from the main studio area by
sliding along the boundary from both
sides of the room. It is also possible to
remotely adjust drapes to cover this glass
partition by sliding along on both
sides -in the iso room and main studio
sides. With the glass fully across,
communication between the two halves
of the studio is through an opening glass
door in the sliding glass section so it is
not necessary to open the partition to get
out quickly. With the drapes, the louvres
and the mirrors in their `deadest'
position, the sound is remarkably dry for
a room of its size. The partition adds a
separation of between 12 and 15 dB
between the two areas. I found it
impressive that it takes under two
minutes to change the acoustic from one
extreme to the other and proportionately
less for any position in between. And
that this can be achieved remotely and
repeatably from the control room is very
powerful in acoustic terms.
The iso room is generally used for the
strings and woodwind sections of a light
orchestra and can seat about 25
musicians.

Main studio area
More generally referred to as the
Rhythm Studio this is immediately
opposite the control room window and
has a floor area of about 90 m2. As
mentioned in the design criteria, this
room has dedicated areas for a selection
of

instruments including drums,

Towards iso room from rhythm studio area

percussion, guitar amplifiers and piano
and can hold about 20 musicians.
Part of the design criteria for this area
was to achieve a tight, well -controlled
rhythm sound. In general, the room has
either hard reflective surfaces or heavy
trapping spread around the walls which
are a highly irregular shape, with the
control room almost reaching out into
the room.
The drum `cage' is open in design,
having a far lower ceiling height than
the main room, a floating floor and is
fronted by moveable screens. Even here
there are variable acoustics-there are
heavy wooden walls behind the drummer
that give a very live effect to the player
but the reverb time is very short. There
is first reflection from this wall but then
everything is absorbed as the low ceiling
hides a vertical trap of about 21/2 m and
to aid this the walls of the rear of the
cage are angled slightly backwards. The
floor is heavily carpeted. The heavy -duty
screens at the front of the booth are
generally absorbent side in, although it
is possible to reverse the sides and have
the reflective hardwood side in.
Dan Popescu: "We had a very
interesting rehearsal with a big band in
here a few weeks ago. At first the
drummer was quite happy with the
sound he was hearing from his kit but
he had to stop when the orchestra played
more quietly and ask for headphones.
The alternative in this case could be to
draw the drapes that hang either side of
the rear reflective surfaces and lose that
first reflection."
The percussion cage is to the left of the
drums looking from the control room.
This is similar to the drum cage but
there are no reflective walls or screens
although there are the hanging traps.
The acoustic in this area sounds quite
different even though it is right next
door.

Although referred to as the `piano
cage', this is really just an area at the
far end of the studio to one side of the
drum cage which is surprisingly open.
The end wall is heavily trapped and of
course this is the side that the piano
opens up to. Between the drums and the
piano trap is the only bit of rock in the

studio in the form of a panel reaching to
the ceiling. Its main function is to
disperse the HF energy from the drum
cage.

A low velocity air conditioning system
has been fitted -those are the tubes in
the wall above the drum and percussion
cages. The noise generated is apparently
about 15 dBA. It is a large capacity
system that can cope with up to 70
musicians. I found the system completely
inaudible in operation although in
certain areas of the studio you could feel
air movement.
What were the general feelings so far
about this area of the studio? Dan
Popescu: "After two days trials with our
big band, the musicians were saying that
it is very dry but still pleasant to play
in -as well as being very analytical. But
the day before we had an orchestra of
non -professional musicians and they
didn't like it as it showed too much. All
they were hearing is what you are
finding at the console anyway."
The roof of the rhythm room is angled
up to meet the multi -angled control room
window. There are also two variable
rotating ceiling panel areas as there
were in the Iso Room One ceiling
although it is not yet known quite how
effective this will be.

Ambiphonic system
The studio has what Dan Popescu
describes as an `ambiphonic' system.
This is largely intended for use when the
studio is used with a live audience such
as for a chamber music concert. The
musicians would be in Iso Room One and
the audience in the rhythm area. A
microphone near the musicians picks up
the sound of the music which is then

distributed throughout the
rhythm /audience room by 11 Bang &
Olufsen type 5702 speakers arranged
asymmetrically in three groups with two
speakers on the wall. However in
between the mic and speakers there is a
Klark Teknik DN700 digital delay line
with delays at 35, 65 and 105 ms
together with a Lexicon 224 digital
reverb on the large concert hall program

on 1.8 s average reverb time and 30 ms
predelay. The delays and reverb are level
matched and distributed to the speakers
in a particular pattern.
The system is apparently very effective
on music although experiments are still
to be carried out for more specialist uses
such as speech. It was demonstrated to
me using someone talking in Iso Room
One. The effect was subtle, not exactly
startling although turning off the system
is very noticeable. An experiment had

previously been tried with the audience
in the iso room and a jazz band in the
rhythm room -without the ambiphonic
system of course -and apparently the
results were again very good which
certainly shows the flexibility of this
studio.

The other iso room
The way into the control room from the
studio area goes through another iso
room. This feels very dry although it
does have two wooden reflection walls
and a wooden floor so the room is not so
claustrophobic as its very short reverb
time would suggest it may feel.
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Obviously designed as a vocal booth, it
has a glass door into the studio area to
maintain contact.

Control room
This is a very large control room of
about 50 m' -one of the few I have seen
where a SSL 4000E 48- channel console
has room to breathe. Danmarks Radio
opted for this room size-partly as a
reaction against their previous small
control rooms and partly because of
increasing pressures from musicians to
get their keyboards in there. This is not
something that they try to resist. `The
engineer, producer and the musician are
all the same family so why not bring
nearly everything into the control room ?'
was the comment made.
The control room window is in three
sections affording good coverage of the
studio area. It is also a three layer
window with glass of 14, 12 and 10 mm
thickness. I was told that measurements
have given about 70 dB separation from
250 Hz upwards and still keeping very
high even at bass frequencies.
The monitors are Genelec 1025 which
are active 3 -way systems, the power
amps being mounted either side of the
TV monitors. These are the first
Genelecs in Danmarks Radio -they had
previously used Lansing 4343s although
they had tried Eastlake monitors in
Studio One. They felt that the Genelecs
offered a good compromise -high power
handling capacity while still sounding
good on both rock and classical music.
The room is perfectly symmetrical,
with particular attention having been
taken to avoid uneven left right
reflections and so all the processing
equipment is installed in a rack no
higher than the desk. Aside from the
normal Harmonizers, delay lines, etc,
this rack contains four stereo mic
controllers for XY MS conversion with
width control, an intercom system,
connections to a 120 m' echo chamber,
remote controls for a camera with pan
and tilt for obscure corners, lighting
dimmers and the remote controls for the
studio area acoustics.
The majority of surfaces within the
room appear to be wood although there
are traps under the control room
window, to the sides of the desk, above
the ceiling and to the rear of the room.
All the tape machines are in a recessed
area that runs across the rear section of
the room. These include Studer A800
multitracks with editing and mastering
machines, the Studer A8OR which in the
opinion of Danmarks Radio is the
machine most suited to them -as Dan
Popescu put it: "The man machine
interface is very important and not just
something to present papers to the AES
on -you can get your knees under the
A8OR."
The SSL 4000E console has 48
channels with SSL Primary Studio
Computer, Total Recall and Real -Time
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Spacious control room housing SSL 4000E, producer's desk and Studers

systems and printer. Danmarks Radio
appear to be standardising on SSL
consoles with this console being their
fifth and with about as many again on
order. Due to the fact that some of their
work may be live on -air, there are
extensive back-up facilities including
spare power supplies with automatic
changeover unit and a computer bypass
unit that will switch the SSL faders back
onto the VCAs if you don't intend to use
the computer, or bypass it in the event of
problems.
With the remotely controllable
acoustics being variable from the control
room it is only a short step to try to
place the settings under the SSL Total
Recall system. This is under
consideration at present and is
apparently quite feasible.
Behind the console there is a
producer's desk equipped with talkback
facilities. Aside from this there is no
more equipment in the control room, as
most of it is placed in the equipment
room which is through a door at the rear
of the control room. This houses the SSL
computers, power supplies, back-up
power supplies, with automatic
changeover unit and the computer
bypass unit. The air conditioning is a
separate system from the studio to allow
complete control.
Remaining equipment within the racks
includes patchfields for inter studio
patching and video lines in the case of
TV work, and the noise reduction
systems for the multitrack -telcom c4 in
TTM frames which they have now
standardised upon, the power amplifiers,
ambiphonic system processors and some
of the neatest wiring that you will ever
see.
On the way to the equipment room, it
is still possible to see part of the original
room with its 8 m ceiling height -plenty
of room for trapping.

Listening
It was not possible to listen to very much

material although a programme feed
from one of the other studios was linked
up. My only subjective comments could
be that the room sounded very natural
in that it would not take a great deal of
getting used to before you felt quite at
home. In fact you could really say that
in many ways the room was really not
audible and you were only really
listening to the speakers. I think that
the most difficult thing about the studio
would be getting used to the size of the
control room rather than the sounds
within it. As this room was designed by
Tom Hidley while he finalised details of
his update design package, and uses nonstandard speakers to his norm, it is
particularly interesting and I think
something that everyone can be rightly
proud of.
The studio area is quite remarkable
and the only way to appreciate what
variable acoustics really means is to
stand in the room and hear it change
from one extreme to the other in under
two minutes -or sit at the desk and hear
it change through the monitors.
On the afternoon of my visit to the
studio, it was being officially handed
over for regular use. It was very
interesting to talk to some of the
engineers, one of whom had been
engineering when the studio was in its
original style with the pneumatic
variable system and the tiny control
rooms. It was to me the final word to
discover he was as keen to experiment
within this wildly different studio as
were the younger engineers. It shows
that Danmarks Radio have not only
developed a spectacular new studio but
also found a way to continue a tradition
of experimenting across major design
changes.
References
Readers who would like to follow up certain
aspects of this studio and in particular measured
results should consult AES Preprint 2075,
presented at the 75th AES Convention Paris by D
Popescu entitled 'A studio with variable acoustics
for multitrack recordings'.
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Permanent PA
Dear Sir, Stephen Court's article 'Live
Sound Evolution' (June 1984) raised
some points upon which I would like to
comment.

Perhaps no one on your side of the
ocean has installed a permanent or semipermanent sound system, but here in
Montreal, it seems to be de rigueur! I
personally have the pleasure of operating
such a system, comprising of a
Soundtracs Omni 16, Fane Bullets (bless
your British gear), and QSC power amps.
While admittedly the venue is small
(capacity: 100), there are halls of 800+
capacity that operate house systems that
are complete from uric to loudspeaker, or
at eery least, supply loudspeakers and
amplification. In fact, off hand I can
think of at least five such equipped
venues in the city.
The advantages are many: wear and
tear on the equipment (and engineer) can
be ntinimalised, and, more importantly,
systems can be fine tuned to the nth
degree.
No one has yet installed a permanent
system in an arena for an obvious reason:
it is simply not cost effective, in light of
the fact that any arena you care to name
is used at least 85% of the time for sports
events and other gigs which would not

require extravagant sound reinforcement.
However, to state outright that no one has
gone this route is not true in these parts.
Yours sincerely, Neil Schwartzman,

House Engineer, Station 10 Pub,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

Your point is taken. The introduction to
Stephen Court's article did however
mention that `Live Sound Evolution' was

intended to present the `UK angle' and
not necessarily be accurate on a
worldwide basis.

Equipment
dilemma
Dear Sir, While I fully accept that
brand loyalty should not be the sole
reason for buying a particular item of
equipment (your editorial September
issue), with the current reluctance of
manufacturers to publish comprehensive
specifications fin' their new digital
`babies' there are often no other criteria
left. For example, when Tape One ordered
its two Neue DSP consoles there was not
even a laid down frequency response
curve. Our only `guarantee' was that,
after around 15 years in the mixing desk
business, we believed they would not
develop and manufacture a product which
did not exceed the capabilities of their
existing consoles.
Tape machines present their own set of
decision making problems. Most studios
haue a favourite make of recorder, but
when it comes to digital machines a
number of new names have emerged.
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Alongside Studer, MCI, Ampex, etc, we
now have Sony, JVC and Mitsubishi.
OK, for Sony read also MCI but where
does this leave the marooned Ampex
customer? Brand loyalty poses my
company a particular problem in this
respect. With 14 Studers and two 1610
systems in- house, from whom do we
purchase the two DASH machines we
intend to acquire next year? Neither are
yet available for evaluation but to wait
until they are will put us way down the
delivery list. The answer, I suppose, is to
order one of each!
Until manufacturers stop playing their
new developments so close to their chests
and are prepared to commit themselves to
intended performance figures, studios will
continue to be faced with this dilemma,
especially as most larger organisations
have to allocate their budgets some
considerable time in advance.
Yours faithfully, Bill Foster, Director,
Tape One Studios, 29/30 Windmill

Street, Tottenham Court Road,
London W1P 1HG, UK.

Tape speeds
Dear Sir, Further to Barry Fox's item on
tape speeds (Metric vs Imperial) in the
July Studio Sound, could he explain why
early EMI tapes were recorded at
30.31 in /s (77 cm/s)? A well known
example of a master tape recorded at this
speed is the Furtwangler Tristan of 1952,
but there are also others. I had always
assumed that this arose from a similar
mystical and convenient size for the
mechanics of the BTR -1, but nobody has
ever given me a convincing explanation.
I seem to have read frequent complaints
by Mr Fox about the lack of a biography
on Blumlein. 1 think it's time he stopped
harping on about this and wrote the book
himself!

Yours faithfully, David A Pickett,
Director of Recording Arts, Indiana
University, School of Music, Music
Building, Bloomington, IN 47405, USA.

Barry Fox replies
In short I can't answer your question,
but hopefully if your question is
published, someone else will.
With regard to your comments on a
Blumlein biography the answer is very
simple. For 10 years Francis Thomson of
Watford has been saying that he is
writing it. Many of the people who have
supplied him with biographical
information are now dead. There is no
way that I or anyone else can write the
book without access to material made
available to Mr Thomson. A biographer
who has collected material is hardly
likely to make it available to someone
else while still interested in writing his
own biography. We can only hope that
when Mr Thomson's biography of
Blumlein is finally published, or if he
finally decides to abandon the project,

3

the original material will be made
available to other researchers.

Wayne Kerr AMS1
Dear Sir, 1 would like to point out to you
what I consider to be slightly misleading
comments in the January 1985 issue of
Studio Sound.
On page 90 there is a review of the
WKR test set. Near the beginning of the
article written by Martin Colloms is the
following statement:
`Through various company tie ups,
Wayne Kerr absorbed the Ferrograph
instrument division. Engineers familiar
with the latter's long established RTS
series will see some of that inheritance
reflected, in the AMS1 which to some
extent picks up where the RTS left off

continuing a trend towards greater
performance and enhanced facilities.'
I should like to point out to you the
following:
At no stage in the past has Wayne
Kerr ever owned Ferrograph as is implied
in the statement. Ferrograph and Wayne
Kerr were both owned by the same parent
company until September 1977.
The statement leaves the reader with
the impression that the Ferrograph RTS2
is no longer produced and has been
superseded by the AMS1. This is not the
case. The Ferrograph RTS2 is still
manufactured and sold by AVM
Ferrograph and is still an extremely
popular machine with its many
thousands of users.
I would be grateful if you could point
out these discrepancies to Martin Colloms
and also to your readership.
Yours sincerely, T. Batey, Managing

Director, Audio Video Marketing Ltd,
Unit 20/21, Royal Industrial Estate,
Jarrow, Tyne & Wear NE32 3HR, UK.

Styli and
mastering
Dear Sir, Your articles on mastering and
lacquer manufacturing (August and
October, 1984) make an important
statement about the necessity of improving
analogue record quality. However, they
left out significant contributions made by
other companies. As the largest
manufacturer of recording styli we were
dismayed to find no discussion about the
importance of the recording stylus in
mastering. The article on lacquer
manufacturing did not mention our 100
series master lacquers, which have had a
substantial effect on improving mastering
quality. These lacquers, on the market
only two years, are used by virtually every
major studio in the United States.
The recording .stylus, a component
critical to mastering quality, is
consistently overlooked in discussions on
mastering. To reduce this tendency,
Micro -Point has been publishing technical
articles on styli for the past 17 years.

However, the omission of information on
styli in both of your articles leads us to
believe that much more attention to styli
is needed! Many areas have never been
covered at all; such as developing a

procedure for testing lacquer and styli
performance, magazine reviews of the
different lacquer brands, and analysis of
the different characteristic 'sound' of each
lacquer.

In addition to technical bulletins, our
company has introduced neu' products
series 100 master records) and concepts
(matched mastering components) to
improve mastering quality. Spending
large sums of money on new equipment to
improve quality can often cover up quality
control problems. Solid technical support
from studio suppliers and careful
attention to detail offer the most profitable
avenue toward improved recording
quality. They are both relatively
inexpensive and extremely effective. We
have outlined below some key aspects of
our approach to improving mastering
quality.
Styli dimensions affect mastering
performance. There are trade offs in
performance with different sizes such as
changes in S/N ratio, maximum recorded
levels, inner diameter distortion, stylus
life, etc.

Studios should first determine

which trade offs are most important, and
then choose stylus dimensions.
Studios should stock styli with at least
two different facet dimensions to allow
them to be matched to the varying

characteristics of lacquers and lacquer
brands.
By matching our recently introduced
master records with our own styli, we
have developed a new concept in
mastering- matched mastering
components. This allows studios to use
products designed and tested to work
together, while still offering choices in
stylus dimensions.
To achieve the highest mastering
quality, one must continually evaluate
and test each component involved in the
process. From our 18 years of experience
as a supplier to mastering studios, we
recognise that consistent quality is a
difficult but attainable goal.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity
to present our views.

Polygram's reason for recommending
that pre -emphasis is not used when
preparing masters for CD manufacture is
solely because of the reduction in
recording level which may be required
when emphasis is used, reaulting in a CD
of lower audible level.
My comments about the HF distortion
which may occur when signals with a
high HF content (such as those with
emphasis) pass through the A/D and D/A
convertors at close to full modulation,
were the result of a conversation between

myself and some other engineers at a
recent AES. However, it would seem that
1 was mistaken in my belief that it was a
Polygram engineer who brought this
particular phenomenon to my attention at
the time.
1 hope this will clear up any
misunderstanding that I may have
created about Polygram's CD policy.
Yours faithfully, Bill Foster, Tape
One Studios, 29/30 Windmill Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London W1P
1HG, UK.

There are many ways
to split a mic,

but only one way
is best

Jensen MB- series Mic Splitter Transformers
When you need to split a -nic, you should use a transformer because it provides a balanced, isolated signal to
the input of each mixer; none of the mixers' grounds
need be connected to each other (via the mic cable) so

ground -loop induced noise s easily avoided. There
must be a Faraday shield on each winding so that the
transformer will not provide a path for capacitive
coupling of common mode ioise.
JENSEN TRANSFORMERS are best because, in

addition to meeting these r>quirements, they
minimize degradation of th? mic signal's frequency response, phase response, and distortion
characteristics. To prevent common mode noise
from being converted to a differential signal,
each end of every winding in a JENSEN
TRANSFORMER has its capacitance

precision- matched to that
winding's Faraday shield. These
are just a few of the reasons why
most engineers end up using
JENSEN

splitter transformers.

The JENSEN JE -MB -C, JE -MB -D
and JE -MB -E microphone bridging transformers will split a mic
signal to 2, 3 or 4 mixers.

Insist on the best...
insist on a JENSEN.

Yours sincerely, Edward Schwartz,
President, Micro -Point Inc, 45
Kensico Drive, Mt Kisco, NY 10549,
USA.

Putting the
record straight
Dear Sir, It has been brought to my
attention by Polygram in Hannover that,
in my article on CD Mastering (October
1984), I wrongly attributed a comment on
pre -emphasis to them and I would,
through your magazine, like to put the
record straight.

I

jensen
transformers
INCORPORATED

10735 BURBANK BLVD. N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(213) 876 -0059

Visitors by appointment only.
Closed fridays.
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INTERNATIONAL

COMPUTER MUSIC
CONFERENCE
The 1984

International Computer

Music Conference was held
during October 19 to 23 at
IRCAM in Paris. IRCAM, which
is an acronym for the Institut de
Recherche et Coordination
Acoustique/Musique (which
translates rather obviously into English),
is the high -tech centre attached to the
George Pompidou Centre, set up in the
first half of the last decade by the
French government and composer Pierre
Boulez.
This year's ICMC was the tenth such
event, previous ones all being held in the
United States, except for the 1982
conference, which was in Venice. There
were four days packed with papers,
concerts, and demonstrations, preceded
by opening night ceremonies that
featured the premier of Boulez's latest
grand opus for instruments and
computer, and extended into four days of
post- session sessions on music printing
and musicology, and more concerts.

Papers and more papers
The papers were grouped under headings
like Studio Reports, Software, Signal
Processing, Control in Live Performance,
etc. The Studio Reports ranged from a
rather hastily -assembled videotape
featuring the voice and visage of
Lucasfilm's Andy Moorer describing the
ASP (Moorer himself declined to come),
to a treatise on the efforts of a group of
Swiss musicians to assemble a computer
music studio in the face of the
`Byzantine, Baroque, and complex
politics' of that country. The technical
papers often had names such as `An
expert system for Schenkerian synthesis
of chorales in the style of J S Bach' and
`Musical sound synthesis by means of
two -variable functions', or described
esoteric composing languages to be
implemented on various mini and
mainframe computer systems.
The papers were given simultaneously
in French and English, with a pair of
extremely competent translators encased
in a glass booth-United Nations-styleat the side of the Projection Space at
IRCAM, doing their bit over wireless
systems that conferees could receive over
multi -channel headphone systems given
out at the door. The acoustics in the
space were muddy enough to make some
attendees keep the headphones on at all
times -when they selected the channel
with the language that the lecturer was
speaking they got a direct feed from his
microphone.
Although a lot of the conference was
pretty dull stuff to the average working
-
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PARIS

Paul D Lehrman
reports on an annual
conference which
attracts composers,
programmers and
technical types from
all over the world
musician /journalist, there were some
significant high points. For many
attendees, the highest was a lecture/
demonstration by Barry Vercoe of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
Experimental Music Studio, with the
assistance of flautist Lawrence
Beauregard. In true IRCAM style,
Vercoe gave his lecture in the Projection
Space on the bottom floor of the
underground complex, which was set up
for large audiences, while Beauregard
performed in Studio V, a small room two
storeys above, in front of half -a -dozen
listeners, and the two communicated via
audio and video links.
Vercoe has spent much time recently
exploring the relationship between live
performers and computers. One program
he has written allows the computer to
act as an intelligent accompanist to an
instrumentalist. The computer reads data
from the instrument, a flute in this case,
by a set of optical sensors mounted
around the pads of the flute, and by a
Some exhibits were staged outside

Concerts were a large part of the ICMC

pitch- reading device. The first example
Beauregard played was a Handel sonata,
in which the computer produced short,
harpsichord -like sounds ( "No-one who's
ever heard a real harpsichord will be
fooled by this," said Vercoe), to
accompany the flute. The machine
followed, Vercoe explained, the
beginning of each flute note; if
Beauregard slowed down or sped up, the
computer would follow right along.
The second example was a bit more
complex. It was a slow movement by
W F Bach, in which the computer played
longer, string-like tones. In this case, the
machine not only had to adjust the
initial timing of each note, it also had to
calculate the proper length of each note
to make it fit the tempo. In the third
example, a highly complicated piece by
Vercoe featuring fast tempo changes,
oddly- divided measures, multiphonics,

and sundry other contemporary
techniques, the computer had to swiftly
calculate attacks, note lengths, and
rhythms in a very intricate counterpoint
with the flute, and even know when the
player made a mistake and how serious
it was. It did so marvellously.
"The pitch detector has to be simple
and straightforward," said Beauregard.
"If the algorithm is too complex, it
introduces delays which upset the
relationship between the player and the
machine. The optical sensors can't be
used by themselves, because players
finger notes before they actually play
them. If the machine is sensitive only to
which keys are pressed, it gets a very
warped sense of the tempos." Various
versions of the program had different
response times, and Beauregard found he
would unconsciously adjust his playing to
the machine, but each time a new
version of the program was implemented,
he would have to realign his sense of
timing. He likens the system to a heat seeking missile: it keeps adjusting its
course as it gets closeer to the target.
"But if the target disappears -that is if
the performer skips a beat -it gets lost."
There is also a certain amount of `play'
in the system, and the performer has to
keep on his toes. "The machine has good
and bad days," said Vercoe.
The system, which works now only on
a dedicated mini -computer system, but
has significant commercial potential
down the road (although Vercoe never
talked about commercial applications,
heaven forbid) allows the player to input
special instructions without playing
notes by pressing particular non conventional fingerings. The low -B key,
for example, when pressed alone, can be
read by the computer as a timing pulse,

Success in the professional recording business comes
from using the best -the best talent, the best music,
and the best tape.
That's why more of today's tcp recording studios
have the confidence to choose Ampex 2" tape over all
other professional studio mastering tapes. Combined.
Confidence that comes from consistency.
Proven consistency. Proven by testing every reel of
Ampex Grand Master® 456 end -to -end and edge -toedge, to make certain you get virtually no

tape- induced level variations from reel -to -reel, or case to -case. And we even include a strip chart in every box
of 2" 456 to prove it.
With Ampex Studio Mastering Tape you also get consistency of delivery. Because we stock our tape inventory in the field, we're always there when you need us..
If the ultimate success in a studio mastering tape is
measured by more hit records from more top recording
stars, then Ampex professional studio mastering tape
is the most successful tape in the world.
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that the performer has control over
the speed of the accompaniment even
when he is not playing -in effect, he is
`conducting' the automatic orchestra.
Another remarkable lecture was given
by Richard Teitelbaum of West Berlin,
under the title `The Digital Piano'.
Teitelbaum has linked together three
grand pianos equipped with Marantz
Pianocorder systems through three
6502 -based microcomputers, all
controlled by an Apple I1+ equipped
with a 68000 co- processor. He has
written a musical performance program
called `Patch Control Language' which
contains some 32 command `modules',
which handle such functions as
transposition, looping, speed change up
to nine times faster or slower, reverse
play, random note generation, etc. Music
can be played on one piano, recorded,
modified through the Patch Control
Language, and then played back on
either of the other two pianos, using a
Marantz Vorsetzer system, which uses
solenoids to actually push down the
keys -hence the system is quite portable,
and can be installed on any piano.
Teitelbaum's demonstration tape
consisted simply of major scales,
continually building on each other to
create a sound environment not unlike
something by Steve Reich, but infinitely
denser.
so

A

little trade show

Besides the lectures, there was a product
display room, behind the main reception
area at IRCAM. David Bristow, of
Yamaha -UK, who also gave a paper on
voicing the DX -7 in a session called
`Affordable Systems', was showing
Yamaha's CX5 MSX-based music
computer with 8 -note polyphonic FM
sound generation, 16- colour graphics, and
32 kB of user RAM, all running off a
Z80A; the QX-1 digital sequencer; and
the TX816 FM Voice Generator System,
which is essentially eight DX-7s in a
rack -mountable box with no keyboard or
controls, but is meant to be addressed by
external controllers through a MIDI bus.
The CX-5 will be available around May,
while the other units are scheduled for
delivery to Europe during the first
quarter of 1985, and in America a bit
later. Bristow depressed quite a lot of
people at one point by linking his toys
together and performing a very loud
Bolero.
Fairlight was showing its Voicetracker,
which it had premiered two weeks
previously at the New York AES
conference. The self- contained system is
essentially a real -time pitch reader that
uses a microphone for an input, and
outputs MIDI data, for use by a Fairlight
CMI or any other synth. As shown, it
reads incoming sound and displays it as
a constantly -shifting horizontal line that
scrolls across a video screen, showing
relative pitch within a specified range.
Eventually, it will have some 16
functions on board, like adjustable
response time, smooth or stepped pitch
display, and the ability to show
amplitude and harmonic content as well
as pitch, but for the show only a couple
of the functions were operational. The
unit, built around a 68000 processor, will
be available around March, with a
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been performed in October 1981 on a
commission by the Southwest German
Radio, and the second 11 months later at
a BBC Proms Concert in London. It calls
CONFERENCE
for an orchestra of 24 musicians playing
PARIS
conventional instruments seated in the
centre of the hall, with six soloists or
projected price of $2,000 to $2,500.
duos seated in the corners. The
Fairlight was also dropping many hints
instruments in the corners were miked,
about its Series III CMI, which will have
and the signals were fed through
true 16 -bit audio resolution and 16
IRCAM's 4X computer -based synthesiser,
voices, and may feature a touch sensitive
as well as various Publison and
keyboard made by Key Concepts, the
Audio +Design processors. Mixing was
American makers of the Notebender
handled by a bank of EMT consoles, and
system (see May 1984 issue).
a rack of Studer power amps pushed
some frighteningly large JBL speakers
of
hanging over the audience.
The piece started with a lengthy
Concerts were a large part of the ICMC,
statement from the orchestra, in the byas they are every year. In addition to
now- familiar impenetrably dense style
formal programs given in various rooms
that is Boulez's trademark, which was
at IRCAM, the Pompidou Centre, and
interrupted by a beautiful loud clanging
Radio France across town (conferees were
noise from the amplified/modified
shuttled over by buses that invariably
soloists. The piece continued back and
left 10 minutes before they were
supposed to), informal presentations were forth like that, with dreary stuff from
given at the petite Salle at the Pompidou the centre, and much more interesting
looped, filtered, time -delayed, pitch Centre (which were not very well
shifted stuff coming from the corners. As
organized or produced) and attendees
it was the only piece on the programme,
could also sit in one of IRCAM's
reception areas and listen to up to 16
many in the audience were afraid that
they were to be forced to sit through 90
different compositions each day over two
minutes of this; fortunately for them, it
8- programme headphone systems, and
was slightly less than half that length.
even watch a performance of a
As Boulez took his bows, his first
Stockhausen piece on video.
acknowledgement was to his technical
Much of the music performed at the
crew, followed by nods to the musicians.
concerts had just about as much life as
the titles of the papers, an unfortunate
The Sunday night concert at Radio
France was the only other formal
but unavoidable consequence of putting
performance I had a chance to attend.
so many academic types in the same
The auditorium at the Maison de Radio
room. A case in point was the opening
night concert of Boulez's Repons
contains a full concert -hall type stage,
complete with pipe organ, but the
conducted by the composer, a truly gala
seating area is only about 10 rows deep;
affair. The grand Salle at the Pompidou
Centre, a rather acoustically
approximately 250 or so seats in all. This
night, instead of the stage being occupied
undistinguished room resembling a
whitewashed warehouse, held an
by the members of the ORTF, it was
filled with some 15 pairs of loudspeakers
audience of about 1,000, who showed up
in all manner of dress from blue jeans to
of all shapes and sizes, from tiny
Yamahas to DCMs to giant JBLs, as well
tuxedos. Conference attendees were
as some unidentifiable spherical and
given free tickets for the event, but
Parisians could be seen lining up at the
hemispherical things that were also
box office for days before the concert,
scattered throughout the audience. Each
and it was completely sold out.
speaker was softly lit from underneath
with a tiny floodlamp, giving the
This was actually Boulez's third
version of the piece, the first having
audience the eerie sense that these inert
Demonstration on the Yamaha stand. David Bristow of Yamaha -UK also presented a paper

COMPUTER MUSIC

Music -sort

boxes were somehow going to perform for
us.
In the middle of the audience sat a
computer terminal, which remained dark
throughout the evening, and a mixing
console /speaker switching matrix, which
the composers used to enliven their
pieces. There were three pieces, from the
composers Jacques Lejeune and Arnaud
Petit of France, and Richard Karpen of
the USA. Occasionally the composers
manipulated the sound system well,
other times it was done rather jerkily
and obviously. Someone quietly voiced
the suspicion that actually none of the
speakers was hooked up, but rather all
the music was coming from a pair of
4311s stuck in the far corners of the
stage. Probably none of the pieces will be

remembered into the next century, but
some interesing sounds were produced.
For me, the chief purpose of the concert
was to inspire me to jot down an axiom
that I humbly believe should be
engraved on the terminal screen of
everyone who attempts to compose music
with a computer: any sound, no matter
how interesting, becomes boring if
repeated often enough.
And there was another useful aspect to
attending this concert: on the bus back
to IRCAM I found myself engaged in a
conversation with the most unusual
person I met at the conference: a
gentleman from Ireland who is not a
computer composer by any means, but is
involved in developing a computer
program that will analyse and categorise
several thousand Irish folk melodies. He
has also been handed the assignment of
building an official archive of traditional
Irish music, and we got into a delightful
discussion of the pros and cons of various
cheap digital recording systems.

MIDI -no longer a
dirty word
This year, for the first time at an ICMC,
the word MIDI was officially uttered. In
fact, there was even a panel discussion
on the subject, with representatives from
quite a variety of the MIDI developers
and users having their say. Many were
dismayed that, because the pop music
community had gone ahead and done
something without the help of the heavy
duty researchers and academicians,
serious computer musicians were pooh poohing the whole idea. "With MIDI,
we're lagging behind the rock -and roll
community," said Canadian composer
Bill Buxton, "and that's a first." Gareth
Loy of the University of California at
San Diego put it another way: "Everyone
says that MIDI is rock's answer to
computer music and what can we
salvage from it? -but I think this
condescension is unjustified." All agreed
that the available software is far behind
the capabilities of the hardware, and all
agreed that the data transmission speed
of the MIDI protocol is a significant
disadvantage. Another problem cited is
that the system is essentially one -way:
computers can tell synths what to do,
but the synths cannot report back to the
computer how they're doing. There were
also several questions from the floor
about how interested parties could get in
touch with the International MIDI

Association, whose existence was
announced in the issue of Computer
Music Journal that came out
simultaneously with the conference, but
which seemed to have managed to sink
without a trace during the magazine's
six -month lead time.
Antonio Boseto of Italy proposed a
`SuperMIDI' that uses vertically organised data (it was a little unclear,
but it sounded as if he was talking about
a parallel interface, as opposed to the
current serial set -up), but Emmanuel
Favreau of IRCAM said that the most
important advantage of the current
format is that it was a standard, and
that coming up with a new incompatible
format would be extremely dangerous.
Buxton and expatriate American
George Lewis both proposed ways of
getting around MIDI'S speed restrictions:
distributed processing. Lewis described a
system that uses three Apples that
communicate `fake MIDI' to each other
in the form of RS232 codes, and then
each one controls its own synthesiser
with a real MIDI bus. Buxton went a

little further. "Software writers have to
understand the difference between a data
structure and a communications
protocol," he said. "The two are
completely independent. If you write
software that will only do some form of
primitive communication, you lose all
chance for any kind of sophistication."
He proposed that someone designed a
bi- directional local area network (LAN)
for handling music data, with individual
convertors for each channel to feed the
individual synthesisers. "It would make
a great Master's thesis for somebody," he
laughed.
"All of the fancy stuff that Barry
Vercoe talked about can be handled by
an Apple or an IBM PC," he said.
Interconnection problems can be
eliminated -he pointed out that in his
equipment setup, which has a 'spaghetti'
of cables handling control -voltage and
gate information, the breakdowns all
occur in the cable connectors. "MIDI
allows us to get past the technical
problems," he said, " and allows us to
deal with musical problems."
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In 1979 Fairlight Instruments revolutionised
the electronic music industry with the introduction of the Computer Musical Instrument
(CMI), the world's first commercially available
digital synthesiser. Now they offer the artist a
new dimension in creativity, an opportunity to do
with pictures what the CMI has done with sound.
The Computer Video Instrument, the CVI.
Colours, textures, lines, brush strokes and
stencils can be combined in real -time with live
video offering unlimited scope for creating
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visually stunning effects with ease and speed. An
audio input is provided for triggering effects in
time with music.
The CVI, a unique creative tool.
Syco 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 SYCO G, Fax 262 6081.
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Surprisingly, the recording industry is rather
lacking in records of its own history. Terri
Anderson looks at the activities of the National
Sound Archive in trying to correct this
situation in the UK
A]though it made no great
mark on the London social

calendar, a very special party
was held a few months ago in
Kensington.
The guests included Joe
Loss, Eric Cooper, Madeline
Hawkyard of PRT (who helped to set up
Pye Records), Mrs Doreen Walker (the
widow of Alan Blumlein), Anthony
Pollard (editor of Gramophone), Sir
David Willcocks (director of the Royal
College of Music), conductor Neville
Marriner, Adrian Farmer of Nimbus
Records, Mrs Cecil Watts (whose
husband invented the Dustbug), John
Deacon (director general of the British
Phonographic Industry), Duncan
MacEwan (controller of ops and
engineering at the BBC), Dame Eva
Turner (who is still teaching opera
singing at the age of 92), former EMI
chairman and MD Sir Joseph Lockwood
and L G Wood, John Borwick, and Derek
Lucas (engineer in charge of
maintenance of the British Telecom

talking clock).

There were people among the guests

who had not seen each other for many
years, and who had seen the recording
industry -the only certain link between
so many diverse professionals and

personalities- change and grow

dramatically since they had last met.
They had been brought together for
one reason, and it is probably the only
possible reason which could bring such a
guest list together at one social event:
they were all people who had been
interviewed by Lawrence Staply and Liz
Brett. Their taped interviews now form
part of the ever -growing oral history
section of the National Sound Archive in
Kensington, London.
Staply and Brett are two dedicated and
enthusiastic historians, struggling
against time and precarious funding to
construct a comprehensive collection of
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taped conversations with people who are,
or were, involved in the development of
the recording industry in any sense. The
interviewees represent the technical,
creative, manufacturing, marketing,
promotional, and critical aspects of
(predominantly music) recording.
Classical composers and pop producers,
studio equipment pioneers and working
studio engineers, businessmen and
artists -all are represented on the tapes.
The NSA approach is to obtain
unedited first hand accounts. The

obvious problem would seem to be that
even first -hand accounts can contain both
lies and unintentional inaccuracies. The
two oral historians are well aware of
this, and use huge amounts of time and
patience to minimise the risk. They
always go to see their interviewees in
their own homes or offices because they

want the recordings to sound natural
with the ambient noise of their
surroundings. They spend time talking
about the interview and building bridges
of liking and trust. Then they start the
tape running and record the conversation
for as long as anyone wants it to
continue -one acting as recordist and
very unobtrusive director /producer, while
the other concentrates wholly on the
interviewee.
he relaxed, intimate, fascinating
and highly revealing nature of

the resulting taped conversations
is proof that all concerned are
giving their best. Since questions
are often repeated in slightly
altered form and various people
in the same line of business (likely to
have recollections shared with other
interviewees) are unwittingly given the
opportunity to corroborate each other's
statements.
This grand yet so accessible project
goes back, as an idea, to the time before
the NSA became part of the British
Library. Lawrence Staply was then
chairman of the Archive Committee
(whose distinguished members included
David Attenborough).
"We were concerned about the archive
side of things," Staply recalls, "and we
wanted to do an oral history section. We
decided to compile an oral history of the
recording industry, interviewing people
who had a significant part in this."
Anyone who has ever toyed with the
idea of researching and then producing a
comprehensive history of the recording
industry will be aware of the huge and
complex task the Archivists were
planning to set themselves. As Brett
says: "It's a tree with so many branches
that we did not know how to tackle it.
We decided that the trunk of the tree
had to be the music recording industry;
it made sense to start with that.
"This should have been done 15 years
ago because several of the pioneers have
already died (in fact one person we were
hoping to interview about the early days
of the British recording business died
just before we were going to contact him)
and there are others we feel we must
speak to urgently. If only we could afford

National Sound Archive oral history project researcher /interviewers Lawrence Staply and
Liz Brett
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ORAL
HISTORY

OF SOUND
to have help with the project, and to
have a better budget for doing the

recordings."
Where an important figure in the
history is no longer available, the two
researchers try to talk to close family or
friends, to get a warm, personal portrait
in words. One such figure, a human
cornerstone of the recording industry,
was Alan Blumlein, and it was just such
a warm and fascinating picture which was
committed to tape. To those who know of
the man's technical genius and know
him through what he gave to the
recording industry it gives a full and
multi -coloured picture of one whose
perfectionism led to his disappearing at
four or five in the morning to work,
sending his wife flowers during the day
to apologise for his abrupt disappearance;
a man who preferred not to read poetry
or literature himself but who welcomed
having it read to him -and would ask for
a poem or a speech from Shakespeare to
be repeated: "Once more, and then I'll
have it "; or who could be something of a
social trial because "he was only
interested in fine minds" and so would
consent to meet small talkers once -but
never again.
Similarly, audio pioneer Cecil Watts is
revealed through interviews with those
who knew him, because it was too late to
interview the man himself.
Apart from attempting to trace
the history of technical

developments and discoveries
the interviewers looked to
figures in the record business.
"We concentrated on the
record companies," Staply
explained, "and have gone to the top of
the tree -to such as Sir Joseph
Lockwood, L G Wood, and the current
CBS chairman, Maurice Oberstein.
"But we also talked to those at the
grass roots, the engineers and
producers- people like Arthur Haddy
who was engineer in charge of Decca
(and sat on the Board there). We were
unable to talk to Walter Legge, but have
interviewed Nicholas Boyle and Suvi Raj
Grubb."
There are conductors like Neville
Marriner (who had made over 400
recordings). Among the musicians are
Yehudi Menuhin, Humphrey Lyttleton,
and Joe Loss; among the producers are
George Martin and Steve Levine.
They have recently been working on
the history of film sound, and noticed the
significant fact that most of the people
they have talked to in that connection
started their careers in sound recording
for record companies or music studios.
For example John Mosely (now living in
Hollywood) was chief engineer at Pye
Studios and worked on the first
commercially released stereo album.
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Part of the collection made available to the
archivists by George Frow

Determined to look at the present and
future as well as the past they have
already taped an interview with Adrian
Farmer of Nimbus.
One branch of the tree they are scaling
(or descending, depending on your point
of view) and one that they consider to be
very important, is that of wildlife
recording. Interviewees in this area have
included Eric Sims and David
Attenborough. The NSA already has, of
course, a significant collection of wildlife
recordings.
Quite properly, the oral history
collection includes the reminiscences of
many BBC engineers, among them
Martin Pulling, who was at one time in
charge of all the Corporation's recording,
and who, in 1946, went with a colleague
from EMI to research how far the
Germans had progressed with developing
tape recording (and found that the
progress was considerable). Another
person they would love to have talked to
was the late Jacques Levy.
"The structure of each interview is
very simple," Brett explains. "We ask
how people got started in the industry
and let them talk freely; we just try to
keep the account chronological.
Wherever possible we ask them for
technical details."
every interviewee has a
direct professional connection
with the recording industry.
One of the most interesting
was with George Frow, who
has possibly the most
comprehensive collections of
recordings and playback machines in the
UK. He talked about them and played
some of the cylinders on to tape.
The NSA project takes full account of
the fact that many people are already
attempting to put together partial
histories of recording. Staply and Brett
want to compile `the definitive, complete
version' and they are well aware of the
enormity of the task.
From their own live tapes, made using
a Uher stereo recording unit, for reel -toreel, and a Sony cassette recorder they
have recorded listening tapes for use in
Nof

Avid collector George Frow proudly displays
part of his collection

the Archive's listening room. They have
compiled a simple catalogue as they've
worked, and painstakingly constructed
written precis of each interview, to help
both serious researchers and casually
interested listeners to find particular
topics and sections of interviews that
they want to hear. They recognise the
need for a much fuller and more detailed
cross- referenced catalogue, plus an
inventory of the tapes aimed at schools
and colleges, but the very tight budget
makes these currently impossible.
In terms of cataloguing, the complete
catalogue will have to take account of
the fact that almost all the interviews
involve a degree of overlap. This helps to
verify much of what is recorded and it
gives the listener a chance to appreciate
different views of the same stories. "One
interview led to another, and we cannot
thank our contributors enough," said
Staply. The contributors gave their time
as generously and willingly as the
interviewers. Some, such as Frank Lee
(an engineer with Decca in the '30s,
later manager of Radio Luxembourg and
then back at Decca as manager of
popular music) required two visits in
order to record full interviews, because
there was so much to say.
As Brett explains: "It's a difficult job.
We go to these people after ringing up
out of the blue, and we have to create an
empathy very quickly. But they treat us

as friends, sharing confidences with us,
forgetting that the tape is running. And
after the interviews many of them keep
in touch with us.
"Many of them give us things; Edward
Mortimer had started writing his own
history of Garrard, but gave it to us for
the Archive; and Maurice Roach (one
time promotion man with Decca) gave us

mountain of newspapers and posters
which he had collected in connection
with the history of the company at the
very beginning when it was Samuel
a

Barnett."

started as a three
month project in
September 1983 was still
in progress after a year,
with no sign of ending, as
long as there are some
funds, however meagre, to
keep it going. There is still so much to
be covered properly such as specialist
musical style like jazz and folk, or the
history of tape technology. Brett and
Staply would dearly love to be able to go
to the US and liaise with the
Smithsonian Institute, but that is not
possible as yet. They need a full -time
oral history officer at the NSA, but that
too will have to wait. Meanwhile they go
on making all their own introductory
calls, doing all their own typing and
administration. The general rule seems
to be that at any time there is only
enough money available to keep the
project alive for couple of months. The
great hope is that the British Library
will be able to offer better, more longterm help after the move to larger and
more commodious premises takes place.
Despite the difficulties, both frequently
stressed their gratitude to everyone in
the recording industry, past and present,
who have given them so much help.
"The most significant thing we have
discovered through this project,"
remarked Staply, "is that all these
people have absolutely no sense of
exclusiveness or rank. They all mix
together and work together easily in the
same cause.
"Another thing which came out
strongly was the importance of the
engineer working with the artists, and
the rapport they develop (on the rare
occasion when they don't develop it they
don't make a worthwhile recording).
Artists are very appreciative of the
understanding they get from engineers,
and the lengths that engineers and
producers will go to to get the sound that
the artist wants are enormous. It has
also been very interesting to note the
way that the recording engineer's life
has changed from the days when they
wore white coats and worked office hours
to the present."
Lawrence Staply joined the BBC in
1946 as a sound balance engineer, often
working with big bands and orchestras.
Later he headed the department
responsible for exploiting all the various
BBC sound libraries. Working on the
BBC's spoken word recordings library
brought him into contact with the
National Sound Archive, of which he
then became a governor.
"My background in recording gave me
preconceptions and I knew that recorded
music had great significance in people's
entire lifestyle- dress, entertainment,
What

everything. Without recording, most
radio stations would not exist; that's just
one reason why I think this is so
important."
Liz Brett is also ex -BBC, having
worked there for 10 years as a
production assistant on various types of
programmes, and later moved to LBC as
a producer. For some years she was a
freelance presenter and reporter.
"I am very interested in people. In this
plastic age it's very important to capture
things which are real, and easily lost,
and to me the most important part of
people is the voice, which can tell you
everything about a person.
"Kids who use all this recorded music
have no idea of the history of it, and it
makes me so angry that we are not in a
position to push this project properly for
their benefit."
Staply added: "There are books on the
subject, but they are not readily
available and they are not well read (and
some are not at all easy to read). But the
whole fascination and romance of the

industry has never really been put across
in a book.
"One of the ideas we had which is
coming out of this was that we should
work more closely with the Science
Museum and incorporate some of our
oral history project recordings in an
exhibit for them. But without the money
to use it, this whole project will be stuck
on a shelf and only a very few people
will find and use it."
They do accept that the oral historian
has to be on guard, because people
remember things wrongly' but they can
confidently say that from the

professionals they have been working
with they have overwhelming evidence
that they are being told the truth, and
that details are correct in almost every
instance. When they track down a fact
which has been remembered incorrectly
by someone, they do not edit the tape
but go and ask that interviewee to
record their answer to a particular
question again, to set the matter

straight.

Condenser microphone BM73
Handheld cardioid condenser mike

A

studio quality microphone designed to be rugged enough to withstand the rigours of hard

use on the road.

sole U.K. importers of Milab

Audio Video Marketing Limited
Unit 20/21, Royal Industrial Estate, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear, NE32 3HR.
Teb 091 4893092/4896233 Telex: 537227
also available through:

Michael Stevens and Partners 01- 464 4157
Cheshire Communications Ltd 0606 47693
K. G. Moore 0924 371766
Canford Audio 091 4137171

l)on Larking Audio 0582 450066
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The TS24 is the first in -line

console from Soundcraft.
And it represents a
major breakthrough in inline technology,
because it now makes
s understand and
the console far easier
operate.

signal paths automatically by use of the
master status switches. `Soft' switches
may locally move EQ and AUX sends
between the two signal paths but are
also automatically reset.
When mixing,the Channel sections
become available as additional inputs
or effects sends without the limitations
imposed by more conventional designs.

i romise.
Believe us, this is no hollow
rock
Our argument is built around two
solid foundations. Firstly, a new concept in
DROP-IN. BOUNCE.
console layout so logical, engineers used to
Drop -ins are made easy by the
split or in-line consoles can start work from
the TAPE and GROUP button
day one. And secondly, a set of master use of
and Group enables you
conditions so advanced they'll amaze you. (T & G). 'ape
and the musician to monitor the original
STATUS.
track and the overdub simultaneously.

One touch of the status button will

configure the whole console for each
particular stage of recording, mixing,
broadcasting and video post production
without sacrificing any flexibility whatsoever. In other words, one touch and you're
off and running.

facility
The Bounce button
enables you to take any combin ation
of channels with their fader and
pan settings directly to the routing
matrix giving you instant bounce down.

SOUND AND VISION.
To

NEW DESIGN.
Conventional in -line consoles suffer
from the limitations of one long travel fader
and one equaliser being shared by two
signal paths. With the engineer fader
reversing and moving the equaliser back
and forth throughout the recording,
overdubbing and mixing process to
optimise the situation.
The TS24 eliminates these shortcomings, thanks to its logical design.
The long travel fader is in the section
called MIX, which is the signal path for
both monitoring and mixing. The equaliser
moves between the MIX and CHANNEL
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create perfect sound, you also

need perfect vision. With the TS24, that's
exactly what you get. Separate scribble
strips are provided instead of the usual
confusing double one, and the Mix and
Channel controls are in clearly defined
areas for easier use.
AUTOMATION.

Soundcraft have developed a unique
interface to the disc based MAS'T'ER MIX
automation system, which enhances its
operational flexibility by totally integrating
the full extent of the console muting.
One feature of this system enables
you to by -pass the Channel VCAs, thereby

the button in the most up -to -date mixing
optimising the original recording quality.
Surprisingly enough, all this practical console design available, contact us.
technology, combined with sleek good
looks doesn't carry a huge price tag. So our Soundcraft Electronics Ltd., 5 -8 Great Sutton St. London EG1 V OBX.
SCRAFT G.
doors are open to practically everybody. 7ól: 01 -253 6988. 7blex 21198
Soundcratt Electronics USA, 1517 20th. St, Santa Monica,
Which only leaves us with one thing California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. 7blex: 664923.
Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quebec,
to say: if you want to keep your finger on Canada H9P 1J6.7ó1: (514) 6851610.7blex: 05 822582.

Soundcraft TS24
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POWER AMPLIFIERS

AB Systems: changed hands about a
year ago and the resulting new
influences are now beginning to show in
their products. The complete range has
been separated into a number of
different series and to clarify the
products available, here is a complete
listing with wattage ratings into 8 a
Professional Series 2220 50 W /channel;
6220 175 W /channel; 9220
300 W /channel; 1200 Series modular:
1200A 300 W /channel; 1200B
400 W /channel; Multiple amplifiers with

crossovers, 8120 125 W /HF, 300 W /LF;
9130 125 W /HF, 125 W/MF, 300 W/LF;
the Advanced Technology Design Series:
is intended for permanent installation
and includes the 221 150 W bridging
amp; 421 single- channel 300 W and the
821 2- channel 300 W /channel; 712 single
channel biamp 250 W /HF and 500 WILE;
.524 2- channel biamp 125 W /channel HF,
and 250 W /channel LF; 713 single channel triamp 150 W/HF 150 W/MF
300 W /LF; and finally the 7132 which is
similar to the 713 but with three
outputs.
ACES: no new models but have
worked on consolidating a dealer
network in many parts of the world
hence making their products far more
easily available.
ANT Nachrichtentechnik: ANT will
be launching a new MOSFET power amp
at the March 1985 Hamburg AES.
Known as the LV300, it is rated at
360 W and is equipped with two stages of
protection. Design intentions were for
high efficiency sound systems. A battery
powered version is available.
BGW Systems: has recently
introduced upgrades of its Model 85. The
updated version delivers 35 W /channel
into 8 Q and additional features are
improved noise characteristics and
redesigned front panel. It is available in
three versions -unbalanced input, active
balanced and transformer balanced.
Citronic: two completely new power
amplifiers forming the PPX Series have
recently been introduced. The PPX 900
is rated at 280 W /channel into 8 52,
450 W /channel into 4 S2 and 900 W
bridged mono into 8 52, while the other
model PPX 450 has ratings of 140, 225
and 450 W under the same conditions.
Both units feature forced air cooling, clip
indicators, detented level controls, full
protection circuitry with standard rack
-

This brief update lists
the major models and
changes introduced
within the period of
time since we last
covered power
amplifiers (June '84).
As always we must
make it clear that such
lists can never be
complete or totally up
to date and is
compiled purely from
information available
to us at the time of

writing

Citronics PPX 900

mount chassis of 3U.
Crest: has introduced four new low
profile power amplifiers. The Model
2501A will provide 1 kW RMS in bridged
mono mode into 4 S2, 200 W /channel into
8 52 and is only 2U high. Model 1501A is
lU and will deliver 100 W /channel into
8 St; the 2001A is rated at 125 W/channel
into 8 S2 although will also give
300 W /channel into 2 S2; and lastly the
Model 1001A is a 1U rack mount chassis
rated at 35 W/channel into 8 S2.
Crown /Amcron: last year's
introduction of the Delta Omega 2000
took Crown into the realms of high
power and large physical size. The newly
launched Micro-Tech series has high
-

STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
`50 or 200 Ohm balanced microphones to balanced lines

'Variety of low frequency characteristics for improving
the clarity of recordings

`Inputs filtered against radio interference
`Complete boxed unit or double mumetal screened
amplifier module alone

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD, The

Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GUS 7BG

Tel. 0483 275997
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power with small physical size
particularly with the 1000. This is a
2- channel amp offering a choice of
bridged or parallel mono operation with
a claimed maximum mono rating of
1000 W into 1 Q. Further details on this
amp can be found in the new products
section of this issue. One other feature
that is worth repeating is the reversible
air flow capability which means that hot
air can be exhausted through the front
or rear dependent on the installation.
Daub: a West German amplifier
manufacturer by the name of Delat
Elektroakustick GmbH manufacture
Daub power amplifiers and they have
only recently come to our attention. The
current range appears to contain four
models all 2- channel and rated at 70,
130, 280 and 420 W/channel into 8 S2 for
the D120C, D300C, D500C and the
D700C respectively. A new model, the
ES 400 has recently been added and this
is rated at 200 W /channel 8 S2.
FM Acoustics: two new models have
been added recently. The first is the
FM1000 which is a single- channel unit
rated at 450 W RMS into 8 S2, 750 W
RMS into 4 Sl rising to 1,800 W RMS

into 1 S2. Design features include non
polarised discrete input stage, discrete
class A circuitry throughout; protection
circuitry continuously checking many
variable parameters and specially
designed output connectors. The other
amplifier is a development of the
FM1000 having the same technology and
features but in a 2- channel format. To be
known as the FM801, it will deliver up
to 1000 W /channel driving loads down to
1.5 S2 and will be available in early
summer.
JBL: have recently added two new
amps, the 6230 and 6260 rated at 75
W /channel and 150 W/channel into 8 S2
respectively with bridged mono 8 S2
ratings of 300 W and 600 W. Designed
for live and studio use, features include
low TIM distortion, high slew rate and a
low level of overall feedback, full
protection systems, active balanced
inputs and output devices running at
only 259k of rated power dissipation at
rated power into 8 Q.
Mustang: a completely new range of
power amplifiers is due for launch this
March under the provisional name of the
VX range. These are compact high power
amplifiers that mark quite a departure
for Mustang in many ways. Details
available at present are still provisional
but there will be four models, all
2- channel with ratings into 452 of 500,
250, 100 W /channel and a 200 W with
-

&W
MODEL 808
B

Your reference standard
raised to 120dB

-

We at A.M.S. work hard to maintain

your competitive edge by continually

The new Model 808 -B &W's response to the demand for
higher sound levels.
The same basic sophistication of the 801 F Special now
regarded as the professional standard monitoring loudspeaker
world -wide. But incorporating a whole range of new concepts
and techniques.

-

Five totally new drive units in a three-way system producing
peak recording listening room outputs in the order of 120dB.
Sensitivity double that of 801 F's 85dB: 91 dB for 1 watt input.
Overall frequency linearity, free from colouration and
distortion.

updating our systems. Take for
instance the New Keyboard Interface
for the DMX 15 -80S. A CV and G input
to this new unit can control either of the
unit's two pitch changers in real -time, or
even allow the playing of samples
using the Loop Editing System (LES).
Each pitch changer may now be altered
over its two octave range by
independent rotating pots. Also, a new
program called Chorus provides
variable speed and depth control of
random pitch change variations.

All the power in hand needed for popular music. The further
reference you've been waiting for.

9 8

Full technical intormatión

B&
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN11 2Rx Tel. (0903) 205611 Telex 87342
Distributed in 35 countries worldwide

4

England
Advanced Music Systems
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 AMS G
U.S.A.

Harris Sound (Los Angeles)
For Nationwide Sales, Rental or Service Tel: (213) 469 -3500
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100 V and 4

S2 outputs, with model
numbers most likely being VX2500,
VX2250, VX2100 and VX200
respectively. All models are standard
19 in rack mounting and 2U high. The
construction uses plug -in VMOS power
sections that are accessible from the top
and fan cooled, together with a system of
dedicated multilayer plug -in modules for
a variety of EQ and gain/balance
functions. A high standard of
performance is claimed and all units
feature electronic thermal detection/
load disconnect circuitry.
ProTech: a pair of models have
recently been introduced, the model 874
and 875. They are rated at 60 W and
125 W respectively and provide an 8 S2

POWER

AMPLIFIERS
and a 70.7 V transformer isolated output.
Both are standard rack mount units.
Quad Electroacoustics: in many
ways the surprise of the year was the
new professional power amplifiers from
Quad. With the live sound companies
and recording studios having used and
modified the standard Quad amp for so
many years there seemed to be no
likelihood of Quad ever producing a pro

Roland SRA -4800

Soundcraft
SA150, SA600
and SA2000

A

SOUND RECORDING
The SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING offers an international network of formal
training schools each complete with In -House Multitrack studio. Our one -year Certificate
and Diploma level courses provide extensive theory lectures and practical hands -on
experience in all aspects of audio engineering for live sound, broadcast and studio. Each
student is guaranteed practical time in our studios. Also available are short 6 day courses.

fuloGóf./ao

International Head (Mice, Sydney, Ausu olio: 699 7931.
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1st floor. 89.97 St John's St, London EC1. Phone, 01 -608 2420
No 10 Terrdf St, Manchester 1. Phone' 061.228 1749

Manchester

version, but here they are. The 510 is a
single- channel unit with a 600 t2
bridging input and a multiple tapped
output transformer which will apparently
deliver 100 W into any load from 2 to
100 f1 with optional cards in addition to
70 or 100 V line use. The 520 is a
2- channel amp with ratings of
100 W/channel into 8 12. Both amps use a
refinement of the current dumping
circuit found in the 405.
Rauch: the recently introduced DVT
series is a development of the X-FET
series incorporating much customer
feedback. The DVT250S has a rated
output of 525 W/channel into 4 S2 or
1 kW into 8 S2 bridged mono and the
DVT125S is 260 W /channel into 4 Q. The
DVT series are fan cooled with modular
POWERFET sections, 3U high and use a
very robust construction -the front panel
being 8 mm thick. There will be two
more amplifiers in this range introduced
in the near future.
Roland: although Roland have had
two power amplifiers within the Roland
Rack System, professional power
amplifiers are not something that they
have been noted for. The SRA -4800
however is a new 2- channel amplifier
with ratings of 240 W%channel into 8 f1
and a mono mode of 800 W into 8 Q.
Intended for sound reinforcement
applications, the SRA -4800 features
detented level controls, full protection
circuitry, slaving facilities, bar level
meters and clip indicators.
Sescom: the Model SH-1 is a compact
low power stereo power amplifier. Rated
at 20 W /channel, the unit is standard
19 in rack mount and 13/a in high. The
SH-1 is intended as a low cost unit for
powering small monitors, or perhaps
headphone foldback systems.
Soundcraft: although Soundcraft
released information on a range of power
amplifiers nearly 18 months ago, it was
not until far more recently that they
became available. There are three
models, the SA2000, SA600 and the
SA150 rated at 435, 150 and
85 W /channel respectively all being
standard rack mount but with U sizes of
4, 2 and 1. The basic circuitry design
features came from Norway and claimed
features include the elimination of the
concept of TIM distortion; a combination
of MOSFET and bipolar designs to
respond to dynamics within the
programme as if they were higher
powered, low phase shift and high
current and voltage slew rates.
Studiotec: first an introduction;
Studiotec is a Finnish company
manufacturing recording equipment
although unfortunately we know little
more of them or their other products.
The System 4200 FET is a modular
power amplifier system based around a
mainframe card rack and is intended for
permanent installation. The mainframe
is equipped with a power supply and
space for four modules. Each amplifier
module can deliver 300 W into 4 S2 and
has full protection facilities, LED
indication of protection and clipping,
switch -on delay, MOSFET output stages,
adjustable input sensitivity, bridging
capability in pairs, and a 6U card size.
Other options for the frame include sub cards for limiters and crossovers. Due to
the construction system, cost of the unit
is described as low.

Sifam Panel Meters and Knobs
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VU METERS
Sifam vu meters are the real thing! They meet in all respects the technical
requirements of the American National Standard C16.5 -1954 in terms of
dynamic characteristics, frequency response, harmonic distortion,
impedance, etc. There are three styles to choose from, each in three or four
sizes, all with the correct dial colour and alternative scale markings.

CONTROL KNOBS
What can be said about knobs besides the fact that Sifam knobs
are the perfect complement to
Sifam meters. They combine the
best features of styling, function,
handling and easy assembly:
there are six sizes from 10mm to
38mm in black, red or grey: short

PEAK PROGRAMME INDICATORS
These are available in three styles, again
in three or four sizes, fitted with a black
dial /white pointer and scaled either to
European broadcasting standards or
BBC specifications ED1476 and 7. Five
of them meet the technical requirements
of BS5428:1981 and the others, though
they do not conform in every detail, are
made available by customer demand.

knobs, long knobs, wing knobs:
all with plug -in figure dials,
pointers and caps in a range of
colours: collet- fixing and push on types. Plus slider knobs.
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VU
AUDIO LEVEL INDICATORS
These too represent the Sifam
response to popular demand.
They offer a performance almost as
good as vu meters to ANS C16.5 but at
very much lower cost. There are two
sizes, both with a choice of three styles
of presentation. The taut -band
movement, combined with a technically- advanced core magnet and
contained within a 26mm dia. barrel, make these meters especially suitable
for portable mixers and recorders for stage and location use.

Fully detailed literature on all Sifam products is available on request.

6.

UK

Sifam Ltd
Woodland Road
Torquay
Devon T02 7AY
Tel: (0803) 63822
Telex: 42864

USA
Selco Products Co.
7580 Stage Road
Buena Park
CA 90621
Tel: (213) 921 0681
Telex: 655457

CANADA
NorPam Electronics Inc
877 Alness Street
Unit 16, Downview
Ontario M3J 2X4
Tel: 416 736 0469
Telex: 28143
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REVIEW
CROWN
DELTA OMEGA
Hugh Ford reviews a power amplifier
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accessories such as crowbar protection of

the output.
Finally at the rear are two slide
switches, one for activating a turn on
delay of 4 to 5 s and the other to insert
the LF protection circuits.
Coming to the front panel at the top
centre are 13 yellow level indicator

LEDs which show 0 dB, ±6 dB, ±12 dB,
±15 dB, ±20 dB and ±25 dB. Below this
a green LED is illuminated when the
output reaches 70.7 VRMS (625 W into

a*ESisEs

8 f2).

The Crown /Amcron Delta Omega
2000 is a massive single channel
amplifier rated at 600 W into
8 E2 from DC to 45 kHz and
capable of delivering 2 kW into
low impedance loads. It is thus

aimed at sound reinforcement
and industrial applications (and some
high power studio applications, Ed).
In typical Crown style the black front
panel has white legends with all
external features being very clearly
identified. The 19 in rack mounting front

at 600 W into

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
DC to 45 kHz at 600 W
continuous average output power into 8 4 with no
more than 0.05`4 total harmonic distortion.

Power at clip point: (less than 0.01'4 THD)

music power at clip point into 2.2 ti load, 10 to
500 Hz, 2000 W RMS using a 50 Hz, 50% duty
cycle tone burst signal source.
DC output: (Delta Omega 2000 used as a
conventional voltage amplifier) typically, 20 A
V or 2 kVA.

Frequency response: ±0.1
1

W into 8 Q.

Phase response: +0 -, -15'
into 8 4.

dB DC =20 kHz at
DC =20 kHz

Studio Sound, March 1985

4 or 1200 W into 4

Q.

at

1

than 0.05% from DC =45 kHz at 600 W into 8 0;
less than 0.001'4 from 20 Hz to 400 Hz and
increasing linearly to 0.05`7 at 600 W into 8 12.
Output impedance: variable +8 12 to -8 4).
Load impedance: primarily used at 8 12 or less;
maximum continuous sinusoidal output power,
lower impedance affects only maximum power;
unit will drive a completely reactive load with no
adverse effects.
Input voltage gain: 20 V - 1%4 (26 dB) at
standard input with input attenuator fully CW
-1 V ±12 at remote protect connector input).
Standard input sensitivity: 3.46 V RMS ±5'
(

(

W

Slew rate: 32 V /Ns (slew rate is the maximum
value of the first derivative of the output signal,
or the maximum slope of the output signal).
IM distortion: (60 Hz to 7 kHz 4:11 less than
0.057 from 0.01 W to 600 W (peak equivalent to
a single sinusoid, RMS( into 8 52; less than 0.01'4
108

8

Harmonic distortion: (true RMS measure) less

Power response:

maximum at 100

panel 5U in height has very strong
handles which protect the front panel
controls and indicators whilst the rear
panel features are recessed.
At the rear, power is applied by a 5 ft
fixed cable with two properly identified
fuses providing primary protection. The
audio balanced input and the output are
at barrier strips with an 11 -pin `octal
style' connector providing various remote
functions. These include remote standby
control, an inverting input, the `hot'
output and ±15 VDC rails for adding

(1.73 V RMS ±5% selectable).
Input impedance: 25 kR ±5'7 with standard

balanced bridging input; 44.76 kO ±57 at
unbalanced remote protect connector input.
Hum and noise: (20 Hz to 20 kHz) 120 dB below
600 W into 8 Q; typically 128 dB.
DC drift at output: typically less than 100 HV C'
with all inputs grounded.

Power is connected by a pushbutton
Schadow switch with a red (power) and a
yellow (standby) indicator. At the bottom
centre a removable panel secured by two
knurled non -captive screws has front
panel controls and a plug in printed
circuit board to the rear. The normal
controls are a gain potentiometer and a
rotary switch which selects AC or DC
coupling.
The remaining features are peculiar to
the Delta Omega design and are
concerned with the amplifier /load
interface. In effect the output impedance
may be increased or decreased to match
the characteristics of the load whilst
operating at low power. A 3-position
rotary switch on the plug-in unit selects
normal unprotected operation (with the
unit operating as a conventional voltage
amplifier); protected operation (where the
amplifier is velocity interface controlled);
and an adjust position. In the latter
position a screwdriver operated `S2'
control becomes accessible through a hole
in the front panel. A socket on the front
panel with an adjacent recessed slide
switch allows the 12' control to be remote
controlled.
The front panel is an alloy plate
reinforced to the rear with steel bars to
which two massive laminated power
transformers are attached. Having these
behind the front panel brings the centre
of gravity of the amplifier forward and
thus reduces the bending moment on the
mounting rack.
The level indicators are on a small
printed circuit board behind the middle
of the front panel where the ±15 V

"... not aimed at the
experimenting
audio enthusiast
but at the
true music lover
who wants
nothing more
than enjoyment
and excellence
made easy. "
GEOFFREY HORN
OF GRAMOPHONE

MUSIC LOVERS'
SOUND SYSTEM
We have appointed a few exclusive dealers
where you can hear a full demonstration
Please write or phone for details.

If you are one of the increasing number of
people who have used an A.M.S. digital
processor in a professional studio you will
probably understand why owning such a unit
is rather special. Not only are you complimented
on having made the best possible choice
for sound quality, versatility and ease of use by
your mix engineer or visiting producer your service department will enthuse about the
quality of design and ease of repair should ever
the unit fail - even your accountant will
have a smile on his face when he realises you
could have spent twice as much and been
less happy.
... it's a time when more people are realising you
don't have to cut corners to own the very best.

England

Advanced Music Systems
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 ANIS G

UK B &W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) Ltd Marlborough Road Lancing
West Sussex BN15 8TR Tel. (0903) 750750

WORLDWIDE John Bowers Ltd Elm Grove Lane Steyning
West Sussex BN4 3SA England Tel. (0903) 815666

U.S.A.

Harris Sound (Los Angeles)
For Nationwide Sales, Rental or Service Tel: (213) 469 -3500
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FIG.1

CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
COMMON MODE REJECTION
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power supply is located with some rather
untidy wiring.
The 32 output devices each rated at
150 W are mounted in eight sections
each having car radiator type cooling
fins, four sections at the top of a cooling
tunnel and four at the bottom. Air is
blown by a 2 -speed filtered fan in the
side of the amplifier into the tunnel and
through the cooling fins.
To the rear of the tunnel two small
plug-in printed circuit boards house the
low level audio circuits and the
protection circuits. These appeared to be
well made but lacked component
identifications and no servicing data was
provided with the amplifier. Whilst the
overall standard of construction and
finish was satisfactory, all the hand
wiring was rather untidy with quite long
lengths of unsupported wires.
As the sides are solid alloy plate the
top and bottom covers are perforated to
allow the exit of cooling air. Thus a
stick -on label on the top cover warns
that foreign bodies dropped through the
cover may cause amplifier damage
bitter experience of an earlier Crown
design confirms this feature!

-

Input and output
The balanced input had an impedance of
20 kSl which remained constant with the
gain setting, the maximum gain being
an input of 3.544 VRMS for an output of
600 W into 812 at 1 kHz. Common mode
rejection as shown in Fig 1 was good,
being in excess of 67 dB up to 200 kHz.
At the output the modulus of the
impedance in the normal mode of
operation is shown in Fig 2 with the

damping factor into 8 12 being extremely
high. When operating in the Delta
Omega mode the output impedance is
varied nominally from +8 S2 to -8 S2
with the measured impedance remaining
constant up to 5 kHz above which it fell

6 dB /octave.
The DC offset at the output was
minimal, remaining at <2.2 mV under
any conditions. The protection circuit
operated if the DC level at the output
exceeded +18/ -20 V. After the operation

at

of the protection circuits the amplifier
retries the output with a 200 ms burst of
signal if the over -voltage remains
present.
I)
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FIG.2
CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
MODULUS OF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Heat sinking: forced air with high efficiency
coolers (eight) which can dissipate 1900 W with
25 °C intake air at 1 atmosphere. (Dissipation
derates to zero at 75 °C.) A two -speed fan with an
intake filter (washable) forces air through the
coolers and out both the top and bottom of the
amplifier. (A dual fan single speed option is
available for high temperature environments.)

Turn -on: may
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be switch selected for
4 to 5 s of delay after applying

instantaneous or
power.

Low frequency load protection: may be switch
selected to produce shutdown of the high voltage
power supply for DC outputs >6 V or low
frequency outputs >600 W at 20 Hz and
812.

Output transistor protection: short, mismatch

and open-circuit proof; electronic protection
operates without thumps or shutdown.
General protection: high line voltage or over
temperature result in shutdown of the high
voltage power supplies. Controlled -slewing -rate
voltage amplifiers protect the amplifier against
RF burnouts. Input overload protection is
furnished by a resistor at the input of the
amplifier to limit input current.
High voltage power supply: two transformers
with computer -grade capacitors storing 100 joules
are powered through a 50 A solid state switch.
Low voltage power supply: ±15 VDC supplies
are provided by current -limited shortproof
regulators which have automatic thermal
shutdown. Shutdown of these supplies results in
shutdown of the high voltage power supplies.
Power requirements: 50 to 60 Hz AC with
adjustable taps for 100, 120, 200, 220 and 240 V
±10% operation; draws 80 W or less on idle, 1 kW
at 600 W output into 8 Q.
Display: SPI (signal presence indicator) yellow
LED lamp (indicates source material signal is
present); dynamic range 6 to 25 dB amber LED
lamps (indicate instantaneous dynamic range of
source material signal, comparing average
amplitudes to the peak); STANDBY amber neon
lamp (indicates high voltage power supply is
deactivated); 70.7 V RMS green LED light
(indicates that output voltage has reached 70.7 V
RMS); POWER red neon lamp (indicates power is
-

200

500

Hz

1k

2k

NMI

Bz

5k

10k

20k

applied to unit); PROTECT red LED lamp
(indicates that Delta Omega Q pot or remote
device has reached the critical point; Push /Push
OFF /ON power switch (turns unit off and on);
AC /DC Input Coupling dial (selects proper input
configuration, AC or DC); local/remote switch
(permits Delta Omega procedure to be done using
the local pot or an external remote device);
OFF /ADJ /ON Mode dial (selects the mode of
operation for the unit); Delta Omega Adjust Pot
(permits adjustment of desired match of Delta
Omega 2000 and speaker load); INPUT
ATTENUATOR dial (permits adjustment of
volume); LF Protection switch, on rear panel (puts
unit into Standby if low frequency outputs of
more than 10 V occur); delay switch, on rear
panel (inserts a 4 to 5 s time delay in the state
transition from Standby to high power supplies
on).

Remote protect: the unit may be remoted to
external control to place in standby mode. The
standby mode may be initiated by closing an

external common to ground contact of 15 V 3 mA
rating (ie an open collector high voltage TTL
output or an opto- isolator output/.
Connectors: input three terminal barrier strip
routes to input plug in- terminal number
1= ground, terminal number 2= positive, terminal
number 3= negative; AC line -3 -wire 20 A, 120 V
male connector with 5 ft minimum cable; Remote

Protect-11-pin octal -type socket.
Construction: aluminium chassis with 1/i in thick
front panel, reinforced with steel to retain the
power transformers; Vs in aluminium side panels;
heavy duty handles on front for ease of transport;
plug-in PCBs.

Dimensions: (whd) 19x8%x16' in/
482.6x222.2x419.1 mm (depth behind mounting

surface, handles extend 2 inches in front of
mounting surface).
Weight: 92 lb /41.7 kg.
Centre of gravity: nearly centered at 5 in behind
mounting surface.
Finish: front panel is coated with durable
textured polyurethane. Charcoal front panel and
black anodised aluminium chassis and covers.

Manufacturer: Crown International Inc, 1718
W Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517, USA.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, Unit F. New Crescent
Works, Nicoll Road, London NW10.
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Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction in public address and sound
reinforcement
Mono version and box types also available

SURREY ELECTRONICS, The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997

Worldwide List of Audio Developments Ltd., Agents
COUNTRY

AGENT

Australia

Rank Electronics
Tel: 2 449 5666 Telex: 71289
Contact: Andrew Harrison

Austria

Peertronic
Tel: 43 222 832224 Telex: 134072
Contact: Gunther Friedrich
Constantin Stavrinids
Tel: 4121 39 5015 Telex: 26297
Contact: C. Stavrinidis
Gerr Electro Acoustics Ltd.
Te1:416 868 0528 Telex:065 24385
Contact: G. Eschweiler

Balkan States

Canada

China

Denmark

Ace (Int'l) Co.
Te1:852 3 7452343 Telex:40442
Contact: Michael Pang /Whymen Chan

Kinovox
Te1:452 187617 Telex: 40394
Contact: Steen Peitersen

F

inland

France

Studiotec KY
Te1:358 0 514133 Telex: 125284
Contact: Peter Stralman
Simplex Electronique
Te1:331 271 5330 Telex: 230045
Contact: J.C. Thobois

Germany

Nagra Kudelski GMBH
Te1:4989 656633 Telex:529893
Contact: J. Weber

Greece

K. Stavrinidou
Tel:607 7782938 Telex:210934

TOTAL
CONTROL
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Contact: K.Stravinidou
Hungary

Cinac

Tel:4124 711600 Telex:451070
India

Contact: Henri Suter
Cinerama PVT Ltd.
Te1:293873 Telex: 1171198
Contact: S. Agarwal

Israel

Sontronics Electronic Equp. Ltd.
Te1:9723 442233 Telex:361579 -Ref SSK
Contact: S. Shmueli

Italy

Audio International SRL
Te1:392 7384751 Telex: 322251
Contact: R. Beppato

Japan

General Traders Ltd.
Tel: 813 2912761 Telex: 24754
Contact: H. Saitoh

Korea

Saetong Corp.
Tel: 783 6551 5

Kuwait

New Zealand

Telex: 23596
Contact: J.B.Kim
Light & Sound Elec. Co.
Tel: 965 434307 Telex: 4528
Contact: A. Al- Baghli
General Video Int. Ltd.
Tel: 644 881 169 Telex: 30129

Contact: Gerry Smith
Norway

Siving Benum & Co.
Te1:472 44 2255 Telex: 17681
Contact: Bjorn Benum

Singapore

Rank O'Connors Sing. PVT Ltd.
Tel: 65 637944 Telex: 21023
Contact: Patrick Ching

South Africa

Prosound (PTY) Ltd.
Tel :27 11 337 6556 Telex: 485712
Contact: D. Feldman

Spain

Telco Electonic S.L.
Tel: 341 231 5601 Telex: 27348
Contact: J. Escrig

Sweden

Intersonic N.B.
Tel: 468 744 5850 Telex: 11136
Contact: R. Isacson

Taiwan

Linfair Lng. & Trading Ltd.
Tel: 886 23214454 Telex: 22563
Contact: Duncan Chang
Ace (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Tel: 2812512 Telex: 72300
Contact: Bundhit Thongpen

Thailand

Tunisia

Turkey

Zimbabwe

U.S. Office

Soger Electronique
Tel: 2161254 230 Telex: 13447
Contact: C. Barouch
Nefan Ltd.
Tel: 465952 Telex: 26304
Contact: A. Fresco

Audex (PVT) Ltd.
Tel: 26370
Contact: W. Mueller
Audio Developments Inc.
Tel: 818 843 7567
Contact: Ron Fuller

JUST TWO OF OUR WIDE RANGE OF

PROFESSIONAL MIXERS FOR BROADCASTING,
FILM SOUND AND POST PRODUCTION.
CONSOLE MOUNTED, RACK MOUNTING AND

PORTABLE VERSIONS AVAILABLE TO ORDER.

Avdio
DEVELOPMENTS LTD

Audio Developments Ltd, Hall Lane, Walsall Wood,
Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 9AU
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 375351 Telex No: Audev G 338224
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FIG.3

CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 1W INTO 8S1
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Frequency response
and noise
The frequency response at 1 W into 8 S2
is shown in Fig 3 with and without the
highpass filter switched into circuit, this
being a 12 dB /octave filter with its
-3 dB point at 6 Hz. The overall
frequency response did not change up to
power levels of 600 W into 8 S2 below 20
kHz with no sign of triangulation or
other visible waveform distortion.
Noise in the output depended upon the
setting of the gain control as well as the
switching in/out of the Delta Omega
facility which polluted the output with
power line hum when switched in. Table
1 relates noise to an output of 600 W
into 8 S2.
Other than the above complaint
regarding hum no significant tones
occurred in the output at any gain
control setting.

Power output
and distortion
Using accurately calibrated load resistors
within 0.5 %/ together with a stabilised
±1Ç7 power supply and an accurate
Studio Sound, March 1985
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FIG.5
CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
HARMONIC DISTORTION INTO 8f1

CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
HARMONIC DISTORTION 600W INTO
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Noise related
Delta Omega out
Max gain Min gain
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
-106.6 dB -115.3 dB
weighted
ARMS
-111.9 dB -123.8 dB
CCIR- weighted RMS
-104.0 dB -115.8 dB
CCIR- weighted quasi -peak -100.0 dB -111.5 dB
-110.2 dB -123.0 dB
CCIR /ARM ref 2 kHz

to 600 W/8
Delta Omega in
Max gain Min gain
-95.3 dB -106.5 dB
- 103.2 dB -108.6 dB
-102.8 dB -107.4 dB
-98.0 dB -102.6 dB
-109.2 dB -114.2 dB
S2

TABLE 2

Load

82

40

24

Continuous

Burst

718 W
1225 W

724 W
1250 W
1760 W

digital voltmeter the power output at
clipping was as shown in Table 2 for
continuous 1 kHz sinewaves and 10 ms
bursts every 100 ms.
When running the amplifier in the
normal mode the harmonic distortion at
the rated 600 W into 8 Sl is shown in
Fig 4 to be <0.02% up to 30 kHz above
which the third harmonic rises. Full
power distortion was not the worst case
which occurred around 1 W into 8 Sl as
shown in Fig 5 where the second and
third harmonics remained below 0.037
up to 15 kHz.
CCIF type twin tone intermodulation
distortion at a peak equivalent of 600 W
into 8 S2 was good as shown in Fig 6

with the rapid rise in the actual
difference frequency distortion at 12 kHz
disappearing at lower levels. The result
of applying a 10 kHz squarewave into a
load of 8 S2 in parallel with 2 µF as
shown in Fig 7 demonstrating overshoot
but no ringing.
The rise and fall times were
symmetrical at 4µs with the maximum
slew rate being 35 V /µs.
The Delta Omega system was
investigated using the laboratory
workhorse Spendor BC3 loudspeakers as
a load. Firstly it was noted that the
adjustment of the control had a very
noticeable effect upon the reproduction of
music. Considering the large effect the
D
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16/16/2 is designed to complement budget 16 -track recorders. It
features its own external P.S.U. which can supply even a fully expanded
16/16/2 (a 32/16/2!). All mic. channels have 48V Phantom Power,
parametric E.Q. network, and 3 auxiliary sends. Full 16 channel monitoring is
included in the 16/16/2 package. 12 segment 2 colour bargraphs are fitted
to the 16 sub -mix stages and the master output which is also fitted with 3
band E.Q. As well as optional expander modules for the mic. channels, a
double patch bay is available.
The

16-4 -2
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16/8/2 is compatible with 8 -track recorders and has all the versatility of
the 16/16/2, like optional expander modules for the mic. channels (an extra
16 mic. channels may be fitted without altering the unit's P.S.U.) and a
double patch bay. Mic. channels feature 48V Phantom Power, parametric E.Q.
network, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm faders. Full monitor and foldback
systems are included. Master outputs have 3 -band E.Q. and 2 colour 12
segment bargraphs. These bargraphs are also fitted to the 8 sub -mix stages.
Applications for the 16/8/2 include small 8-track studio mixing and live
sound reinforcement.
The

6 -2-1

.

1-f.i:1-141-11:W- '`iE_

16/4/2 is the mixer that the 16/8/2 and 16/16/2 developed from and
consequently contains all their superb features. It is expandable to 32/4/2 on
its existing P.S.U. and a patch bay is also available. Mic. channels have
parametric E.Q. network, 48V Phantom Power, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm
faders. Full monitor and foldback systems, 3 -band E.Q. on the master outputs
and 2 colour 12 segment bargraphs are all supplied on the 16/4/2. Usec of
this mixer include live sound reinforcement and for use with 4 track recorders
in small studios.
The

Mosfet 500

With distortion not exceeding 0.005% (1kHz sinewave at 200 watts /4ohms)
this amplifier provides reliabje amplification of outstanding fidelity in all
applications. The extensive protection circuitry ensures failsafe protection
against D.C., thermal overload and short circuit conditions. The front panel
carries LED indication allowing instant monitoring of the amplifiers
operational status. The Mosfet 500 is ideally suited to all professional
applications requiring medium power, accurate reproduction.

TheSTUDIOMASTER 6 -2 -1 mixing console offers features and performance
normally obtainable from mixers costing twice the price. Mic. channels feature
three band e.q., effects and monitor sends as well as the usual gain and pan
controls. 2 colour, 12 segment bargraphs allow monitoring of channels,
auxiliaries and both stereo and mono sum outputs. This outstanding
specification makes the 6 -2 -1 ideal for sub -mixing, P.A. and recording.

Mosfet 1000

This high power amplifier delivers twice the power of the MOSFET 500 with
the same 0.005% distortion (1 kHz sinewave at 400 watts /4 ohms). This
amplifier has already proved itself under the most stressful of applications and
is fast becoming the standard against which all other amplifiers are measured.
The Mosfet 1000 delivers high power with total fidelity in all applications.

Studiomaster, Faircharm Industrial Estate, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire.
Tel: (0525) 221331 Telex: 825612 STUDIO G

****

We would welcome you at the Frankfurt Fair (February 9th - 13th 1985).
We are Stand No. 91C88 in Hall 9.
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in Germany

LOCK SYSTEM 3

for Audio, Video and Film Synchronisation

Exchange of master /slave interface cassettes allows the adaption to any manufacturer's equipment.
Provides exact synchronisation of audio, video and film equipment using SMPTE /EBU timecode.
High -speed timecode reader operates from one -tenth up to fifty times nominal speed, forward or reverse.
Supporting equipment includes CPU -V24 interface, external keyboard with display and timecode reader with character function.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES:
FRANCE: ZENON, Paris, 3726892
HONG KONG: AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Kowloon, 3- 025251
ITALY: ROJE Telecom., Milan, 4696105, 4154141, Rome, 4743029, 4758850
SOUTH AFRICA: TRU -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg, 011 -838-4938
SPAIN: SINGLETON Productions, Barcelona, 2377060
SWEDEN: MSI- Video, Täby, 08 -768 -0975
UNITED KINGDOM: ACMADE Internat., Uxbridge, 895 36313

Don't miss the mark
for synchronisation
contact us

-

GIESE

electronic

Precision Manufactured
(1Iphaton Audio
Interfaces
1

Our audio interfaces are made to the highest
possible industrial standard and fulfill the toughest
safety and electrical requirements.
Take for example:
Our DI /Safety Box SM -500

rey
specially designed for
the safety- conscious
broadcast engineer.
Total electrical isolation
from the musicians
instrument to his own amp
and to the mixing console.
(Isolation voltage 2500 volts).

Our Active Two -Channel Audio Distributor MPV -la

for broadcast mobile recording and/or transmission.
Splits each channel into four ways with gain of
0 dB, 6 dB, 12 dB, or 18 dB. Isolation voltage 2500 V
between primary and secondary. Built -in 48 V
Phantom -Supply.

We manufacture:

Audio Transformers 1 Audio Distribution Transformers c Audio Distribution Systems o Direct
Injection Boxes o Impedance Matchers o Voltage
Pads c Miniature Precision Microphones.
Write for specification sheets:
West-Germany: alphaton, P.O. Box 1129, D -6233 Kelkheim
USA: alphaton, 506 Indian Creek Drive, Roanoke, TX 76262
114
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Klaus -Groth- Strasse 84/86
D -2000 Hamburg 26, West Germany
Tel. 040 /250 60 64
Telex 211 853

WOW AND
FLUTTER METERS
(MANUFACTURED BY WOELKE
MAGNETBAND TECHNIK,
SCHWEI TENKIRCHEN /MUNICH,
WEST GERMANY)

Four different models, for appropriate
applications, plus wave analyser and
automatic distortion meter. Also DIN
test records and tapes. Professional
tapeheads for studio equipments,
conversions and replacements.

LENNARD
DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
206 CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD
MIDDLESEX EN2 OQX
TELEPHONE:

01 -363 8238/9

44-

control has upon the output impedance
this comes as no surprise. However any
differences between normal and Delta
Omega operation were very small using
this load.
Whatever the setting of the control the
squarewave performance using the
loudspeaker load was slightly degraded
and unless great care was used in
adjusting the control the intermodulation
distortion at 1 W output was also
degraded.
In conclusion the Delta Omega system
did not appear to offer any advantage
with this particular load. There may,
however, be loads where the facility does
improve reproduction and certainly the
control does offer a wide choice of sound
reproduction qualities.

tones no indication is given. Using tone
bursts the indicators gave a reasonably
accurate indication of the peak to
average levels and were fast in operation
and very clear to read.
In operation the amplifier had to suffer
very severe punishment before the
cooling fan went into high speed
operation. In normal operation the fan
was unusually quiet and even in high
speed was not excessively noisy.
When set for 240 V AC operation the
over -voltage protection system operated
at 255 V AC input such that the
amplifer remained in the standby mode
until a safe input voltage appeared.
The turn on delay was silent in
operation and did not produce instability
or thumps.

0-

Other matters

Summary
This amplifier is clearly a well protected
unit capable of driving a wide variety of
loads with a good distortion performance
and low noise. It may be that with some
loads the Delta Omega system offers an
advantage. However, its range is far
wider than can be used and it appears
that adjustment of the system is critical.
The amplifier is certainly of interest
for driving any load at high power and
low distortion where a rugged unit is
desired.

FIG.6
CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
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J.H.S. Digital delay
M.T.R. DIG40 digital delay
M T R. Miser 6412
Second hand Portastudros
(banes D200 digital delay
(banes equaliser D -1502
Electrospace Time Matrix
Electrospace Spanner (automatic pannerl

CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
10 kHz SQIJAREWAVE INTO 8 Q

from £395.00
£1,475.00

£28.00
£50.00
£76.00
£106.00
f 120.00

AKG D80
AKG D190e
MEG

D1200e

Shure SM 57 LC
Shure SM 58 LC

of Beyer. Sennheiser and
Also in stock. full range
Electro -voice microphones.
Phone for best prices.
or
Prices do not include VAT
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Lexicon PCM 60 Digital reverb

FIG.8
CROWN DELTA OMEGA 2000
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E135.00
£225.00
£350.00
£500.00
£ 285.00
£5,750.00
£4,500.00

Teac 85 160 (second handl
(tam 1610 series 2 (second handl
+ Teac Model 3
Teac 34 +DX4 Noise Reduction
()Amer Isecond hand package)

rM=IMlii

Nz

P.O.A.

£1,200.00
£210.00

MOR Digital Delay

:
_
20k

from £637.00
from £890.00
from £1,095.00

Yamaha R1000 Digital
Rebis rack systems
Bel 8080 Digital delay B secs
Quad 4052 amplifiers
Quad 303
Yamaha P2050 45 watts chan
P2100 95 watts chan

=iMIMI.

10k

5k

£1,795.00
£495.00
£1,625.00
£1.195.00
£1.520.00
£3,300.00

£1,150.00
£520.00
£190.00
£109.00
£4,680.00
A.M.S. Stereo digital reverb
from £5,000.00
A.M.S. 1580s
£190.00
Vestafire Dig 410 Delay
£650.00
hand)
M.X.R. pitch transposer (second
£450.00
hand)
Roland 301 Echo with chorus (second
£1,200.00
Tascam 38 (second hand)
£475.00
Tascam 32(28 Isecond hand)
£428.00
reverb

r
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AIM=I.

£1,595.00
from £3,200.00
from £8,500.00
from £1,000.00
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right track.

NB: A practical appraisal of
this unit is in preparation
and will be published in the
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We can supply everything you
need from a jack plug to a 24 track
Otani. to put you on the

Studiomaster

The phase shift with and without the
highpass filter in circuit is shown to be
minimal in Fig 8 within the audio band.
Operation of the 70.7 V green warning
indicator was very fast with a single
cycle at 10 kHz giving a reasonably clear
indication.
The level indicators are not of the
conventional type but show the dynamic
range of the input signal. They compare
the average level of the input signal
with the peak level such that on steady

11--

10

20

Hz

50

100

200

1fz

500

1k

2k

Nz

5k

10k

20k

Hz

50k

061 -483 9563
061 -483 4299
Look forward to hearing from you!
Northern Audio

*

1

Cheviot Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport, Cheshire.

This Company has no association with any
other recording equipment supplier.

100k
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TOMORROW'S
CASSETTE WINDER IS
HERE TODAY!
The

secret

fo

th,

CU-41's remarlo

performance is
unique double o
denser capsule
design

TAPEMATIC
v4v._sx:a>
744amß,44
asaA24004

XU:di0n5tywm.i

SANKEN PICKS
AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN
DEALERS
British, Belgian
and French
companies to
market new CU-41
microphone.

Sanken Microphone Co.,
Japan, proudly announces that it has selected three authorized
dealers to market its CU41 uni -directional, double
of

condenser

microphone

and its related accessories in Europe. The CU -41 is one
of the first microphones in the world that can unlock the
full potential of digital audio recording. The European
dealers for the CU -41 are:

England: Turnkey
Brent View Road, London, NW9 TEL
TEL (01) 202 -4366 TLX 25769

Belgium:

Radelco

Italielei 179. B -2000 Antwerpen

TEL (03) 233 -7880 TLX 31640
France: 3M France
Rue Francois Malherbe. 78540 Vernouillet
TEL (03) 031 -6420 TLX 695185
1

sanMr
Japan's most original microphone maker
Pan Communications, Inc.
5 -72 -6 Asakusa. Taito -ku, Tokyo 111, Japan
Sole export agent

Tex J27803 Hi Tech /Telephone 03- 871 -1370
Telefax 03- 871 -0169 /Cable Address PANCOMMJPN
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The Tapematic 2000 has made an
impressive launch. It has more features than
any winder in the world and production
experience confirms its performance is tops,
too.
The unique two -reel system cuts reel
changes to less than 3 seconds; a production
bonus of hundreds of cassettes a week.

Functions are computer controlled and
production data is available from memory at
the touch of a button.
The winder is designed for the user, too, and
components are easily accessible for
maintenance, even while in use. LED
indicators and valve identity help servicing.

And at

a

very reasonable price.

Information with pleasure from:

TAPEMATIC SERVICES LTD
13 Elm Road,

Faringdon, Oxon, England.
Telx: 858623

Tel: 0367 -20262

TAPEMATIC srl
Via Vimercate 32, 20060 Ornago Milano, Italy.
Te x: 340233
Tel: 039-624b09
I

High speed duplication, loading, labelling
and boxing of cassettes.

TRA
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FOR SALE
3M M79, 24
Studer A80,
3M M56, 16
Studer A80,
Studer A80,

Track with XT24 Autolocate
16 Track
Track
RC Stereo

Stereo
Scully Series 280, 8 Track on 1"
3M M79, 16 Track
Lyrec TR55 Stereo
Proline 2000 Stereo
Studer C37 Stereo
Quad 8, 32 -24-24
Soundcraft 16 -24, 24 mon
Raindirk Series Ill, 28-24
M.J. "Airdale ", 32-24
Neve "Kelso" 10 -2
Allen & Heath System 8, 16 -16
EMT 140 Echo Plate, Stereo, remote, valve
EMT 140TS Echo Plate, remote
Masterroom MR3 reverb with DC2 control
BEL 8 track noise reduction
BEL 2 track noise reduction
AMS RMX16
AMS Digital Delay
Roland RE201
Dolby M16 Noise Reduction
Dolby M24 Noise Reduction
Urei 27 band graphic
Eventide Instant Phaser
Klark Teknik DN34
Drawmer Noise Gate
Drawmer Comp /Lim
Drawmer Multi- Tracker
JBL 4320 speakers

JBL 4333 speakers
EMS Vocoder
Crown DC300A
Crown D60
Beyer DT100 Headphones
Electrospace Time Matrix
Webber Test Tapes
Marshall Time Modulator
Eventide Digital Delay 1745A
Eventide Omnipressor
Audio & Design E500 RS, Selective Processor
Fairchild 600 Conex
H.H. S500D Amp
H.H. V800 Mos Fet Amp
MXR Flanger Doubler
MXR Digital Delay
Scamp Modules, large stock
Roland DC10
Beyer Microphone Stands
Tascam 32 -2B, as new
A.K.G. BX20 Reverb
BEL DDL 4 sec
KEF LS5 /1 Loudspeakers
KEF LS5 /1 Loudspeakers
Helios P.S. Desk 16 -8-16
Helios 32 -16 -24
Studer 30 mem. Autolocate A80
Sennheiser MD421 Microphones

per pair
per pair

new
new

new

per pair

per pair

Shure SM58 Microphones
Quad 405/2 Amps
Quad 303 Amps
A.K.G. C451 with CK1 capsule

new
new

10500.00
8000.00
4750.00
3000.00
3500.00
1400.00
6250.00
2300.00
1200.00
750.00
10000.00
8600.00
5000.00
6000.00
5500.00
1400.00
2400.00
2200.00
950.00
850.00
250.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
290.00
5500.00
7500.00
300.00
175.00
450.00
215.00
240.00
350.00
450.00
800.00
750.00
450.00
120.00
34.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
500.00
400.00
175.00
500.00
350.00
350.00
475.00
250.00
350.00
P.O.A.
110.00
23.00
425.00
1300.00
P.O.A.

150.00
225.00
3000.00
4500.00
700.00
65.00
75.00
195.00
127.00
85.00

The above prices do not include V.A.T.

LTD
ELECTRONICS SALES
Herts, WD2 5BB, England
St. Albans Road, Watford,
Tel: Watford 47988/9
149b.

Telex: 262741
117
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LEAVING OTHER POWER AMPLIFIERS
IN THE DARK AGES
Harrison Information Technology meets the accelerating
demands of contemporary Sound Professionals with
even more sophisticated technical specifications
incredible SECOND GENERATION MOS -FET
amplifiers. A range of power amplifiers which are
exceptional in every way, smaller size, lighter weight, and
total reliability.
Performance quality is optimum, so Harrison gives
you superb sound handling capabilities, stunning
bass outputs, crystal clear high frequency
response and ultra low distortion all for a remarkably
modest price.

-

-

X 150

75 +75 Watts stereo

150 Watts mono '(1U)

X300

150+150 Watts stereo

300 Watts mono (2U)

X600

300+300 Watts stereo 600 Watts mono (3U)

X1000 500 +500 Watts stereo 1000 Watts mono (3U)

X1200 600 +600 Watts stereo 1200 Watts mono (4U)
X1600 800 +800 Watts stereo

P900

1600 Watts mono (4U)

450 +450 Watts stereo (3U)

LET YOUR PROFESSIONALISM
SOUND THROUGH.

HARRISON

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LTD
Unit 3, Button End, Harston,
Cambridge CB2 5NX
Telephone 0223 871711, Telex 81687 HITCAM G

Cables from
Connectronics
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
20 VIICt.r a Road
652 Glenbrook Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
Stamford
EN4 9PF England
CT. 06906 U.S.A.
Telephone:01- 4493663
Telephone: (203) 324 2889
Telex E955127 SGAL G
Telex: 643678
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WITH OVER 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers.
Inpu- and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, Multi
Seccndary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers. Line
transformers to British Telecom standard. Isolating Test Specifications, Tapped
impedance matching transformers. Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio
Mixing Desk transformers all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature
transformers for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers. Ultra low frequency
transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500
watts, Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors, Amplifier
to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100 volt line
transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers), Column
Loucspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
-

TOTALLY
MODULAR
microprocessor
controlled
audio
system option
meeting
international
broadcasting
and studio
specifications.

Conventional modular mixers
are they really modular?

-

How many mixers do you believe
meet your requirements for
multipurpose or theater installations?
Interferences? Headroom?
Metering? And ...?

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OJR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quo -

taticn by return.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich 1P1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.

Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

Your Guarantee

new and exceptional

operation philosophy
designed specially for live broadcasting
applications with sirnultaneous multitrack recording.

practical

ergonome
VCA channels
and groups

NO GUESSES

full parametric
channel EQ

NO GIMMICKRY
metering
optimize
all levels

The circulation of this publication
is independently audited to the
professional standards
administered by the Audit
Bureau of Circulations

-40... +8dB
automation

welcome to
our stand

ready
versatile solo

No. 228 at

function
ideal for

the Hamburg
AES

OB vans

MS-AUDIOTRON
Laitilantie 10

FINLAND

ABC

00420 HELSINKI 42

90- 5664644

Telex: 125778 msa sf

Thc HIM-lurk ofrlf/o'itcd CirclllQ[icll
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For the transfer of music,

speech, computer
software and
audio visual
formats.
The all British Graff series 11
has no peers among High Speed

Cassette Duplicators.
Fast precise cassette copying- both sides

simultaneously -at

16 times normal speed
Highest quality recordings in stereo or mono
Advanced technology built into proven design

Modular system to meet specific requirements
Excel lent sales and after sales service

GRAFF the sophisticated aristocrat of sound copying
Graff Electronic Machines Limited, Collingham, Newark, Notts NG23 7NR Telephone 0636 893036 Telex 377119

IS YOUR EDUCATION COMPLETE?
C --duce (c- difis), v. To lead sound engineers

C-ducees (c -difsi s), n. Dire Straits, Stevie

astray from habitual use of microphones, stands
and isolation booths. To include commitment to
studio quality sound with maximum separation at a
cost effective price. To persuade abandonment of
setting -up problems and clutter in the studio or on
stage, by attractive thing or quality.

Wonder, Chick Corea, Toto, Willie Nelson, Kris
Kristofferson, Spandau Ballet, Grand Ole Oprey,
Abbey Road Studios, PRT Studios, Lansdowne
Studios, Olympic Studios, Limehouse Studios,
Sydney Opera House, National Theatre, Royal
Opera House, BBC Radio & TV, Danish Radio,
Swiss Radio, German Radio, Dutch Radio, London
Weekend Television, Anglia Television, Scottish
Television, Mobile Studio, et a1.

C-duceable (c-ditsäb'l), a. Drums,
Congas, Bongos, Timbales etc., Acoustic Guitar,
Mandolin, Lute, Balalaika, Violin, `Cello, Double
Bass, Harp, Banjo, Piano, Harpsichord, Celeste,
Dulcimer, Zither, Speaker Enclosures, Solid
Electric Guitars et cetera.

(-

C-ducer (c- dirt
contact microphones.

cÌucr

C-TAPE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED
1.20
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n. Studio quality

Unit 19, Holder Road, Aldershot, Hampshire GU12 4RH
Tel: (0252) 319171 Telex: 858623

THREE OF A KIND
AUDIOTAPE

APOLLO

The specifications of the tape ultimately determine the quality of sound
available on cassette.
Q 18 and Q 31 tape are specifically
designed for high speed duplication.
Q 18 is a premium tape for general requirements, whilst Q 31 provides a higher dynamic range and lower distortion.
Audiotape Q 18 and Q 31 - duplication tape of the superior kind.

The finish of a master ultimately determines the quality of sound reproduced by the pressing.
The finish of the Apollo is second to
none. It's base is super -polished to perfection. Whilst the lacquer formulation
is unique and an innovation in itself.
Apollo Master Audiodisc - a master
of the superior kind.

Die technischen Spezifikationen eines Bandes bestimmen die Qualität
des Sounds, der nachher auf der Cassette zu hören ist.
Die Bandserien Q 18 und Q 31 sind

für hohe Kopiergeschwindigkeit entwickelt worden. Q 18 ist ein Qualitätsband für generelle Anforderungen,
während Q 31 hohe Dynamik im gesamten Bereich bei minimaler Verzerrung gewährleistet.
Audiobänder Q 18 und Q 31 - Überspielbänder in überragender Qualität.

Die Güte eines Masters bestimmt
letztlich die Qualität des Sounds der
gepreßten Platten. Die Güte von Apollo
ist unübertroffen, weil schon bei der
Herstellung großte Perfektion als Voraussetzung gilt. Vor allem die Lackschicht ist einzigartig und stellt eine besondere Neuerung dar.
Apollo Master - ein Master in überragender Qualität.

AA-4 AUDIOPAK
The properties of the tape ultimately determine the quality of the sound
reproduced on a cartridge.
The AA -4 utilises SGS -4 tape, which

can produce virtually identical copies
of the best master tapes. And its case is
specifically designed to withstand the
constant use it's sure to get.
AA -4 Audiopak - a cartridge of the
superior kind.
Die Eigenschaften des Bandes bestimmen letzten Endes die Tonqualität
der Cassette.
Beim AA -4 wird das SGS -4 -Band
verwendet, das Kopien von nahezu
identischer. Qualität wie der des
Masters ermöglicht. Die MC -Box wurde so ausgelegt, daß sie auch ständigem Gebrauch gewachsen ist.
AA -4 Audiopak - eine Cassette in
überragender Qualität.

a.

MAGNETIC PRODUCTS

f'

`'

+,

>

5

FOR SOUND REPRODUCTION THAT'S STUNNING
Capitol Magnetic Products Ltd., Alma Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 3)A. England. Telephone Windsor (075 35) 59171. Telex 847241
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AVAILABLE NOW

the new official
guide to APRS
members.
Published by STUDIO SOUND, the
number one sound recording magazine
in the world, in partnership with the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios. This completely new guide is an
essential reference source for
professionals in sound recording
throughout the world.
* Full facility listings to member studios

and overseas.
* Main cross referenced sections to
which studio has what, by consoles,
primary monitoring and tape
UK

machines.
* Location maps divided into individual
geographic areas where each studio is
pinpointed by a reference number.
* Comprehensive cross reference
sections.
* Master studio address file.
* Manufactures/Agents section to what
they manufacture and or are agents for.
* Courses and facilities offered by UK
and overseas educational members.
* Handy A5 size. 81/2" x 53/4 ".

Size AS
92

pages

Soft cover

ISBN 0 -86296 -029 -0
£3 I $5

net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

I

EPlease send me
1984/85.

copies APRS Producers Guide

£3.50 (UK). Overseas surface mail £4
Overseas airmail £6

USA

surface mail $6
USA airmail $10

Name

Address

Includes Postage
and Paclang

enclose a cheque /postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

Or debit my credit card

VISA

M

11

A

Credit card No.
Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 136, quoting credit card No.

[Signed

01 -686 2599,

SS

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

1

CLASSIFIEDS

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 50p per word, minimum £12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach these offices by 11th MARCH addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

Angel Talk Limited
THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters

and
demos),
pressings, sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01-3460033

(X)
CASSETTE DUPLICATING, label and inlay
cards printed or blank rate card from Audicord
Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester.
(C)

0455 47298.

I'Í

FOR HIGH QUALITY, REAL -TIME, AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION.
stereo format, cassette or open reel masters.

Small runs 30

'

speciality

a

Rapid service,

Ring 0344 425200 ANYTIME for details or write to
6 ABBEY CLOSE,

HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

-

jbs records

MUSIC-SPEECH-COMPUTER

011 Tttt PlfTBfKK STUDIO

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000 +. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo
recording /editing etc. Fast Security Delivery service.
jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SGI4 202. 0992 -551188.

15 Percv S treet, London W1
Tel 01 -637 8392

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7- days -a -week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
Tel: 01 -723 1583/5190.
(X)

MUSIC SUITE -Low cost real time cassette
duplication. Labels, blank cassettes, boxes, etc.
Fast and efficient service. Phone for price list 0239

-

(C)

711032.

STUDER REVOX. Service, repair in the East
Midlands. T26, A36, B36, C36, D36, E36, F36,
G36, A77, B77, PR99, A700, 3.77, 27, A37, B37,
C37, B30, A62, B62, A67, B67, A80, A81, A810,
A800. No 24HR. Turnround, results in better
work. Reasonable prices. 0246 75479.

UBL
Late night

sales 8 service.
13.30 am - 11pm

SPEEDY

R Es/OX

SERVICE

Plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock held
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers,

plus collection and delivery
Danbury Street, London N1 8JU
Telephone 01459 9342 (24 hours)
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RAPER& WAYMAN

z
3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING
Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies
at 16 times normal speed -all day!
Full Service facilities in London, Cambridge and
Somerset. SCS cassettes in bulk. Fast copying service.

Tandberg Main Dealers

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

NO RED TAPE AT

AZIMUTH

..

0460 20988

TANDBERG FAST COPIERS

.

COPY MASTER 30min £35
12 TRACK MAKE -UP 45min f85
10 REAL -TIME CASSETTE COPIES C10 £11
all prices exclusive of VAT
1" CASSETTE MASTERS+ % "/30 ips COPIES +FULL
PRODUCTION SERVICE
STUDER & LYREC TAPE MACHINES +DDA
DESK +SONY 701 (F1) BETA DIGITAL SYSTEM

FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE CALL
MIKE OR JOHN ON 01 -609 8081
AZIMUTH PRODUCTIONS LTD.
23A BENWELL ROAD, LONDON N7 7BW

4...FOR

marquee Clectrnnics
10 RICHMOND MEWS, W1.

439 6421

MAGNETIC TAPE/FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, `4 ", t4 ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4OYL
Tel. 01- 8641577

MOUND

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed duplication

Blank cassettes wound to length
TEL: 061 -881 2402

A NEW service in London offering
a new solution to an old problem.
Not only do we pick up, repair
and return your equipment, we are
also the London service point for
AMS and DRAWMER units.
CALL Alan Cundell now on
01 -586 8303

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS
We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
(07951 28425 -24 -hour service.
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS -Self- Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4. Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3RN

ERVICING
PRO-AUDIO MAINTENANCE

15

Elizabeth Mews

CLASSIFIEDS
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London NW3 4UH

AZIVILTH

J ELECTRONICS

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES

:_LRVICE
REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS
FOR ALL PROFESSIONAL RECORDINC
-

EQUIPMENT

AQhoGne -tquct[o
Services

Audio

Leeholme

Ltd.,

Leabridge

350 -4

Road,

Layton,

'ENTRE THREE COI
739 5940 / 367 6767 EXT

London,

Ph-US

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

0i-540 2164

7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOUR
EXPRESS STUDIO EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICE.

SALES

DIGITAL DELAY HARMONISERS
,

TECHNICAL

DIGITAL REVERB UNITS

DIGITAL RECORDERS
DIGITAL RHYTHM COMPUTERS

SERVICES
PA -VS

offers

equipment

VIDEO EQUIPMENT
COMPRESSORS/NOISE GATES

1.

a

full

studio

ntaintenanir'

service and a comprehense
studio and studio equip 1i'i
design service

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Professional Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

SPECTRUM SOUND
0303 38752

&Service
Sales
&Uher
and cassette
Revox
open reel

&seek
044

"/v

1

Real time cassette duplication via Nakamichi from
Sony PCM -F1 or open reel Dolby A or DBX. Also

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING ° PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

fast copying via Graff. Compression, equalisation
and editing facilities.
TEL:

WEST

58High5treet,

Photo Ac

aQuS7

5 -screw C -Zero

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A'. Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

London

Rd.,

Binfield,

-

no minimum or maximum order,

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

includes:
BLANK CASSETTES (C - C100 incl. Chrome I
HIGH - SPEED LOOP- BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
LABELS &
INLAY CARDS
CASSETTE
TAPE
SPOOLS &
EMPTY TAPE
BOXES
TAPE
TAPE
LEADER
&
SPLICING
MAGNETIC
AMPEX
TAPE
I

01 -446 3218

Fairview
Services

5 Tapes Ltd.

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34. Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

P"?`64.1

BLANK CASSETTES

0434 84547

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -C120

in

0923
Entrance
PHOTO
0923 320a
0908610625
Herts. Tel: fl e WportPagnell.Tel

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD. LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

axis audio

DIRECT FROM

projectors,

tl Ltd

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.

-

35mm slide
repaired.
Ube,
16mm sound lifters, etc., serviced and
amplifiers,
Revox, Tandbergr
recorders,
Fertograph,
Bell &Howell,
ants.
approvedsetviceag
255A St. Albans ROedSt)reerd,
'
..

995

Telephone 01-5564748

E70

-

Any length: AGFA

FERRIC & BASF CHROME TAPE

-

CM

SHELLS.

and is available from -

HIGH SPEED & REAL TIME CASSETTE
DUPLICATION
HEAD RELAPPING from E2.50 for
CASSETTE HEADS to E16.50 for 24

TRACK HEADS

Contact: FAIRVIEW STUDIOS. WILLERBY, HULL, 0482153116

MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey ICT6 6HE England

01 -399

2476 7

Bracknell, Barks

RG12 5BS

Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out by ex BBC Balance/
Recording Engineer with 20 year's experience of
high quality sound.
Silver Sounds Recording Service
449 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 7NB
Telephone 031 -336 3641

100 C -60 cassettes

beautifully copied in stereo

Just 059.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your 'Ai in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. NOW ALSO
cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for price check.

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES
QUICK TURNROUND - LOW PRICES
THE COMPLETE SERVICE

STUDIO REPUBLIC

47 High Street, Pinner

01-8685555

37

N.R.A. RECORDING
WEST END, LAUNTON, OXON.
08692 53986

CASSETTE DUPLICATING:

GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH
RECORDING
VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO- VISUALS)

(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)
(

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

MUSIC AND SOUND RECORDING COURSES

:..,

h oor policy of g,. ,y ;he
e and iealrve tuition.
accordance.
P.,. courses
Cass London has extended its rage of crew.
.:obey Sound. Abbey Road.
Nov 14,18th (Elementary Recordmg) 5 dai
urley. Denmark 5treer.
Nov 26th.30th ISynthes,sersl 5-day. with t
Dec
5th- 9th Ifairlight Programmmgl 5-day Elephant Studios, Wapping.
Dec 12th -16th (Elementary Recording, 5.dey. Abbey Sound Studios. Abbey Road
Jan 7th 11th IEaalight Programming, 5,dey Elephant Studios. Wapping
Jan 14th. 18th ISynthesiselsI 5 -day. Tin Pan Alley. Denmark Street
Jan 21st'22nd (Diploma year pan'timel every lollowrng MondayTuesday, Cass London.
Wapping

In

-

1

For our lull brochure about booking procedures, contact

CASS LONDON, School or Music and Sound Recording,
Studio A2. Metropolitan Wharf. Wapping Wall, Wapping. London
Tel. Ol 480 5149

CASS LONDON,

CLASSIFIEDS
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E1

955.

PYRAMID STUDIO OFFERS FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING
ITEMS WHICH HAVE ALL BEEN SUPERBLY MAINTAINED
AND USED ONLY AT OUR OWN STUDIO

RECORDING EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE. (Brennell, Soundcraft, Neuman, DBX
etc...) Sensible offers, Tony 0424 428644.
8 -TRACK

E480
MXR Delay System II 15 seconds
C220 each
Drawmer Dual Gares D.S 201
£2.250
Trdem Flex Mix 16. 8 2+2 compressors
E4,500
Lexicon 244 4 -4 Digital reverb
£2,000
Rhodes Chroma k case
£700
Pair Lockwood LEIS Mk3 with 15" Tannoy Golds
£75 each
Oued 50E Power amps
Wall Custom Left Hand Fretless Bass Active 4 -Band Eq.
£490
American Walnut Body + case
Ebony Board
£980
Orban 674A Stereo Equalizer
£160
Bel BOA 40 Delay Flanger
£375
19" Rack Scamp Stereo Panier with P. S. U
E385
Was Electronics Broadcast Duality 2 track 7 5.15
C75
Roland SCP 301 Bass Pre -Amp

1

2
1
1
1

I

2

RECORDING "I APE ex- safety copies, no edits:
2 inch Ampex 406 £28, 2 inch BASF SPR50 £22,
2 inch Scotch 226 £25, 2 inch Racal 888 (blue)
£18, I inch Agfa 468 £10. Half spools virgin 2
inch Agfa 468 £18. Contact Francis (073 080)
519. Price includes delivery.
ITC STEREO CARTRIDGE MACHINE replay
only, fully working and currently in use.
Available end of February £350. Contact Francis
(073 080) 519.

-

All wises exclusive of VAT

-

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
London, N3 IAN.
13a Hamilton Way,

Telephone 01 -346 0033.

(X)

STUDIO FOR SALE
Well established, fully equipped, professional
format, tin 16 -track recording studio with office and
shop premises, situated in West Kensington.
Equipment includes Ampex, Studer, Raindirk and
comprehensive range of outboard gear.
For full details, phone 01 -385 0700.

Lexicon 224X Larc
AMS 15 -80s 6.4s/1 -6s 2pc De- Glitch
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb
Drum Computers, Keyboards, etc

01 -228

0984

MONO
AND
STEREO
EMTI40
REVERBERATION PLATES, all with remote
control facility. Offers? For quick sale. 041 -959
6251 (24hr answerphone) or 041 -334 2329. (D)

£1,395
hours
862 Serial number 2900. Guaranteed meter 696
£1,295
hours
£250
DOLBY 301. Full range, two channel
£100
AUTO SWITCHING UNIT DOLBY /862

K.G. MUSIC
Northern Stockists and Distributors for
RSD /STUD /OMASTER Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.

t

CARRIAGE EXTRA
ALL SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
SME LTD., STEYNING. SUSSEX BN4 3GY.
TEL: STEYNING 109031 814321

ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION
Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio
equipment extensive range of connectors and accessories
Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18142 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 109241 371766

-

IT'S FREE
Don Larking audio sales produce a free bi- monthly
newsletter which is mailed direct and contains lists
of new and used recording equipment for both the
professional and home studio. Telephone now and
get your name on our computer. (0582) 450066 or

telex 825488.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AS A RESULT of recent expansion we have for
sale one KING type 780 and three TAPE
AUTOMATION cassette winders. Ring 01 -232
0630 for details.
(D)

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS
STUDIO MONITORING

2" MASTER TAPE
Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins.

Ampex 406 £25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch
250 £25.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some
1" Tape available. Empty 2" spools £7.50.

Specialists in design, supply, installation,
analysing, equalising and trouble shooting.
S. J. COURT & ASSOCIATES LTD.
Tel: 01 -435 0532. Telex: 268279

Quantity discounts.

Action Sound

01 -434

4365

Series 1 Lyrec TR532,
under 4,000 hours'
operation with ATC remote

FOR HIRE

063878 518.

STUDER 862 Serial number 3516. Guaranteed meter 262

-

POWER AMPLIFIERS 'HMI' model S500-D.
Dual- channel 500W each (currently configured
in bridge -mono mode for 1000W output). Used,
working condition £250+ VAT each. Postage £5.
Ralfe Electronics, 10 Chapel Street, London
NW 15DN. (Tel 01 -723 8753).

WAYNE KERR frequency response analyser
and fourcurve display store RA200/ADSI.
Excellent condition £2,600 (inc VAT) ono. Tel:

Phone Mike Ilka on 0582 412331

DRAWMER
KLARK TEKNIK H.. inch mastering machine.
Dual capstan, 71/2 and 15 ips, varispeed, digital
time counter etc. Now surplus to requirement
£950. Contact Francis (073 080) 519.

FOR SALE- PRIVATE

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION
Studio environments built to the highest standards.
Our services include
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings. high density doors, sound
lock lobbies. concrete and brickwork, double glazing, low frequency absorbers,
attenuated ventilation systems, insulating sealants. acoustic screens, electrical
and electronic installation, equipment sales and commissioning
U.K. and international protects undertaken.

Planning. design and materials export.

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
London, England
01 -985 7573

-

control

£10,500 ono

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

Contact Norma Bishop
581 0261

DO YOU WISH TO LEGALLY
TRANSMIT AUDIO SIGNALS OVER

BRITISH TELECOM CIRCUITS!
We manufacture approved Interface Equipment for
Narrow or Wide Band Private Wire and Public
Switched Telephone Network circuits, also Telecom
Line Circuit Safety Barriers

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
56 Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN, England.
Tel: 03745 3381 or 03745 3256
THE MIXER PEOPLE

in the custom design of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remis, dubbing and viewing suces
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz

30 years' experience

Tel: 0442 54821

RUSH ELECTRONICS LTD
Outboard 4 band switchable E.Q. Hi Lo shelf /bell.
2 mid bands; selectable "Q ". Customising,
refurbishing, design and construction
29 Alexandra Road, London N8 OPL
Tel: 01 -889 2200

Wishing Nick Gander & crew all the very best in their new
edit suite, with its radical near field monitoring system &
electronic acoustic enhancement.

STUDIO INNOVATIONS

You heard it 1st at Sonoptics - It was designed 1st by
STUDIO INNOVATIONS
Impress House, Mansell Road
LONDON W3. Tel: 740 6060

CLASSIFIEDS
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CASH BUYER seeks large impressive house
preferably in own grounds, with studio or
suitable building (no remote cottages). No
equipment necessary. Must have business
planning permissions. Telephone: 0482 25850.
(B)

DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS
SONY;i''i_ë

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING & TRANSFER FACILITY

BRITANNIA
ROW

01226 3377

HHB Hire & Sales, Und

t

A /H, Fostex, Roland, Drawmer, GBS, MXR. £25
per hour (minimum three hours). Call Paul 627
3507, 674 8667.
(C)

f16000+
Neve is the foremost manufacturer of sp'cialist equipment for professional audio and exports three quarters of its output A Sales
Manager is required to join its world sales
team and contribute to a programme of new
product launches and sales expansion.
Responsible to the Marketing Director, the
ideal candidate will have a working knowledge of French , German or Spanish and have

relevant record of sales achievements. This
might be through sales of equipment to the film,
television, video, broadcast or music recording
industries.
a

Remuneration package will depend on experience and consist of basic salary plus substantial performance payments totalling £I6,000+
as well as private health insurance and
executive car.

Applicants should send a full c.v. to
Mrs V E Chapman, Personnel Manager.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

/C
1.1131

lib

New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,

London NW109AX.Telephone 01- 9613295. Telex 923393.

FA1RLICHT ll WITH operator including transport or 8 -track studio with: Tannoy, Auratone,

SALES MANAGER

'%1::

PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850D/A U-MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1 BETAMAX RECORDERS
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

speed cassette
duplicating operator required for supervisory
vacancy. S.E.I. area. Ring 01 -232 0630 for
(D)
appointment.
A SENIOR experienced high

%'Neve Electronics International Ltd
Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston,
Hertfordshire, SG8 6AU, England.
Royston (0763) 60776

01226 3377

EMUS

SITUATIONS VACANT

HIRE

24 HOUR RENTAL
A comprehensive range of
Digital and Analogue effects
including AMS, Lexicon,
Eventide and Roland.
Plus Sony PCM systems, Tape

Yamaha is the World's largest manufacturer of musical instruments.
Yamaha products are well known for technical and sound excellence,
quality of construction and reliability. Sales of P.A. and Sound
Reinforcement products in the U.K. are growing so fast that we have
decided to form an 'in- house' department to handle sales and
marketing within the Musical Instrument Division.

machines, Noise reduction,
units, Signal processors,
Microphones, Drum
computers and Keyboards.

We are looking for
and experience:

Immediate delivery and collection service.

01- 387 9356

111111ì

MULTITRACK

a

Sales Executive with the following qualifications

-A

high level of technical education.
- Knowledge
of P.A. and Sound Reinforcement products (especially
digital equipment) and the industry.

24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
76 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NWl 1BY.

zatig

YAMAHA

- Professional Sales training and evidence of sales success within
industry.
- the
Qualifications and ambition to earn further promotion within our
- Company.
Clean driving licence
car will be provided).
(a

-

Please write to
Mrs J. Longman, Office Manager

Musical Instrument Division
Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd.
Mount Avenue
Bletchley, Milton Keynes
MK1 1JE
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WANT TO WORK IN NASHVILLE?

SITUATIONS VACANT

EXPERIENCED SOUND ENGINEER
Established VOICE -OVER studio needs an experienced sound
engineer used to all types of voice work. If you're the person we
want, we'll improve on your present salary.
Excellent working environment. Two minutes from Finchley Road
underground.
Phone Ted Graham, Motivation Sound Ltd,
on 01 -624 7785 for more details

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC.
Audio Applications Engineer

Need experienced mastering engineer evenings and weekends. Prefer someone with
excellent credits and current following. Send
letter and resume, include mastering credits
salary requirements, to Box No. 916.
Land

16 -track Opportunity

1.

A well- equipped 16 -track studio. now operating
in Yorkshire as a mobile, requires an experienced

and dynamic engineer to run and build up the
business. Either continuing as a mobile or, if you

l

have premises, moving into your own premises.
Write to box number 917

TAPE -OP REQUIRED
Must have minimum one year 24 -track experience
and be capable of engineering some sessions
Please contact Pete Dolan, The Wool Hall
0373 830731 (near Bath)

Dolby Laboratories are actively involved in sound engineering in
areas such as television production and distribution, feature film
production, music recording and digital sound transmission.
We need a capable engineer to help our work in these areas. He or
she will be based in London, from where Dolby Laboratories covers
all world markets (with the exception of North America).
The successful applicant should have a firm grasp of audio
engineering basics, practical experience of sound mixing or
recording, and the ability to deal effectively with people.
The engineer should be able to work unsupervised in a variety of
situations and should be prepared for some international travel.
If you are interested, come and talk to us.

FOR DETAILS
OF HOW TO

MARK YONGE, AIRS
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP
01 -720 1111

ADVERTISE

Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, one of the UK's leading distributors of
professional audio products and computer -based musical instruments is
looking for two people to join its small friendly team based in central London.

IN THIS

SERVICE ENGINEER
We need a self motivating engineer with at least 3 years' experience of
servicing both digital and analogue equipment. An audio background is
useful but not vital.
The essential ingredients are enthusiasm, ability to liaise with clients and
good basic fault finding skills right down to component level in complex
microprocessor -based equipment.

Challenge, satisfaction, some frustration and
a committed team are guaranteed.

a

strong sense of being part of

SALES PERSON
We are also searching for a rather unusual salesperson who will share our
dedication to create satisfied customers.
The task will include demonstration of the Kurzweil computer -based
keyboard and he or she will also have to become familiar with our range of
audio signal processing products and be happy selling these to commercial
studios, broadcasters and fellow musicians.

SUCCESSFUL
SECTION
CONTACT
COLETTE

us, selling is helping people solve their problems. It demands
committment and determination to succeed in our industry.
If you think we could work together, then please contact Brandon McHale
concerning service, or Nick Martin if you are interested in either opportunity.

RAMSAY

Tel: 01 -387 1262

01-686 2599 ext 567

To

CLASSIFIEDS

SITUATIONS VACANT

SALES/MARKETING

MANAGER

Chief Engineer's Department

Telecommunications
Technical Officer
Grade ll.

Since its formation in 1982 1)/lAs' expanding
product line -up has achieved a high level of
world -wide acceptance in the studio, broadcast
and theatre /p.a. market.

The Operations Technical Support Group
have a vacancy in their depot in London,
SE5, for a Telecommunications Technical
Officer Grade II who can apply a sharp
analytical mind to audio tape recordings
and tape recorders.
Applicants should possess at least a TEC
Certificate or equivalent and have had 7 or
more years experience in audio engineering with part of this time specialising in
tape recording techniques and recording
machines. Knowledge or interest in the
use of computers in audio would be an
advantage.
Salary: £10,057 p.a. on entry rising to
£11,298 p.a. inclusive of inner London
weighting. Prospects for promotion.
For further information and an application
form write to The Establishment Officer,
E8
Branch Room 213 (SS /ATL),
105 Regency Street, London, SW1P 4AN

To help us achieve our future growth plan,
we are recruiting a Sales/Marketing Manager
to promote UK sales and further develop our
overseas dealer network.
If you think you're the sort of professional we're
looking for send us your C.V. which will, of course
be treated in the strictest confidence.
Write to David I)earden.

or telephone 01 -230 3122 (24 hour
answering service).
The Metropolitan Police Office is an equal
opportunities employer.

DDA

i'nit

I

SETTING NEW STANDARDS
7/8, Wurton

I

fall, Worton Ruad, lsleworth, Middlesex 1'W7 6ER.

METROPOLITAN POLICE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM j

Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants. Rates 50p per word. Minimum £12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra.
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please publish
the advertisement below for
insertion /s under the heading

Name

Address

Cheque /P.O. enclosed £
made payable to Link
House Publications (Croydon) Ltd.
Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include
remittance to cover name and address and /or tel. no.
Is a

Please write in block capitals.
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STUDIO
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

PRO -AUDIO
DIRECTORY 1984/85
PRO -AUDIO DIRECTORY 1981,85 E6

From the publishers of Studio Sound and
Broadcast Sound magazines, the world's
leading journals for recording and
broadcast studios, comes the 1984/85 edition
of the Pro -Audio Directory.
Just published, the new edition of this
definitive guide to international audio
products and services provides up- to -theminute information on companies, products
and services throughout the world.
Thoroughly cross- referenced and
indexed, the easy -to -use classified guide
to industry services and products features
everything from Connectors to Consoles.
Extensive address files of distributors and
manufacturers worldwide.
Extensive illustrations.
Don't be without your copy of this important
international reference work.

Size A4
152

pages

Soft cover
ISBN 0- 86296-020 -7
ISBN 0266 -2248
£6 / $9 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me
I

1984/85.

I

£7 (UK).

copies Pro-Audio Directory

Overseas surface mail £8.50
Overseas airmail £ 10.50

USA surface mail $15
USA airmail $18

Includes Postage
and Padang

I enclose a cheque/postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Or debit my credit card

VISA

1O

Credit card No.
0 Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 213, quoting credit card No.

Signed

01 -686 2599,

Name

Address

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

J
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

MIX

APRS
Abacus Elect rics
Advanced Music Systems
AKG

Alphaton
Amek Ltd
Ampex USA
Ampex UK
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Quo ntec
Room Si 'r. atio
Quantec heralds a new era. A revolution in acoustic versatility. Every sound environment
is obtainable at the push of a button.
Acoustics are no longer bound by the specific configuration of a room, but can be used
to emphasize a scene, enhance or improve a sound or enrich a musical composition.

Programs

Reverberation program
Room size

m! - 10° m3 with 7 steps
0.1 sec to 100 sec (up to 400 sec at
Coefficient of 0.1 to 10 with 11 steps
Coefficient of 0.1 to 2.5 with 8 steps
1

Decoy time
Decay time nt low frequencies
Decay time at high frequencies
Reverbration density
Density of resonance
Reverb

More than 10.000 per sec depending on room size
Max 3 per Hz of bandwidth depending on room size
Prereverb delay
ms - 200 ms in steps of
ms, level -30 dB to 0dB
ms
200 ms in steps of
ms, level -30 dB to OdB, 'OFF' Function
Simulation of rooms without perceptible reverberation

Enhance program
Freeze program

Vore
Hollar'

-

.

Quantec GmbH,

in steps of

1

dB 'OFF' Function

1

Special loop program with infinite decay time to add any number of acoustical entries
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If only
your ears could see.
If you could see what your ears can hear, the

precision which makes Tannoy monitors
different would stare you in the face.
You would see the time difference in high
and low frequencies on other, ordinary
monitors. You would probably even spot the
nasty phase incoherence and other unsightly
phenomena.
Now put a Tannoy with SyncSource under
the magnifying glass, and see what you can
hear. Look at the phase perfection and the way
in which the correct time relationships of
fundamentals and harmonics are maintained.
Then look at the practical advantages.
More complete audio information, and greater
freedom of movement behind the recording
console without being restricted to an on or off
axis listening position.
For more information on Tannoy monitors
with SyncSource single point sound sources,
just 'phone or write.
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The Name for Loudspeakers

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502
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